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ABSTRACT 

A tendency in current policy research is the focus on ideational features of policymaking, 

i.e. the way ideas, beliefs and language shape policy processes. The impact of the material 

situation as it exists irrespective of human interpretation, or in other words, the factual 

problem pressure, is hardly considered as an explanatory variable. In this dissertation, I 

propose to analyze both dimensions as a means to get a more thorough picture of the 

dynamics behind policymaking. For this purpose, I carry out a case study of fuel poverty in 

Germany. The topic emerged on the political agenda within the context of the energy 

transition. Notwithstanding the ample attention attributed to the topic within this larger 

debate, no considerable policy activity followed, i.e. that the topic was not considered on the 

decision agenda and remained a non-policy. In this case study, I seek to analyze the impact 

material and ideational factors had on agenda-setting and non-policymaking related to fuel 

poverty in Germany. This means that I want to find out whether the course of fuel poverty 

on the political and decision agenda can be explained by dynamics in problem pressure, or 

rather by the way relevant actors perceived of the problem and defined it in the political 

debate.  

The analysis of the ideational dimension is carried out with Discourse Network Analysis 

(DNA), a research method that associates content and network analysis and allows to 

visualize the evolution of discourse networks over time. Data is coded using articles from 

the two main German high quality newspapers.  

The material dimension is analyzed using the two most prominent fuel poverty indicator, the 

10% indicator and the Low Income High Costs indicator. These indicators cross household 

income data with required spending. The use of required instead of actual spending has 

become a convention in fuel poverty research, but is quite challenging in terms of data 

requirements. In order to determine required spending, i.e. how much energy a household 

would need to attain a certain level of thermal comfort in the dwelling, an energy model has 

been developed based on the combination of different data sources.  

The results indicate that the ideational dimension did exert influence both on agenda-setting 

and non-policymaking. However, in contrast to the assumptions of the non-policymaking 

literature, the lack of decision-making was not due to strategic intervention from issue 

opponents. Rather, the results hint to difficulties experienced by issue proponents to 

effectively link the topic to the core debate on the costs of the energy transition. When it 

comes to the material dimension, I find that a deterioration of the situation (as measured with 

both indicators) did indeed coincide with the emergence of the topic on the political agenda. 

However, more fine-grained analyses suggest that ideational elements intervened in this 

process. Concerning the decision agenda, no link can be established between the material 

dimension and non-decision-making.  

The dissertation has contributed to a better understanding of the complex mechanisms 

underlying policymaking. It has shown the merits of considering the ideational and the 

material dimension, and their impact on different agenda stages, conjointly.  
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Die Frage nach dem Einfluss ideeller Faktoren auf politische Prozesse ist in letzter Zeit in 

den Fokus der Policy-Forschung gerückt. Das heißt, dass sich die Forschung vornehmlich 

damit beschäftigt, wie Ideen, Überzeugungen und deren sprachliche Vermittlung sich auf 

das politische Geschehen auswirken. Der Einfluss materieller Faktoren bzw. des realen 

Problemdrucks, wie er ungeachtet menschlicher Einschätzung existiert, findet kaum 

Berücksichtigung als erklärende Variable. Die vorliegende Arbeit widmet sich der Analyse 

beider Aspekte, mit dem Ziel, eine möglichst umfassende Vorstellung der Dynamiken 

politischer Prozesse zu bekommen. Die Fragestellung wird anhand einer Fallstudie zum 

Thema Energiearmut in Deutschland analysiert. Energiearmut kam in Deutschland im 

Rahmen der Energiewende auf die politische Agenda. Trotz der umfassenden 

Aufmerksamkeit, die das Thema in diesem Zusammenhang bekam, blieben politische 

Maßnahmen aus, d.h., das Thema wurde nicht auf die Entscheidungsagenda gesetzt. Ziel der 

Fallstudie ist es, den Einfluss ideeller und materieller Faktoren bezüglich der 

Berücksichtigung des Themas auf verschiedenen Agenda-Ebenen und auf das Ausbleiben 

politischer Entscheidungen zu untersuchen. Es geht also darum zu analysieren, ob sich die 

politische Entwicklung des Themas Energiearmut anhand des tatsächlich vorhandenen 

Problemdrucks erklären lässt oder vielmehr anhand der Art und Weise, wie relevante 

Akteure das Problem wahrnehmen und welche Vorstellungen davon sie in den politischen 

Diskurs einbringen.  

Die ideelle Dimension wird mithilfe der Forschungsmethode Diskursnetzwerkanalyse 

(Discourse Network Analysis, DNA) analysiert. Diese Methode besteht aus einer 

Kombination von Inhalts- und Netzwerkanalyse und ermöglicht es, die Entwicklung von 

Diskursnetzwerken im Zeitverlauf darzustellen. Für die Analyse werden Daten aus Artikeln 

der beiden größten deutschen Tageszeitungen im Bereich der Qualitätsmedien gewonnen.  

Für die Analyse der materiellen Dimension greife ich auf die beiden bekanntesten und 

bedeutendsten Energiearmuts-Indikatoren zurück, den 10% Indikator und den Low Income 

High Costs Indikator. Diese Indikatoren basieren auf einer Überschneidung von 

Haushaltseinkommen und erforderlichem Energieverbrauch der entsprechenden Wohnung. 

Die Verwendung des erforderlichen anstatt des tatsächlichen Energieverbrauchs ist eine 

Konvention in der Energiearmutsforschung, bedeutet jedoch eine große Herausforderung 

hinsichtlich der zu verwendenden Daten. Um den erforderlichen Energieverbrauch zu 

bestimmen, d.h. um abzuschätzen, wie viel Energie ein Haushalt verbrauchen müsste, um 

einen angemessenen Wärmekomfort zu erreichen, wird ein Energiemodell entwickelt, das 

sich auf die Kombination verschiedener Datenquellen stützt.  

Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die ideelle Dimension Einfluss darauf hatte, wie 

Energiearmut in Deutschland als politisches Thema wahrgenommen und auf politischer 

Ebene behandelt wurde. Im Gegensatz zu den Annahmen der Literatur, die sich mit der 

ausbleibenden politischen Berücksichtigung eines Themas (non-policymaking) beschäftigt, 

kann der Mangel an politischen Maßnahmen nicht auf strategische Einflussnahme 

potentieller Gegner des Themas zurückgeführt werden. Es scheint vielmehr so, als ob 
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diejenigen Akteure, die sich für das Thema einsetzen, Schwierigkeiten hatten, Energiearmut 

im Kern des Diskurses über die wachsenden Kosten der Energiewende zu verankern. Was 

die materielle Dimension betrifft zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass eine Verschlechterung der 

Situation tatsächlich mit dem Aufkommen des Themas auf der politischen Agenda 

zusammenfällt. Allerdings weisen differenziertere Analysen darauf hin, dass sich der 

Einfluss materieller Faktoren erst durch das zusätzliche Einwirken ideelle Faktoren entfaltet. 

Auf die Entscheidungsagenda scheinen materielle Faktoren keinerlei Einfluss genommen zu 

haben.  

Die Arbeit trägt zu einem besseren Verständnis der komplexen Mechanismen bei, welche 

charakteristisch sind für politische Prozesse und Entscheidungsfindung. Sie zeigt, dass es 

lohnend sein kann, ideelle und materielle Faktoren, sowie deren Einfluss auf verschiedene 

Agenda-Ebenen, gemeinsam zu betrachten.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Policymaking is a way of condensing what counts for a given society at a given time. Within 

the process of decision-making, a complex interaction of forces determines why certain 

topics are considered more relevant than others, why they are considered at one moment in 

time and not another, why certain topics rise to the political agenda but later fall into 

oblivion, etc. Untangling the complexity behind these political processes and finding 

patterns therein has become a core object of investigation in political research.  

The objective of my thesis is to contribute to this research by focusing on the question of the 

relative impact of material and ideational factors on policymaking, more precisely on 

agenda-setting and (non-)policy change. The material dimension is defined here as the 

factual situation that exists irrespective of human interpretation. For example, a problem 

would in these terms be considered a problem because of certain objectively discernible 

difficulties and not because it is perceived and propagated as such by people in a given 

society. The ideational dimension, on the other hand, refers to the human appreciation of a 

given situation or process. It involves the impact of ideas, convictions and discourse in the 

public and political arena, the interpretation and definition of issues and the competitive 

search for appropriate solutions.  

When it comes to the question why a topic is considered in the public and/or political realm, 

different explanations are conceivable: A topic might, in the first place, rise on the agenda 

due to an objective deterioration of the situation, becoming evident enough to require a 

solution. On the other hand, it is also possible to imagine that a topic is pushed by political 

actors having a stake in the issue in the absence of aggravated objective conditions. 

Furthermore, a combination of both factors might be necessary for a topic to be taken into 

account, i.e. that ideational factors need to intervene in a process where objective conditions 

operate, and vice versa.  

Since the “argumentative turn” in political sciences in the late 1980 (Fischer and Forester 

1993; Fischer and Gottweis 2012), the focus of policy analysis has shifted to the ways public 

policy is influenced by language, argument, beliefs etc., in short everything that I summarize 

under to concept “ideational dimension” (see Berman 2013; Gofas and Hay 2010b for a 

metatheoretical discussion of ideational research). This development was driven by the 

perception that positivist explanations, based on the analysis of objective conditions, were 

not able to thoroughly account for the dynamics inherent in policymaking. In light of this 

development, it is not surprising that current policy theories and studies draw strongly on 

ideational factors for the explanation of policymaking. This has led to a dualistic thinking 

prevalent in political analysis in ontological, epistemological and methodological terms 

(Blyth and Schmidt 2010; Gofas and Hay 2010a). In an effort to overcome this dualism, I 

set out to analyze policy processes having regard to both ideational and objective forces. 

I will analyze these questions by carrying out a case study on fuel poverty in Germany. Fuel 

poverty is conventionally defined as the difficulty households experience in “keep[ing] 
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adequately warm at reasonable cost” (DTI 2001, p. 6). The term fuel poverty (Energiearmut) 

appeared for the first time in the German public debate by around 2008. However, it only 

became a widely discussed topic in the context of the government’s decision in 2011 to phase 

out nuclear energy and the subsequent debate on the way of financing the energy transition. 

Proposals on how to realign the energy transition had a prominent place in the election 

campaign, including measures to socially mitigate its repercussions on low-income 

households. Apart from the conservative parties (CDU/CSU), all major political parties 

(social-democrats, Liberal, Green and Left party) treated the social dimension of rising 

energy prices in their party manifestos. In their coalition agreement, the conservative parties 

and the social-democrats resolved to quickly implement a fundamental reform of the 

renewable energy law (which was eventually implemented in August 2014), centrepiece of 

the renewable energy funding system. However, none of the measures related to fuel poverty 

that had been discussed during the election campaign was considered in the agreement. The 

only measure foreseen in the domain of energy policy is the extension of already existing 

energy advice programs for low-income households. Furthermore, in terms of consumer 

protection, the government advocates the use of smart meters equipped with a prepayment 

function as a means to limit the number of power cuts. The term fuel poverty is not used in 

the document (Bundesregierung 2013, pp. 52, 126). Compared to the salience of fuel poverty 

as a public and political topic, these measures appear surprisingly marginal.  

It may seem idle to investigate the reasons for which a niche problem such as fuel poverty 

(which concerns only one part of the population) was superseded by a more pressing problem 

such as containing the costs of the energy transition (which has an impact on society as a 

whole). However, examples from other countries show that it is common practice elsewhere 

to consider the social dimension in the design of environmental policies (see chapter 4.2.1). 

In this regard, the German non-policymaking1 approach in the field of fuel poverty contrasts 

with other countries such as England, where potential repercussions of environmental 

policies on fuel poor households are considered from the very start (ACE 2010a, 2010b; 

Guertler 2012; Hills 2012b; Preston et al. 2010; Stockton and Campbell 2011).  

In order to thoroughly analyze the career of fuel poverty in the German context, it is useful 

to distinguish between different agenda stages. Kingdon (1984, p. 4) proposes the distinction 

between governmental and decision agenda. The governmental agenda is defined as “the list 

of subjects that are getting attention” (Kingdon 1984, p. 4), while the decision agenda is 

defined as the “list of subjects within the governmental agenda that are up for an active 

decision” (ibid). Since I am interested in the subjects that gain attention not only by 

government but also by public and by political actors more generally speaking, I will use the 

term political agenda instead of governmental agenda.  

In sum, this dissertation aims to provide insights into the reasons for the rise and fall of fuel 

poverty as a public and political issue in Germany, i.e. the reasons for the topic to be first 

considered on the political agenda, but for being subsequently neglected on the decision 

                                                 

1 Other terms proposed in the literature are non-decision making (Bachrach and Baratz 1962), non-policy 

(Lutzenhiser 2001), un-politics (Crenson 1971) and agenda denial (Cobb and Ross 1997).  
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agenda. The focus of this inquiry will be on the potential impact of material and ideational 

factors within these agenda processes. The material dimension concerns the question 

whether fuel poverty has deteriorated in the course of time, i.e. that the number of affected 

households or the severity of the problem for those affected has increased. Had the problem 

deteriorated in the course of time, this could be considered a reason for the topic to emerge 

on the political agenda. Within the debate on the costs of the energy transition, it was often 

stated that fuel poverty had increased due to the socially unjust way of financing the energy 

transition. However, to date, there does not exist any thorough assessment of fuel poverty in 

the German context. First studies have been published (Heindl 2015; Schreiner 2015) which 

try to quantify fuel poverty in Germany, but these studies do not use the original version of 

fuel poverty indicators. This means that they use data on actual energy consumption instead 

of energy requirements (see below and chapter 7 for more detail). Furthermore, these studies 

do not analyze the evolution of fuel poverty over time (Heindl 2015) or else do not cover the 

period necessary to answer the research questions I am interested in (Schreiner 2015).  

The ideational dimension refers to the way the topic was presented by different actors in the 

public and political debate. It relates to questions such as the influence different actors and 

their claims have on the discourse and the way fuel poverty is dealt with politically, the 

impact of the actor constellation and the discursive structure etc. An analysis of the ideational 

dimension will yield insights into the weight of ideas and discourse in agenda-setting and 

policymaking processes. One of the central questions here is whether the status of a political 

issue might be uniquely linked to the way it is presented by actors in the political discourse, 

irrespective of the factual conditions underlying it.  

The research question of this dissertation requires a mixed methods research design, i.e. the 

combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods in one study. Mixed methods 

research has been proposed as a third research paradigm, reconciling the divide between the 

purely qualitative and quantitative research paradigms (R. B. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 

2004; R. B. Johnson et al. 2007; Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009). At best, mixed methods 

research enhances the reliability of findings due to “convergence and corroboration” (R. B. 

Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004, p. 21) resulting from the use of different methods. To some 

extent, the research design used in this dissertation is particular, since there are two aspects 

to the research question (the ideational and the material dimension, respectively), which are, 

one by one, answered using different research methods2. This means that the “level of 

mixing” (Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009) is quite low, since the different methods are not 

incorporated into the same stages of analysis. It is only at the level of the interpretation of 

findings that the results obtained by different methods are considered conjointly. Therefore, 

the research design used here relies on partially mixed methods and corresponds to what 

Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2009) call a “partially mixed concurrent equal status design” 

(Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009, p. 268). This means that the analyses are carried out 

separately, that the order in which they are carried out does not influence the outcome, and 

                                                 

2 Furthermore, these analyses are complemented by a document analysis and expert interviews in order to 

provide insights into the case study context. 
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that there is no hierarchical order between the qualitative and quantitative parts of the study 

(Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009, p. 268).  

Before outlining the structure of this dissertation and summarizing the results, I will briefly 

present the general terms of fuel poverty as discussed in the literature. Conventionally, fuel 

poverty is defined as the difficulty that households experience in coping with the cost of 

domestic energy. The term fuel poverty is commonly used in terms of affordability of energy 

in developed countries, whereas the term energy poverty was originally used to describe the 

difficulties experienced in developing countries concerning the access to modern energy 

services (Thomson et al. 2016, p. 7). However, both terms are often used as synonyms, above 

all in documents by the European Union (Boardman 2010; Thomson et al. 2016)3. As argued 

by Bouzarovski and Petrova (2015), a distinction between the two terms becomes obsolete 

as soon as both are defined as “the inability to attain a socially and materially necessitated 

level of domestic energy services” (Bouzarovski and Petrova 2015, p. 31). However, in order 

to avoid confusion, I will use the term fuel poverty throughout the document, since this thesis 

deals with affordability issues in a developed country. Furthermore, I will only deal with 

fuel poverty in the dwelling. Aspects of transport and mobility are not treated (for more 

information on this topic see BMVBS 2009; Cochez et al. 2015; Gertz and Altenburg 2009; 

Martens 2010; Mattioli 2014; Mayer et al. 2014; Stark 2016). 

The reasons for fuel poverty in the dwelling are attributed to the interplay of several 

constituting factors, among which the most frequently cited are low income, high energy 

prices and poor energy efficiency (Boardman 2010, p. 21; Bouzarovski and Petrova 2015, p. 

35; DTI 2001, p. 7; Dubois and Meier 2014, p. 3; Hills 2011, p. 36; Rosenow 2014, p. 108). 

As compared to general poverty, the main distinctive feature is energy inefficiency in 

housing stock and housing appliances (Boardman 2010, p. xv; Tews 2013, p. 2). Given low-

income households’ lack of capital to overcome this structural deficiency (Hills 2012b, p. 

26; Tews 2013, p. 12), considerable inequalities exist concerning households’ ability to 

“convert income into heat” (Hills 2011, p. 90), even for households with otherwise similar 

incomes and household characteristics (see also Schaffrin and Reibling 2015, p. 2). This 

leads to a situation where some households (among which some of the poorest) pay 

disproportionally high energy bills (Boardman 2010, p. xv) or else are forced to restrict their 

consumption in order to prevent indebtedness (Hills 2011, p. 37; Schaffrin and Reibling 

2015, p. 3). This means that the amount of consumed energy does not always reflect the level 

of energy needed to attain a certain level of thermal comfort (Hills 2011, p. 90). For this 

reason, it has become a convention in fuel poverty research to use modelled energy need 

instead of actual consumption in order to determine who is in fuel poverty (Boardman 2010; 

DTI 2001; Hills 2011, 2012b)4. This approach ensures that those restricting their 

consumption relative to need “are not wrongly considered to not be fuel poor” (Hills 2012a, 

p. 3, emphasis added). Modelled energy need takes into account the efficiency of the 

                                                 

3 At the level of the European Union, fuel poverty is legally recognized since 2009 (Thomson et al. 2016).  
4 Even though some exceptions still exist, justified by the lack of detailed data that would allow to model 

energy need. See for example Heindl (2015), Schreiner (2015) and ONPE (2014). 
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dwelling and the energy system, the size of the living area, household characteristics, under-

occupancy and the time spent at home, as well as standard temperature levels (21°C in the 

primary living area and 18°C in the secondary living area) (Hills 2011, p. 37), defined 

according to recommendations of the World Health Organization (DTI 2001; WHO 1987).  

While there is considerable overlap between fuel poverty and poverty in general, fuel 

poverty is considered a distinct problem since “its causes, impacts and solutions” (Hills 

2011, p. 93) differ from income poverty (Boardman 1991, p. 221; Healy and Clinch 2004, 

p. 4). As outlined above, energy inefficiency is seen as the major driver of fuel poverty. For 

this reason, investments in energy efficiency, such as thermal retrofit, the replacement of 

inefficient energy systems and appliances are considered one of the main levers to overcome 

fuel poverty (Boardman 1991, p. 221; 2010, p. xv). Income support can alleviate income 

poverty but it does not provide a sustainable solution to prevent fuel poverty, both in the 

sense of durability, and when it comes to environmental objectives (Boardman 2010, p. 159; 

Mayer 2013, p. 62). In short, income poverty can be considered a revenue problem whereas 

fuel poverty is rather an expenditure problem (Schreiner 2015, p. 13). While income poverty 

falls into the welfare policy remit, the structural causes of fuel poverty cannot be tackled 

effectively if the issue is defined exclusively in terms of welfare policy (Schreiner 2015, p. 

14; Tews 2013, p. 17f). In the UK, a pioneer in fuel poverty research and policy design, fuel 

poverty is primarily framed as an energy efficiency issue (Boardman 2010; DTI 2001; Hills 

2011, 2012b). Special policies have been implemented that aim at the improvement of 

thermal energy efficiency in low-income households. Furthermore, the fact that fuel poverty 

is considered mainly as an energy and climate policy issue is also reflected by the fact that 

it is the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) which publishes the yearly fuel 

poverty statistics and all related documents (see also Schreiner 2015, p. 14).  

So far, the causes and solutions of fuel poverty have been outlined in order to illustrate the 

difference between income and fuel poverty. In addition, the impacts of fuel poverty, 

particularly the detrimental effects on health and well-being, are discussed in the literature. 

Research has shown that fuel poverty is closely related to excess winter mortality as well as 

physical and mental diseases (DTI 2001; Harrington et al. 2005; Healy 2003; Healy and 

Clinch 2004; Hills 2011, 2012b; Liddell and Morris 2010; Ürge-Vorsatz and Tirado Herrero 

2012). Consequently, fuel poverty is a topic “at the overlap of different concerns” (Hills 

2011, p. 93), related to poverty, health as well as energy and climate change issues. This also 

means that tackling fuel poverty is beneficial in many respects. Thermal retrofit targeted at 

low-income households will help improve the health status of its inhabitants, alleviate 

income poverty, while at the same time contributing to the reduction of CO2 emissions 

(ibid.).  

This exemplifies how win-win situations can be created concerning environmental and social 

objectives – one of the key questions the environmental justice literature deals with. In the 

United Nations Brundtland Report from 1987, sustainability is conceptualized in economic, 

environmental and social terms, highlighting the importance of considering these aspects 

concurrently (OECD 2006; WCED 1987). However, while climate change has become a key 

issue in contemporary policymaking, in many countries, little attention has so far been 
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attributed to the impact of these policies on different social groups (Schaffrin 2013, p. 265; 

Schiellerup et al. 2009, p. 6), and social and environmental policy are often dealt with 

separately (Ekardt 2010, p. 18; Gough et al. 2008, p. 326; Pye et al. 2008, p. 7; Ürge-Vorsatz 

and Tirado Herrero 2012, p. 83). Yet, just as climate change is nowadays often treated as 

providing an ‘economic opportunity agenda’, it could also be considered as a ‘social 

opportunity agenda” (Gough et al. 2008, p. 333). Synergies between social and 

environmental policy domains are possible, but they need careful policy design to emerge 

(Elvers et al. 2008, p. 846; Ethik-Kommission 2011, p. 39f; V. Johnson et al. 2008, p. 2; Pye 

et al. 2008, p. 7; Ürge-Vorsatz and Tirado Herrero 2012, p. 84). Again, Great Britain serves 

as an example, since fuel poverty “has been included within an environmental justice 

framing” (Walker and Day 2012, p. 69) and environmental policy is designed in a way that 

takes account of potential repercussions on low-income or fuel poor households (ACE 

2010a, 2010b; Guertler 2012; Hills 2012b; Preston et al. 2010; Stockton and Campbell 

2011). 

Concerning the structure of the dissertation, in chapter 2, I first give an overview of the state 

of the art the literature offers as regards the research question. The review shows that parts 

of my research question are dealt with in the literature, but that to date, no single study covers 

the whole set of agenda-setting and (non-)policymaking processes I am interested in. The 

majority of studies highlight the role of ideational factors for the explanation of policy 

processes. Only a small number of studies refers to material factors and has a tendency to 

exclude the possibility of an isolated impact of these factors.   

I then expose the insights the main policy theories offer concerning the role of material and 

ideational aspects of political processes in chapter 3. These theories have in common that 

they focus on the ideational dimension, while conceptualizing it quite differently. The role 

of material factors is more elusive, and it is not always clear if the nature of the respective 

concepts corresponds to the definition proposed here. Different agenda stages are only 

considered by two theories, the Multiple Streams Approach and the Punctuated Equilibrium 

Theory. While non-policymaking is hardly explicitly taken into account, it is possible to 

apply an inversed causality logic, suggesting that the absence of factors leading to policy 

change would consequently inhibit the latter. In addition, I describe the main assumptions 

put forward in the non-policymaking theory. Power plays a decisive role in the assessment 

of non-policymaking, either in form of coercive (as stipulated in earlier studies) or ideational 

power. According to the latter perception of power, non-decisions are the result of agenda 

conflict, in which political adversaries compete for the most convincing issue definition. 

Interestingly, the literature deals almost exclusively with strategies employed by issue 

opponents and neglects the role of issue proponents.  

Before carrying out the empirical analyses, I describe the main contextual elements 

necessary for a thorough understanding of how fuel poverty is dealt with in the German 

context in chapter 4. Furthermore, in chapter 5, I outline the findings of expert interviews 

that I carried out in order to get additional insights of how fuel poverty is perceived and dealt 

with in Germany.  
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The empirical case study is carried out in two parts. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the ideational 

dimension. The analysis is carried out with DNA (Discourse Network Analysis), a research 

method developed by Leifeld (2009, 2010, 2012) that allows to systematically trace the 

content and structure of discourse over time. The results of this analysis show how fuel 

poverty emerged as a political topic within the context of the energy transition but how it 

drifted away from the core debate in the course of time. The positioning of actors in this 

discourse points to the role issue proponents had concerning the neglect of the topic on the 

decision agenda. In this specific case, agenda denial cannot be attributed to strategies 

employed by issue opponents. Furthermore, the discursive structure, i.e. the fact that fuel 

poverty was dealt with as a dimension of an overarching topic, contributes to the 

understanding for both the emergence of the topic on the political agenda and its neglect on 

the decision agenda. 

Chapter 7 deals with the material dimension. The analysis is carried out with the two most 

commonly used indicators: the 10% and the LIHC (Low Income High Costs) indicator. For 

the assessment of fuel poverty with these indicators, it is necessary to model households’ 

energy requirements, i.e. the energy needed to attain a certain level of thermal comfort in the 

dwelling. Due to the lack of detailed data on building characteristics in the main database, 

other data has to be appended. Furthermore, several variables have to be generated. Based 

on the data resulting from the energy model, the final calculation can be carried out. The 

results reveal that the material situation did deteriorate at the moment when fuel poverty 

became a political issue. This hints to the impact of the material dimension on agenda-

setting. However, a more detailed analysis reveals that the ideational dimension might have 

had a decisive intervening role in this process. As regards the decision agenda, the findings 

suggest that the material dimension was not relevant for non-decision making.    

The final chapter contains the general conclusion and proposes paths for further research.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The research interest of this dissertation is the relative impact of material and ideational 

factors at different stages of the agenda-setting process, as well as the reasons for non-

policymaking. More explicitly, I am interested in the question of whether objective 

conditions are always a driver for the emergence of an issue, if they are in themselves 

sufficient for provoking political responses or if ideational factors intervene in this process. 

The other way around, it is also conceivable that ideational factors exclusively account for 

agenda entrance and policymaking, in the absence of aggravated objective conditions. 

Furthermore, I am interested in the question whether the dynamics identified also account 

for non-policymaking. In this literature review, I will first concentrate on the arguments and 

findings of the literature dealing with ideational and/or objective influences in agenda-setting 

and policy change. Then, I will focus on the literature dealing more specifically with non-

policymaking and the definition of issues as being non-problematic.   

For the purpose of this literature review, ideational and material factors are defined in a 

comprehensive manner. Ideational factors can refer to ideas, values, ideology, discursive 

frames, claims-making activities, issue definition, narratives, causal stories, symbolic and 

cultural strategies, or to any combination of these factors. Material factors comprise 

objective conditions as measured by indicators, scientific knowledge concerning the state of 

a certain condition, references to the severity of a problem and its evolution over time etc.  

The choice of literature presented in this literature review is the result of a systematic 

literature search in the search engine “Social Science Citation Index” based on the keywords 

“policymaking + ideational”, “policymaking + objective”, “problem definition + agenda”, 

“problem definition + policy change”, “non-policymaking”, “non-decision making”, 

“agenda denial” and “agenda control”, as well as a subsequent snowball search based on the 

selected literature.  

2.1 Material and ideational factors in agenda-setting and policy 

change 

The bulk of literature on agenda-setting and policy change (as well as non-policymaking) 

adapts, implicitly or explicitly, a social constructivist perspective. While not necessarily 

denying the existence and importance of objective conditions, this literature puts its main 

effort in describing policymaking as the struggle between individual or collective actors to 

shape the political discourse in a way that corresponds to their ideas and values.  

A prominent example is Gusfield’s study on “The culture of public problems” (Gusfield 

1984), in which he shows how the link between drinking and driving has come to be 

considered a societal concern necessitating political intervention. Gusfield claims that the 

same objective condition may or may not be interpreted as a problem over time. The author 

describes the process by which public problems are taken to be considered as such as highly 

influenced by powerful groups – powerful not in the sense of direct exertion of power but 
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by “construction of a cognitive and moral reality” (Gusfield, 1984, p. 187). Gusfield shows 

how this leads to a situation where a dominant problem definition is taken for granted to 

such an extent that alternative definitions are prevented from even being imagined. From 

this point of view, public problems are largely uncoupled from objective conditions. 

However, while broaching the implications this has for policymaking, Gusfield is more 

interested in describing the cultural and social organization of problem definitions. 

In a similar vein, Lens (2003), Burstein and Bricher (1997), Jeon and Haider-Markel (2001), 

Houston and Richardson (2000), as well as Weiss (1989) examine the dynamics of problem 

definition, but deal with its impact on policymaking more explicitly. These authors focus on 

the framing of social problems (in the order of the studies cited: gender discrimination, 

gender and family in the workplace, disability, airbag safety and paperwork reduction) and 

show how innovative or alternative ways of defining these issues emerged in public and 

political discourse and finally led to policymaking or policy change. A common argument 

of these studies is that in order for an issue definition or re-definition to resonate, it has to 

embody cultural values and symbols that correspond to the public and political climate. The 

studies offer insights concerning the content of issue definition, most of them concentrating 

on the range of different frames employed and the success of certain ways of presenting an 

issue over others. In order to do so, Lens (2003) and Burstein and Bricher (1997) follow 

Stone (1989) in her description of causal stories. They identify a number of frames that focus 

on the origins of a problem, those responsible for it and the moral dimension of the problem. 

In contrast, the cited studies put much less emphasis on the question why the issues gained 

public or political attention in the first place, apart from highlighting the fact that the societal 

climate was favorable for a modification of existing interpretations. Only Weiss (1989) 

analyses the role of policy entrepreneurs by illustrating how the president and other 

advocates of a reduction in paperwork assumed a central role in the redefinition of the role 

of government in collecting data. All of the cited studies deal mainly with the decision 

agenda (Supreme Court, Congress, presidency) thus suggesting that those willing to change 

the definition of an issue had formal legitimacy to do so. The only study dealing, in addition, 

with the political agenda (Jeon and Haider-Markel 2001) mentions the role of the media in 

influencing the quantity and character of congressional hearings on the issue of disability. 

However, also in this study, the reasons why the media began to adopt a different focus when 

reporting on disability is dealt with only anecdotally. Given its focus on the decision agenda, 

it is not surprising that the literature presented here does not delve into issues of agenda 

conflict. In sum, these studies provide insights into the dynamics and nature of issue 

definition, but are more or less silent on the question how the issues gained public attention 

in the first place, which actors were involved in this initial stage of agenda-setting and what 

mechanisms were responsible for the passage from the public to the political agenda.  

The focus of the studies discussed so far is on the role of issue definition in policymaking, 

i.e. that ideational factors are considered to determine public policy. However, Weiss (1989) 

and to some extent Lens (2003) also consider the impact of objective conditions. Lens (2003) 

briefly describes the context in which the case study is carried out and highlights the fact 

that more and more women were entering the labor market, thus making gender 
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discrimination a topic of increasing importance. Weiss (1989) more systematically analyses 

the impact of objective features of the problem and assesses their relative importance as 

compared to the impact of policy entrepreneurs as well as political symbols and language. 

While finding evidence for the influence of entrepreneurship (a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for the redefinition of an issue) and political symbols, the author contends that 

objective conditions did not have any impact whatsoever, nor was a crisis responsible for 

the redefinition of the issue.  

Only one study has been found that focuses primarily on the impact of objective conditions 

on agenda-setting and policymaking. Jones and Baumgartner (2005, chapter 8) compare the 

policy processes related to three issues for which indicators are easily available, namely 

macroeconomics, crime and social welfare. By illustrating how agenda-setting and law-

making on the three topics evolved in a very different manner in the United States in the 

post-war period, the authors contend that there is no direct link between the severity of a 

problem and the way government deals with it. As far as economic policy is concerned, 

objective conditions are found to influence agenda-setting to a certain extent. However, 

economic issues only become a focus of governmental attention when the public is 

concerned about the state of the economy. For crime, the pattern observed is a different one. 

Until the mid-60s, public and governmental attention to the problem declined, whereas crime 

indicators point to an increase in the problem. Then, during some years, the levels of public 

and governmental attention corresponded to the deterioration of the problem. Finally, 

governmental attention stayed at a high level, regardless of a decline in media coverage and 

public concern. As far as welfare policy is concerned, the relationship between indicators 

and governmental attention is inversed: Interest in the topic is lowest when the problem 

increased and when it decreased, governmental attention is at its highest level. The study 

suggests that the analysis of objective conditions yields insights into the complex nature of 

policymaking, and that while being an element of policymaking, their impact is mediated by 

other factors such as, among others, public opinion and media coverage.  

A number of studies have been identified that refer both to ideational and material factors as 

explanatory variables of agenda-setting and policy change (Downs 1972; Goode 1990; 

Layzer 2006; Ungar 1992). However, the relative weight attributed to each dimension differs 

considerably, both in terms of how much attention the respective study concedes to the 

analysis of each dimension and in terms of empirical relevance. For example, Downs (1972), 

in his study on public attention to environmental problems, contends that the prominent place 

of environmental problems on the public agenda is to some extent due to the obvious 

deterioration of the environment. Yet, in addition, Downs also highlights the impact of 

ideational factors when he claims that recent years have seen an “’explosion’ of alarmist 

rhetoric” (Downs 1972, p. 45) concerning the state of the environment. According to Downs, 

these claims have had a decisive impact on how the subject is perceived in public. However, 

Downs does not substantiate these claims with empirical evidence. Therefore, the scientific 

utility of his claims rests to be demonstrated.  

Goode (1990), in his study on moral panics related to drug use in the U.S., argues against 

the theoretical divide between objectivist and constructivist approaches. A moral panic is 
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defined as a kind of social problem that is characterized by the prevalent perception of a 

severe problem due to the “moral failing” (Goode 1990, p. 1086) of a certain group of 

society. The idea of moral panic thus implies that an issue perceived as highly problematic 

has made its way on the political agenda. For Goode, the argument put forward in the 

literature that the drug panic was socially constructed is not to be questioned. This means 

that the topic became a moral panic due to the promotion of the issue by media, politicians, 

interest groups and policy entrepreneurs who had a stake in the issue. However, Goode is 

interested in showing that apart from claims-making activities, objective conditions bare 

their share in the explanation of the drug panic that occurred in the 1980s in the US. 

Analyzing a variety of indicators, Goode shows that there was indeed an increase in the 

objectively measured seriousness of the problem. According to Goode, both subjective and 

material conditions can contribute to the understanding of this case of moral panic. While 

the drug panic may be constructed and its severity subjectively amplified, an objectively 

discernable problem exists and constitutes the basis for claims-making activities.  

An important contribution of these studies is the explicit consideration of both the subjective 

and objective dimensions of agenda-setting. However, while providing insights into the 

relationship between the two dimensions, neither Downs nor Goode clarify their relative 

impact on agenda-setting. Furthermore, the link to policymaking is not established.  

In comparison, Ungar (1992) and Layzer (2006) are more explicit about the relative role of 

ideational versus material factors for the rise of an issue on the political agenda. In a study 

dealing with a social scare, i.e. a period of “collective fear that accelerates demands in the 

political [...] arena” (Ungar 1992, p. 486), Ungar argues that scientists’ claims about the 

threat of global warming were long ignored until the extremely hot summer of 1988. The 

author suggests that claims-making activities may not be sufficient in themselves for an issue 

to gain agenda status, at least not to the extent that they create social scares. Rather, they 

need to “piggyback” on real world crises in order to be taken into due account by the larger 

public. The impact of objective factors, in this case a weather event, is further highlighted 

by the fact that attention to the issue could not be maintained as the critical event passed and 

subsequently faded from memory. Thus, attention to and the subsequent neglect of the issue 

are highly correlated with the appearance and vanishing of an extreme weather event. The 

study suggests that in certain cases, claims-making activities necessitate the propelling force 

of real-world events in order to gain influence. It also suggests that a mere change in 

objective conditions is not sufficient to focus attention on an issue but that a genuine crisis 

needs to occur in order to highlight the severity of a problem. However, the subject matter 

of this study is particular since it tries to explain the occurrence of a social scare. This means 

that the causal mechanisms identified are not necessarily valid for regular agenda-setting 

processes.  

Layzer (2006), in a case study on policy change from a liberal to a restrictive fishery regime 

in New England, shows that scientific evidence concerning the seriousness of overfishing 

did not give rise to adequate policy responses. Scientific warning rested without 

consequences for over a decade. It was only when environmental advocates succeeded in 

presenting a convincing definition of the problem, for which they gained legal support in a 
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lawsuit, that a change in the fishery regime occurred. In their definition, environmentalists 

highlighted a significant divergence between the requirements of the agency’s governing 

statute and the current practice. This case also shows that material interests (in this case the 

commercial interest of the fishers’ community) are not as decisive for policymaking as often 

suggested and that the power of vested interests to control favorable policy decisions can be 

challenged by the successful use of persuasive issue definitions. In sum, Layzer suggests 

that scientific evidence pointing to a problem is important, but that it can only have an impact 

on policymaking via the intervention of advocates able to translate it into a persuasive 

problem definition. While adopting a different focus (policy change instead of agenda-

setting), Layzer thus agrees with Ungar that evidence on the seriousness of a problem has no 

independent explanatory value in the study of policy processes. Intervening forces are 

necessary to translate this scientific basis into powerful political instruments.  

In sum, the studies discussed so far show a tendency to more thoroughly consider ideational 

than material forces in the context of agenda-setting and policy change. However, the focus 

on ideational aspects, above all on the impact of problem definition, does not necessarily 

mean that the authors deny the importance of a material dimension of policymaking. The 

question remains whether this tendency corresponds to a fad in policy analysis driven by the 

“argumentative turn” – a current in political science induced in the late 1980s (Fischer and 

Forester 1993; Fischer and Gottweis 2012) – or to a genuine conviction that policymaking 

is an ideational affair and can best be explained by focusing on these aspects. Those studies 

examining the objective facet of policymaking tend to suggest that objective conditions do 

not operate independently, but develop momentum only when mediated by intervening 

variables such as public opinion, crises or the convincing issue definition proposed by policy 

advocates.  

Furthermore, taken together, the studies deal with different phases of agenda-setting. 

However, there is no single study that explicitly examines the rationale for the emergence of 

an issue on the political agenda and its subsequent passage on the decision agenda. This 

means that we do not know for any single issue which form these processes take.  

Research methods, when specified (which is not the case for Gusfield 1984, Downs 1972, 

Ungar 1992), consist mainly in content analysis, interviews and observations of public 

meetings, or, as the case may be, a combination of these. As far as material factors are 

concerned, the studies rely on indicators from external sources. With the exception of Jones 

and Baumgartner, the reliability of these indicators is not discussed. Among the studies 

dealing with material factors, there is none that carries out its own analysis in order to obtain 

the necessary indicators.  

2.2 Non-policymaking 

Notwithstanding the difficulties related to the analysis of non-policymaking (explanation of 

something that did not occur, see Baumgartner et al. 2006; Crenson 1971), a quite important 

number of studies has been identified that deals with different aspects of this phenomenon. 
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Roughly speaking, the non-policymaking literature can be divided into two currents: One is 

based on a perception that issue opponents are able to enforce agenda denial, while the other 

one perceives of non-decisions as the result of overt agenda conflict, characterized by efforts 

of issue definition, as well as strategies and tactics employed by both issue advocates and 

opponents. In both currents, the notion of power plays an important role, but is conceived 

quite differently. In the former case, power is centralized and can be used in a coercive 

manner, while in the latter case, the locus of power is less evident and continuously 

renegotiated via discourse and argument.  

Crenson (1971) and Molotch (1970) are the two most influential authors of the former 

current. In their studies on agenda denial at the local level, they show how political action to 

deal with public problems (air pollution, oil spill) is inhibited by powerful industrial 

interests. For Molotch, the fact that drilling continued after oil spills despite important citizen 

protest is a direct result of an unequal distribution of power between oil companies, 

government and industry-sponsored research on the one hand and citizens on the other hand. 

Crenson, in a comparative study on cities, contends that the mere reputation of power owned 

by the industry was sufficient for non-decisions to occur. This form of indirect power which 

prevents that certain issues are dealt with politically, may occur in otherwise pluralistic 

decision-making environments. This means that a polity can both be “pluralistic in its 

decision-making” and “unified in its non-decisionmaking” (Crenson 1971, p. 179). 

Contrary to this perception, the majority of studies in this research area adopt a conception 

of power that is conveyed and determined in the discursive arena (the second stream as 

referred to above). These studies still deal primarily with those actors that pursue an 

economic self-interest, but focus on how these actors respond to challenges to their position 

by employing a variety of (mainly rhetoric) strategies of agenda denial and issue 

containment. Several studies in this vein (Cherry 2007; Cook 2015; Hackey 1997; Lopez 

and Reich 1997; Mahon and McGowan 1997; Plein 1997) adopt the theoretical construct of 

low-, medium-, and high-cost strategies presented by Cobb and Ross (1997). Low-cost 

strategies aim at denying the existence of a problem, whereas medium-cost strategies either 

attack the policy proposed or its proponents. Where low-and medium-cost strategies are no 

longer viable, high-cost strategies might be employed, i.e. the threat or use of violence (Cobb 

and Ross 1997, pp. 38-41).  

Cook shows how low- and medium-cost strategies enabled government officials and industry 

to control the outcome (legislation on fracking) in a supposedly collaborative policymaking 

process, circumventing the effective participation of environmentalists and public interest 

groups. In a similar vein, Cherry (2007), Hackey (1997), Plein (1997), Lopez and Reich 

(1997), as well as Mahon and McGowan (1997), identify several low-and medium-cost 

strategies employed by defenders of the status quo to circumvent reform proposals. These 

consist, for example, in claiming that the proposed solutions are impracticable, too 

expensive, or opposed to elementary national norms and values, in discrediting issue 

proponents or those affected by policy, in reassuring the public concerning risks of current 

practices, in denying the problem or proposing fake solutions meant to placate issue 

proponents etc.  
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Only Cherry (2007) considers in detail the strategies employed by issue proponents. 

However, in her study on network neutrality, Cherry does not go beyond the enumeration of 

arguments and counter-arguments put forward by the conflict parties and does not link them 

to the policy process or political outcomes. Also Plein (1997) and Hackey (1997) offer some 

anecdotic insights concerning the question why reform proponents were unsuccessful in 

defining their proposals in a way that resonated with the respective cultural context. Hackey, 

in his study on health care reform in the U.S., concludes that reformers were less skilled in 

employing “higher-order” symbols than reform opponents, the latter referring to norms 

strongly embedded in the U.S. culture such as choice and freedom. Plein, for his part, shows 

how critics of the introduction of an animal growth hormone succeeded in portraying the 

rather technical and complex topic in a way that provoked public interest, thus effectively 

delaying the approval of the hormone. However, the use of low- and medium-cost strategies 

by supporters of the hormone (the drug industry and governmental agencies) finally 

prevailed the policy process and paved the way for its subsequent authorization.  

The primary focus of all these studies is on ideational influences in the policy process, more 

precisely on the way different strategies are used to define an issue in convenient terms. Only 

Lopez and Reich (1997) refer to the objective situation, in this case a worsening of the 

problem of drinking water access in border settlements. The authors refer to public statistics 

to demonstrate an aggravation of the situation which they contrast with the neglect of the 

issue on state and national decision agendas. To some extent, also Mahon and McGowan 

(1997) broach the impact of objective factors in describing a series of scandals that brought 

into light the ineffective self-regulation practices of the accounting profession. In both cases, 

the mismatch between the existence of a problem as conveyed by objective conditions and 

the lack of appropriate political responses, serves as a starting point for the study of agenda 

denial.  

McCright and Dunlap (2000), as well as Krogman (1996) offer a comparable account of 

strategies employed by issue opponents, but with a slightly different focus. Drawing on work 

dealing with counter-rhetoric and reactionary rhetoric (Freudenburg and Gramling 1994; 

Hirschman 1991; Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993), the authors describe how issues become framed 

as non-problematic. In their analysis of documents published by the main U.S. conservative 

think tanks between 1990 and 1997, McCright and Dunlap (2000) identify three counter-

claims aimed at framing global climate change as non-problematic. Each one of the frames 

is supported by different themes that consist in challenging the scientific evidence 

concerning global warming, in highlighting potential advantages of global warming and in 

claiming that any action would have detrimental effects. According to the authors, these 

themes are consistent with the counter-rhetoric of “insincerity”, “hysteria” and “the costs 

involved” outlined by Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993), as well as the reactionary rhetoric of futility 

and jeopardy proposed by Hirschmann (1991). Similarly, Krogman (1996) finds that in a 

conflict over the use of wetlands in Louisiana, the regulated community was more effective 

in its rhetorical strategies than the regulatory and environmental/concerned citizen 

communities. The author contends that this success can be attributed to the diversity of 

frames used, to the fact that the arguments put forward by the regulated community 
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successfully “piggybacked” on related critique on the role of government, and to the skills 

of the community in effectively using “diversionary reframing” (see Freudenburg and 

Gramling 1994). This latter strategy is used as a means of redirecting attention away from 

the original problem and of defaming the critics and their arguments. While McCright and 

Dunlap deal exclusively with strategies employed by issue opponents, Krogman covers the 

whole range of frames employed in the conflict, comprising both issue opponents and 

proponents. The author suggests that issue proponents use the same strategies as issue 

opponents but succumb in terms of frame effectiveness.  

Contrasting with the studies described so far, Harrison (2001) offers interesting insights into 

non-policymaking in the absence of agenda conflict. Harrison describes how dioxin in breast 

milk, a topic with considerable potential to arouse attention in the public, did not gain 

political agenda status. According to the author, the health risks of dioxin in breast milk are 

comparable to other environmental risks that environmentalists were eager to make public. 

Furthermore, there was no influential lobby that hindered agenda access. Rather, the lack of 

attention to the issue can be explained by the fact that the environmental community 

restrained itself and did not push the issue due to the cultural value attributed to breast 

feeding and the fear of provoking “undue alarm” (Harrison 2001, p. 56). The author contends 

that a common perception of the benefits of breastfeeding was prevalent in the policy 

community. This case study is a unique example of non-policymaking where the reasons for 

the topic not even reaching public agenda status is not attributed to the powerful economic 

interests but to shared cultural perceptions of the issue at hand. As mentioned above, 

Harrison takes into account the material aspects of the problem when she shows that the 

reasons for a lack of attention is not a lack of severity. However, the focus of her study is 

the description of how cultural values condition the political discourse.  

Only one study has been found that deals in detail with the impact of material factors on 

non-decisionmaking. Fisher (2006) examines the link between environmental factors and the 

lack of U.S. climate change policy. She contends that the dependence on coal at the state 

level accounts for the voting behavior of senators, even when controlling for partisan 

politics. Consequently, the issue of global warming has become a non-policy due to the 

effect domestic resource dependence has on policymaking. However, even though the 

subject matter of this study is close to my research interest when it comes to the impact of 

objective factors on policymaking, a decisive difference exists: For Fisher, environmental 

factors have an impact on decisionmaking since there are material interests linked to them 

(generation of revenues, creation of jobs etc.). Therefore, it is the material interest that 

explains voting behavior, rather than objective conditions themselves. This is why Fisher, 

drawing on Freudenburg (2002), describes this process as a conjoint constitution of 

environmental and social factors, i.e. that environmental factors only gain importance due to 

the social meaning attributed to them. In my case, the question is if an objective condition 

can have an isolated impact on (non-)decisionmaking, regardless of the interest political 

actors may have in it.  

The study that comes closest to the research presented here is Dery (2000). In his study on 

social protest in Israel (the tent movement), the author describes how protest emerged as a 
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result of increased rents and lack of affordable housing. This means that a pressing problem 

was responsible for the emergence of the issue on the political agenda. Furthermore, he 

describes how once the problem was on the political agenda, government succeeded in 

disintegrating the movement by redefining the issue in a way that translated “a broad social 

concern into a narrowly defined policy problem” (Dery 2000, p. 38). While not explicitly 

using these terms, the author thus considers the impact of both material and ideational factors 

for policymaking. Furthermore, and again without explicit mention, he draws a distinction 

between the political and the decision agenda and contends that the mechanisms responsible 

for agenda access differ in each case. More precisely, Dery suggests that “to legitimize an 

issue is not the same as to legitimize demands” (Dery 2000, p. 37). Notwithstanding the 

similarities of this study with my research interest, Dery stongly focuses on ideational 

factors. Objective conditions are dealt with, but are no genuine part of the analysis. Rather, 

they are treated in a short chapter dealing with the case study background.  

In sum, a great variety of studies dealing with certain aspects of non-policymaking has been 

identified. For the majority of these studies, it is not economic self-interest and resources 

that determine policy outcomes, but rather the way issues are defined in order to resonate 

with the respective cultural context. Practically all of the studies that rely on an issue 

definition approach for the explanation of non-policymaking focus on the opponents’ stance, 

with some of them also assessing the arguments put forward by issue proponents. Only very 

few studies mention, implicitly or explicitly, the impact objective conditions have on the 

policy process.  

Interestingly, quite a number of the studies dealing with non-policymaking (Cherry 2007; 

Dery 2000; Mahon and McGowan 1997; Molotch 1970; Plein 1997) are not explicit about 

the methods used. This is even more surprising in the case of non-policymaking since there 

are methodological difficulties linked to the explanation of a policy outcome that did not 

occur (Baumgartner et al. 2006; Crenson 1971). We would therefore expect that studies 

dealing with non-policymaking place special emphasis on methodological soundness. Those 

studies that explain which methods were used, are either based on interviews or on content 

analysis, or a combination of both. When it comes to material factors, the studies refer to 

external sources such as statistics or scientific reports.   

Another interesting insight is that the studies presented in part one of this literature review 

are sometimes quite similar to the ones in part two, with the sole difference that in one case, 

issue definition was successful and led to policy change (see for example Layzer 2006), and 

in the other case, issue definition was not successful and policy change was circumvented 

(see for example Krogman 1996).  

2.3 Summary 

This review has revealed that a rich body of literature dealing with questions related to my 

research interest exist. It has become evident that the literature mainly refers to ideational 

factors for the explanation of policy processes. When it comes to material factors, the studies 
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presented here tend to conclude that these do not have an isolated impact on public policy 

processes. In addition, the fact that the great majority of studies deals either with agenda-

setting or with (non-)policymaking can be considered to indicate that the dynamics behind 

these policy processes are different and deserve separate consideration.   

In sum, there seems to be a research gap when it comes to a thorough account of the 

dynamics in policymaking, particularly to the different stages of agenda-setting, the relative 

impact of ideational and material factors therein, as well as the rationale for non-

policymaking. To my knowledge, no study has so far covered this set of related research 

questions in a single publication. Therefore, the research presented in this thesis is a 

contribution to the existing literature in terms of its content. In addition, it advances the state 

of the art through its use of methods. So far, the studies dealing with material factors have 

made reference to external sources to provide information on indicators and statistics more 

generally. In this thesis, I will carry out myself an empirical analysis of fuel poverty 

indicators. In addition, I use “Discourse Network Analysis” (DNA) (Leifeld 2009, 2010, 

2012) as a research method that allows to examine the use of ideational factors in political 

discourse. This research method is suitable for the analysis of both content and structure, 

and is therefore predestined for a systematic analysis of agenda-setting and non-

policymaking. It can be assumed that the positioning of actors and the way they interact in 

the political discourse can, in combination with the way they define the issue, contribute to 

the explanation of these policy processes. To my knowledge, this is the first time non-

policymaking is analyzed with this innovative research method. 
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3 AGENDA-SETTING AND (NON-) POLICY CHANGE 

The overarching research interest of this dissertation is the study of the dynamics of agenda-

setting and (non-)policy change. More specifically, I focus on the rise and fall of public 

problems on the political agenda, the question why policy change occurs or does not occur, 

and the role of ideational and material factors within these processes.  

In the literature, the complex dynamics underlying agenda-setting and policy change have 

been intensively studied and a multitude of possible explanations and theoretical frameworks 

have been proposed to account for the emergence of public problems on the political agenda 

and (the preconditions of) change and stability in public policy. The number of different 

explanatory variables that have been put forward seem to be almost unlimited: power, 

interests, ideas, language, discourse, institutions, socio-economic conditions, historical path-

dependence, cultural inducement, etc. (Capano 2009, p. 7; Weible et al. 2009, p. 121). The 

different theoretical frameworks that have been developed mirror the stance scholars take on 

the relative impact of these variables. Furthermore, the theories differ in their assumptions 

concerning the dynamics of development, the motors of change, the type and outcome of 

change, causal mechanisms etc. (Capano 2009, p. 20f).  

An essential question underlying the study of agenda-setting and policy change concerns the 

nature of social problems. Depending on the underlying methodology, social problems are 

either defined as the discrepancy between objectively discernible facts and societal values 

(Blumer 1971, p. 301; Stone 1988, p. 106), or as those conditions that are collectively defined 

as being problematic (Blumer 1971, p. 100; Hilgartner and Bosk 1988, p. 53f; Kingdon 1984, 

p. 198; Stone 1989, p. 281). These different perceptions are an expression of the more far-

reaching confrontation of positivist and constructivist research approaches. While the 

positivist approach believes in the existence of a “real world” that we can observe, measure 

and explicate, constructivists stress that the world as we observe it is always influenced by 

the way we look at it and is therefore a “product of our own making” (Moses and Knutsen 

2012, p. 8f).  

According to the positivist viewpoint, policymaking would be a purely rational endeavor 

based on objective evidence (Schneider and Janning 2010, p. 131) and determined by 

structural variables such as institutions, resources, interests etc. (Janning et al. 2009, p. 60). 

From this point of view, policymaking follows a “natural logical sequence” (Rochefort and 

Cobb 1993, p. 56), consisting of problem awareness due to increased problem pressure, its 

assessment by public officials and the elaboration of appropriate policy responses. Attention 

to the problem does not cede until the problem is resolved (ibid.). Policy analysis from the 

point of view of this “rational-comprehensive model” (Layzer 2006) is determined by a 

value-free, technical approach, seeking to provide univocal answers based on statistical 

measurement (Fischer and Gottweis 2012, p. 2). It strongly relies on the assumption of the 

availability of scientific evidence neatly disclosing the causes and consequences of a 

phenomenon and revealing the measures to be taken (R. B. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004, 

p. 14; Layzer 2006, p. 60).  
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However, the finding that attention to an issue and the detected seriousness of a problem do 

not always correspond, incited researchers to look out for other explanations (Rochefort and 

Cobb 1993, p. 56). In the late 1980s, it became fashionable in political sciences to stress the 

role of ideas, argumentation and discourse in policymaking; a current that has become 

known as the argumentative turn (Fischer and Forester 1993; Fischer and Gottweis 2012; 

Janning et al. 2009, p. 59). The argumentative turn is based on constructivist assumptions as 

first introduced by Berger and Luckmann (1966)5 and further developed in the sociology of 

social problems (Best 1989b; Blumer 1971; Holstein and Miller 1993; Spector and Kitsuse 

1987). It rests on the premise that public policy is constituted through argumentation (see 

also Majone 1989), that it results from the attempts of political actors to define and frame 

problems according to their beliefs, norms and values (Fischer and Gottweis 2012, p. 7). 

From this perspective, language does not only mirror reality. Rather, it shapes and 

determines the way we conceive of reality (Fischer and Gottweis 2012, p. 8). This means 

that numerous realities exist in parallel, that meaning is contingent on time and context, and 

that research is, by definition, value-laden (R. B. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004, p. 14).  

The most prominent theories of agenda-setting and policy change have incorporated the 

notion that language, discourse, ideas etc., or, in other words, ideational factors, are critical 

for the explanation of public policy. Following Capano (2009), who identifies the Multiple 

Streams Approach, the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory and the Advocacy Coalition 

Framework as three of the most influential approaches of the policy process, I will 

summarize the central elements of these frameworks in the following sections. I add to these 

three frameworks the approach developed by Hall (1993), which also offers interesting 

insights into the study of public policy. For each approach, I will highlight the role attributed 

to material and ideational aspects and the (implicit) assumptions concerning non-

policymaking. While the focus of these approaches is on agenda-setting and/or policy 

change, some of them also broach the topic of non-policymaking or the reasons for agenda 

neglect. As far as those approaches are concerned that do not deal with these aspects 

explicitly, it still is possible to identify some elements that help explain why policy change 

does not occur. More precisely, these approaches identify several factors they assume as 

conducive to policy change. It could be argued that, inversely, the lack of these factors 

inhibits policy change and is therefore responsible for non-policymaking. Certainly, this 

inversed causality does not suffice to thoroughly explain non-policymaking. However, it 

offers a first approximation to the question why policy change does not occur. In addition, a 

subsequent section is dedicated more explicitly to the theoretical substance of non-

policymaking.  

                                                 

5 In their treatise, Berger and Luckmann offer a new reading of the classical sociological inquiry into the 

relationship between society, social structures, human reasoning and knowledge.  
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3.1 The Multiple Streams Approach 

The objective of the Multiple Streams Approach (MSA) proposed by Kingdon (1984) is to 

explain why certain subjects emerge and are taken into consideration on the agenda at the 

detriment of others. Kingdon’s understanding of agenda-setting offers an alternative to 

models that perceive of agenda-setting as occurring in “stages, steps, or phases” (Kingdon 

1984, p. 215). Furthermore, MSA derives from a critique of rational-comprehensive and 

incremental models of policymaking (Kingdon 1984, pp. 82-88, 215). In applying the 

garbage can model of organizational choice (Cohen et al. 1972) to policy processes, Kingdon 

argues that three independent streams lie at the origin of policymaking processes: problems, 

policies, and politics. This means that in a rather contingent and unpredictable manner, 

problems can become manifest, suggestions for policy change are elaborated and the 

political climate may or may not be favorable for an idea to gain attention. The three streams 

evolve rather independently from one another, following their own logic and rules. 

Furthermore, political actors can, just as the processes themselves, facilitate or inhibit change 

(Kingdon 1984, p. 197; Zahariadis 2014, p. 25). Critical junctures, termed policy windows, 

occur when a problem becomes compelling or an event focuses attention on a certain 

problem. When a window opens, change is favored by the coupling of the three otherwise 

independent streams (Kingdon 1984, p. 203; Zahariadis 2014, p. 34f). In summary, MSA 

conceptualizes agenda-setting by referring to five structural elements, namely problems, 

policies, politics, policy entrepreneurs and policy windows (Zahariadis 2014, p. 31). 

The problem stream is composed of a set of conditions decision-makers and the public pay 

attention to and consider relevant for political action (Zahariadis 2014, p. 32). Kingdon 

proposes two concepts which account for the fact that some topics attain higher attention 

than others: Means, i.e. indicators, focusing events and feedback, on the one hand and 

problem definition, on the other hand. Indicators allow to assess the amplitude and severity 

of a condition and to track its evolution over time. Focusing events such as crises, personal 

experiences or persuasive symbols may contribute to the salience of certain problems, 

without necessarily leading to sustained problem awareness. In addition, feedback from 

existing policies may inform government officials of the existence of a previously unnoticed 

problem (Kingdon 1984, pp. 93-121, 197-198). Moreover, feedback allows to gauge the 

success of previous programs and to deliberate about the possible impact of transferring 

successful policies to other policy areas (Zahariadis 2014, p. 32). Furthermore, Kingdon 

stipulates that among the multiple conditions that shape a society, only those come to be 

considered as problems that are defined as such (Kingdon 1984, pp. 115-119, 198). A 

condition is defined as a problem when it infringes on common values, when there is a gap 

between current and past performance, when it is classified under one category rather than 

another and when comparisons reveal a relative disadvantage with regard to other parts of 

the population or comparable countries (Kingdon 1984, p. 117; Zahariadis 2014, p. 32). 

Again, the chances of a problem to be considered on the agenda depend on the way the 

problem is defined and categorized. However, a problem, even though defined as such, may 

still loose in significance on the agenda due to the simple fact that attention moves to other 

problems (which might seem more pressing or challenging), that indicators confirm an 
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improvement of the situation, that people get used to the problem or define it differently etc. 

(Kingdon 1984, pp. 108-110, 198).  

The policy stream is characterized by what Kingdon calls the “policy primeval soup” 

(Kingdon 1984, pp. 122f), consisting of many different ideas which combine and recombine 

into policy alternatives. Ideas are elaborated in a collective effort by specialists such as party 

members, civil servants, academics, or academic staff who are organized in content-specific 

policy communities, dealing for example with financial or environmental policy. New ideas 

change the nature of the policy “soup”, but even more so, it is the modification and 

recombination of existing ideas which has a decisive role on the definition of policy 

proposals (Kingdon 1984, p. 123). Political debate on competing ideas results in the survival 

of some ideas while others are modified or dropped altogether (Kingdon 1984, p. 138; 

Zahariadis 2014, p. 33). Policies are thus created in a process similar to natural evolution. 

However, while ideas are “floating around” in the policy soup, neither the generation of 

policy proposals nor the selection process is entirely ambiguous and contingent. Rather, the 

way ideas evolve largely depends on the intervention of policy entrepreneurs, i.e. people 

who engage in policy processes with the objective to advance the policy solutions they 

endorse. They engage in “softening up” policy communities and the larger public, i.e. that 

they try to largely diffuse their ideas, get people acquainted with them and to acquire 

acceptance for their proposals (Kingdon 1984, p. 134). Furthermore, one of the main 

concerns of policy entrepreneurs is to develop policy solutions. According to Kingdon, the 

preparation of alternatives for a given problem is central for an item to be considered on the 

agenda. In this regard, the distinction proposed by Kingdon between the decision agenda and 

the governmental agenda becomes relevant. The governmental agenda is defined as “the list 

of subjects that are getting attention” (Kingdon 1984, p. 4), while the decision agenda is 

defined as the “list of subjects within the governmental agenda that are up for an active 

decision” (ibid). It may happen that a subject gets on the governmental agenda without there 

being a solution connected to it, e.g. due to events in the political stream (see below). 

However, only those issues are considered on the decision agenda for whom an alternative 

is readily available. While not being a sufficient condition for agenda status, the chances of 

a problem to gain access on the governmental agenda are enhanced by the existence of a 

policy solution, and radically increased as far as access to the decision agenda is concerned 

(Kingdon 1984, p. 150).  

Finally, the selection of policy alternatives depends on various criteria: Only those policies 

get serious agenda status that are technically feasible and that correspond to decision makers’ 

values concerning, for example, the role of government, equity and efficiency. Furthermore, 

a precondition for policy proposals to get included in the “short list of ideas” (Kingdon 1984, 

p. 146) is their viability in terms of budget constraints, public acceptability, as well as 

politicians’ receptiveness (Kingdon 1984, pp. 138, 140-146, 200). Policy entrepreneurs 

anticipate these constraints when assessing an issue’s potential success in the agenda process 

(Kingdon 1984, p. 217).   

Finally, the political stream has an impact on whether a topic attains high or low attention 

on the agenda. The political stream denotes the larger (discursive) context in which 
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policymaking takes place (Zahariadis 2014, p. 29). Dynamics in the political stream are 

explained by changes in national mood, interest group campaigns, as well as administrative 

or legislative turnover and the definition of jurisdictional boundaries (Kingdon 1984, pp. 

152-167, 198-199; Zahariadis 2014, p. 34). This means that change is either driven by a 

change in participants, or by ways of responding to shifts in national mood or interest group 

formation. The national mood refers to belief patterns that are shared by a majority of the 

population. These patterns may shift from time to time, entailing a modified baseline for 

decision-making. Governmental officials are usually sensitive to such changes in national 

mood and react accordingly in adjusting the priority of issues on the agenda (Kingdon 1984, 

p. 153; Zahariadis 2014, p. 34). Furthermore, government is sensitive to claims making of 

interest groups, since their demands are perceived as “indicators of consensus or dissent in 

the broader political arena” (Zahariadis 2014, p. 34). Moreover, a change in the legislative 

or administrative branches of government crucially affects politics (Zahariadis 2014, p. 34). 

Political parties stand for different programs, and once a new government is in power, it is 

very probable that the topics classed important on the governmental agenda will change 

(Kingdon 1984, p. 160). Furthermore, agenda-setting is influenced by who is considered to 

be in charge of a problem. In this regard, it may occur that problems are “defined away” by 

the way jurisdictional boundaries are set (Kingdon 1984, p. 162). According to Kingdon, the 

political forces described above have different weights in the political stream. It is primarily 

the combination of national mood and elections that can have a very strong impact on an 

issue’s agenda status, “capable of overwhelming the balance of organized forces” (Kingdon 

1984, pp. 171f). However, the impact of these political forces is crucial for agenda status, 

while organized interests become more relevant in the final selection of policy alternatives. 

This means that the forces responsible for the definition of agendas are different from the 

ones that govern the selection of alternatives and outcomes (Kingdon 1984, p. 172). 

While the three streams may be only partially linked at times in the policy process (e.g. 

problems to policies, politics to policies etc.), the odds for a subject to get on the decision 

agenda are substantially increased when all three streams come together (Kingdon 1984, p. 

187). For this to happen, “policy windows” have to open, which means that the political 

context needs to be favorable to policy change. This may happen due to predictable or 

unpredictable events (Kingdon 1984, pp. 195-200). When windows open following political 

events such as, for example, national elections or a shift in national mood, the window is 

termed “political window”. When an imperative problem is at the origin for the opening of 

a window, it is referred to as “problem window” (Kingdon 1984, p. 183). Policy 

entrepreneurs are central for the coupling of the three policy streams when windows open 

(Kingdon 1984, p. 190). Viewing the three streams of the policy process as evolving 

independently, MSA assumes that policy entrepreneurs often engage in the elaboration of 

solutions regardless of an interest in the problem it might solve. This means that they might 

try, at different moments in the policy process, to tie their solution to different problems, 

depending on the problem that is at the center of attention (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, pp. 

41, 61; Kingdon 1984, p. 215). Skilled policy entrepreneurs succeed in identifying the 

appropriate problem that matches their solution and in convincing politicians of the necessity 
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to act during the short phase when a policy window opens (Zahariadis 2014, p. 35). The 

success of policy entrepreneurs depends largely on their proximity to policymakers, 

resources such as time, money, energy, and their ability to deploy manipulating strategies 

(Kingdon 1984, pp. 189-190; Zahariadis 2014, p. 36).  

Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the Multiple Streams Approach.  

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the Multiple Streams Approach.  Source: Zahariadis (2014, p. 31).  

In the tradition of chaos and complexity theories, as well as the garbage can model, MSA 

views the policy process as driven by “dynamic interactions, in assuming a considerable 

amount of residual randomness, and in viewing systems as constantly evolving and not 

necessarily settling into equilibrium” (Zahariadis 2014, p. 26, see also Capano 2009, p. 19). 

The objective of MSA is to identify patterns in these highly complex and fluid settings and 

to propose a model that condenses but still loyally represents this complexity (Kingdon 1984, 

p. 216). The processes described above can be summarized into three patterns, which are 

central to the understanding of MSA: the dynamics within each stream, the way these 
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streams are coupled, and various constraints that set the limits within which participants act. 

These patterns are also helpful in explaining why certain issues are not considered on the 

agenda or are disregarded afterwards. Various elements and the combination of these 

elements at the right moment determine an issue’s agenda status, and the mere lack of only 

one of these elements may explain its failure to be considered on the agenda (Kingdon 1984, 

pp. 199, 214-217).  

In sum, MSA has a strong focus on agenda-setting, which is conceived of as a process by 

which the number of subjects that could potentially gain attention is reduced to a set 

government actually takes into consideration (Kingdon 1984, p. 196). A particularity of 

MSA as compared to the other theories presented here is the distinction between different 

stages of the agenda process. However, the conceptualization of the governmental and 

decision agenda rests incomplete. For example, we do not know what factors foster or inhibit 

the passage from the governmental to the decision agenda. The concepts proposed by MSA, 

such as the different streams, the role of policy entrepreneurs etc., are not consistently 

applied to the two agenda stages. Reference to the dynamics observed at these different 

stages rests anecdotic. For example, we learn that a readily available policy solution is 

decisive for the consideration of a topic on the decision agenda, while it is less central for 

the governmental agenda. Furthermore, national mood and elections rather have an impact 

on the governmental agenda, while interest group influence can be observed mainly on the 

decision agenda. In addition, MSA identifies the coupling of the three streams as a 

precondition for a topic to gain decision agenda status. However, we do not know if the 

neglect of a topic is driven by identical mechanisms on both stages of the agenda. Another 

question concerns the relationship between the two stages and the necessity of an item to 

enter the governmental agenda before being considered on the decision agenda.  

The Multiple Streams Approach ascribes importance to both material and ideational factors 

in agenda-setting. For example, in the problem stream, both indicators and problem 

definition have an impact on whether a condition is identified as being problematic. 

Indicators are a means of apprehending the factual situation and of assessing the necessity 

to counter undesired effects. In addition, according to MSA, policy windows may open 

because a problem becomes pressing (“problem window”). Therefore, quite obviously, MSA 

conceives of material factors as an important driver of problem recognition.  

However, MSA also has a strong focus on the impact of ideas in policymaking. Central to 

this understanding is the role ascribed to policy entrepreneurs and their skills in developing, 

combining and refining ideas as well as in convincing others of their proposals in political 

debate. Furthermore, the impact of ideational factors is highlighted by MSA when referring 

to problem definition. It is therefore evident that ideational elements are one of the main 

constituents of the Multiple Streams Approach.  

Since MSA does not explicitly deal with policy change, it does not offer insights into non-

policymaking either. Rather, it devotes some, though rather marginal, attention to the 

question why certain issues do not gain agenda status or eventually fall into oblivion. For 

MSA, the neglect or failure of certain issues is not primarily due to strategic intervention of 
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powerful interest groups (even though it provides for this possibility when discussing the 

political stream and the difference between agendas). Rather, it focuses on more “innocent” 

factors, such as the fact that issues loose importance since attention moves to other problems, 

that indicators reveal an improvement in the situation, that people get used to certain 

situations and that issues “disappear” due to redefinition. Furthermore, as the convergence 

of several structural elements is conducive to agenda-setting, the lack of one of these 

elements is sufficient for the prevention of agenda access. For example, even though a 

problem might be recognized and the political context be favorable, if there is no elaborated 

solution available at the moment when a policy window is open, it is very likely that the 

issue is not taken into account. In another scenario, the nature of the three streams would 

provide the potential for a topic to be considered, but the lack of a skillful policy entrepreneur 

at the moment of an open policy window would inhibit agenda entrance.  

3.2 The Advocacy Coalition Framework 

According to Capano, the Advocacy Coalition Framework can be considered “the most 

ambitious of the various frameworks designed to explain policy development and change” 

(Capano 2009; Schlager 2007, see also John 2003). Among the most approved theories of 

policy change, the ACF is the only one that conceptualizes the link between the macro, meso 

and micro level. The macro perspective refers to external factors, such as socio-economic 

conditions or public opinion in a policy subsystem. The meso perspective is represented by 

activities taking place in policy subsystems, whereas the impact of individual interests, ideas 

and behavior is taken into account at the micro level. Furthermore, the ACF effectively deals 

with the structure-agency dilemma, using as a theoretical device the concept of belief 

systems which allows to reconcile structural features with individual behavior (Capano 

2009, p. 17). Furthermore, structural variables such as relatively stable parameters and long-

term coalition opportunity structures are combined with the activity of policy actors in the 

policy subsystem.  

The ACF proposes the ‘policy subsystem’ as the appropriate unit of analysis for the study of 

policy processes. A policy subsystem is a geographically and substantively defined entity, 

comprising different individual and collective actors who share a concern for a certain issue 

and who actively engage in the “generation, dissemination, and evaluation of policy ideas” 

(Sabatier 1988, p. 131). These actors are organized in advocacy coalitions, whose members 

share a belief system and coordinate their actions in competing with other advocacy 

coalitions over the primacy of their convictions in the policymaking process (Jenkins-Smith 

et al. 2014; Sabatier 1988; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, 1999; Sabatier and Weible 

2007). Policy brokers engage in mediating conflict between advocacy coalitions in order to 

keep the level of conflict low and to find some feasible compromise (Sabatier 1988, p. 133).  

The belief system is composed of three layers, of which the deep core is the most 

fundamental in that it represents principal “normative and ontological axioms” (Sabatier 

1988, p. 144). The deep core consists of beliefs that are deeply embedded in a person’s world 
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view and are very resistant to modifications. Perceptions about the nature of man or of the 

relative importance of societal values such as freedom, justice etc. are examples of deep core 

beliefs (Sabatier 1988, p. 145). The next level, the policy core, is characterized by “choices 

and causal assumptions” (Sabatier 1988, p. 144) concerning the issue at hand. The propensity 

to change is still quite low, but change is possible in case of severe perturbation. The policy 

core can be understood as the translation of deep core beliefs into specific positions 

concerning the policy of interest (Sabatier 1988, p. 145, see also Sotirov and Memmler 2012, 

p. 53). This may, for example, concern preferences for certain policy instruments, such as 

coercion or persuasion (Sabatier 1988, p. 145). Finally, secondary aspects are those beliefs 

that are most easily changed, as they are merely instrumental aspects concerning the 

provision for policy core beliefs in decision making. Secondary aspects are the most adaptive 

belief layer when it comes to processing new information (Sabatier 1988; Sabatier and 

Jenkins-Smith 1993, 1999). Examples of secondary aspects thus include the way beliefs are 

formed by information on program performance or the severity of a certain issue (Sabatier 

1988, p. 145).   

An implication of the use of belief systems as a theoretical device is that the ACF views 

policies not only as the outcome of governmental action or inaction but also as belief systems 

having become manifest (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 192; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 

1999, pp. 118-120). According to this perception, the way political actors conceive of the 

world, the importance they attribute to different problems, as well as their values and 

attitudes become materialized in public policies (Sabatier 1988, p. 132). This perspective is 

useful for the conceptualization of policy change. ACF stipulates that policy change can be 

conceived of as a change in the prevalent belief system (which has become incorporated in 

public policy) occurring in a policy subsystem (Sabatier 1988, p. 158). 

Major policy change, according to the ACF, is seen as a “substantial change in the core 

values of a public policy” (Sotirov and Memmler 2012, p. 53), while minor policy change 

occurs when secondary or instrumental aspects of a policy are modified (Sabatier 1988, p. 

158; Sotirov and Memmler 2012, p. 53). According to the ACF, different mechanisms 

account for major or minor policy change. Minor policy change results from policy analysis 

and learning. Based on Heclo (1974, p. 306), policy-oriented learning is defined as 

“relatively enduring alternations of thought or behavioral intentions that result from 

experience and/or new information and that are concerned with the attainment or revision of 

policy objectives” (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 123). Policy-oriented learning is 

driven by such factors as internal feedback or increased knowledge concerning the nature of 

the problem and its underlying causal mechanism. Learning allows advocacy coalitions to 

gain a better understanding of the world. The motivation for policy-oriented learning can be 

attributed to the desire of political actors to convert their coalition’s core values into policy. 

This means that advocacy coalitions use knowledge in an instrumental manner in order to 

advance their respective position (Sabatier 1988, p. 133).  

Major policy change, on the other hand, necessitates “alternations in non-cognitive systemic 

parameters” (Sabatier 1988, p. 158). These systemic parameters form part of the broader 

political setting in which subsystems are embedded. Examples for such external subsystem 
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events are alterations in socio-economic conditions, in public opinion, in the governing 

coalition or in other policy subsystems (see figure 2). 

  

 

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the Advocacy Coalition Framework.  Source: Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 1946. 

External events increase the likelihood of policy change as they provide opportunity 

structures for coalitions to exploit (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 194). However, they are not 

in themselves sufficient conditions for policy change. For the later to occur, intervening 

variables such as “heightened public and political attention, agenda change, and, most 

importantly, redistribution of coalition resources and opening and closing of policy venues” 

(Sabatier and Weible 2007, p. 198f) are needed. External events therefore do not operate in 

isolation. Rather, they affect the internal subsystem activities in a way that may lead to shifts 

in beliefs and strategies (Weible et al. 2009, p. 128). In such a setting, (former) minority 

coalitions might succeed in altering the perception of the policy issue in the wider public and 

in attracting new members or sympathizers (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 202).  

In its latest revisions, ACF has identified two supplementary paths to policy change: internal 

events and negotiated agreements (Weible et al. 2009, p. 124). The nature of internal events 

                                                 

6 I do not provide a complete discussion of the variables included in the flow diagram, since I focus on those 

elements most relevant for my research question. For a thorough description of the variables included in the 

diagram, see Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 193-194.  
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is comparable to that of external events as described above. However, at the difference to 

external events, they occur within a policy subsystem and may be influenced by subsystem 

actors (Sabatier and Weible 2007, p. 204f). Deficiencies in the policy subsystem that come 

to light via these events may shift the way the policy issue is perceived, and advocacy 

coalitions are likely to intensify their efforts to frame the topic in accordance with their belief 

system (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 202).  

Negotiated agreement is the third path to major policy change. ACF argues that collaborative 

institutions have a pivotal role for the attainment of such agreements between opposing 

coalitions. Preconditions for negotiated agreements are, among others, a hurting stalemate 

(i.e. that coalitions consider the status quo to be no longer acceptable), empirical evidence, 

or lack of alternatives (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014, p. 203).  

In order to fully apprehend policy change, ACF suggests that the analysis should comprise 

a time span of at least a decade (Sabatier 1988, p. 131). However, as Jenkins-Smith et al. 

(2014, p. 192f) argue, this recommendation should not be interpreted too strictly or even 

misunderstood in the sense that it inhibits researchers to apply ACF to phenomena that cover 

less important time spans.  

ACF offers a refined framework to the study of policy processes and has seen a great number 

of empirical applications in the last decades. However, even though its analytic utility has 

been confirmed in practical research, the framework has also been criticized for theoretical 

deficiencies. Above all, the lack of clarity concerning the relative importance of exogenous 

and endogenous drivers for policy change has been subject to criticism (Capano 2009, p. 

24). While external shocks are seen as one of the basic drivers for policy change, little 

theoretical substance is provided concerning the subtle mechanisms that account for the way 

in which these shocks eventually lead to alterations in the respective subsystem’s policy 

(Sotirov and Memmler 2012, p. 56; Weible et al. 2009, p. 128). Scholars have pointed to the 

potential impact of collective action dilemmas, the role of institutions, interests and 

resources (Hoberg 1996; Nohrstedt 2005; Schlager 1995, 2007; Schlager and Blomquist 

1996; Weible et al. 2009, see also Sotirov and Memmlber 2012, p. 56). Furthermore, 

according to Capano (2009, p. 24), the potential impact of feedback mechanisms from the 

policy subsystem to the broader political environment is not sufficiently taken into account.  

In sum, this critique points to the fact that the relationship between external and internal 

subsystem affairs, but also the relative impact of agency vs. structure remains 

underspecified. Compared to this vagueness concerning causal mechanisms, other aspects 

of the framework seem overly rigid, for example the assumption that there are always two 

or more clearly defined coalitions in a policy subsystem, that diverging belief systems 

characterize these coalitions, that, consequently, conflict is compelling between these 

coalitions (except in situations where agreements are negotiated). In addition, ACF is a 

framework dedicated to explaining policy change; it does not provide specific insights into 

situations where policy change does not occur. Applying the inversed causality approach, 

one could argue that non-policymaking is due to the lack of external events or that even 

though external events occur, the intervening dynamics such as increased public attention or 
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the realignment of resources, are missing or not strong enough for some reason or another. 

While this would explain the absence of major policy change, one might assume that minor 

policy change does not occur due to a lack of policy analysis and learning. However, the 

reasons for the absence of these elements remains unclear.  

Furthermore, its focus on policy change implies that agenda-setting is only marginally 

treated. This means that the ACF does not explain why certain issues emerge at certain 

moments in time, but rather deals with the contextual factors that provoke change in an 

existing political setting. Different stages of the agenda (such as the public and the decision 

agenda) are not considered in the framework.  

Moreover, even though ACF stresses the impact of ideas in the policy process, less 

importance is eventually attributed to the role of ideas for policy change than presumed. 

Belief systems, as theorized by ACF, are the structural elements that bind coalitions together. 

Given the resistance of deep core and policy core beliefs to external influences, beliefs serve 

as a guaranty for stability rather than as triggers for change (Capano 2009, p. 24).   

Concerning the relative impact of ideational vs. material aspects in the policy process, the 

framework offers some insights. The framework stresses the role of ideas and beliefs in 

highlighting actors’ endeavor to see their convictions carved into political programs. 

Furthermore, policy-oriented learning stresses the importance of knowledge in 

policymaking. This means that information on the nature of a problem (i.e. the material 

aspect of a policy issue) is used by political actors to “present technical substantiation for 

their positions” (Sabatier 1988, p. 152). Political actors are forced to engage in analytical 

debate and to convince others of their position. However, ACF assumes that knowledge is 

not used in an objective way by political actors but in a manner that allows them to forward 

their political targets. This means that ACF, while allowing for an objective reality to exist, 

believes that knowledge about this reality is not used in a neutral manner. Rather, actors 

process this knowledge in a way that substantiates existing values and beliefs. Material 

factors, therefore, do not have an independent impact on policymaking, but are assimilated 

in order to match the prevailing ideas of an advocacy coalition.  

However, ACF also highlights the role of external or internal events for policy change. These 

perturbations inside or outside the policy subsystem may, among others, consist of changes 

in material aspects, such as socio-economic conditions. ACF sees in these aspects one of the 

possible preconditions for major policy change. Yet, without the intervening role of political 

actors organized in advocacy coalitions, change is very unlikely to occur. This means that 

ACF conceptualizes ideational and material impacts to be highly intertwined. Ideas play a 

role for the interpretation of material aspects, such as changes in the nature of a problem, 

while these changes, on the other hand, can lead to perturbations in a policy subsystem which 

facilitate a shift not only in power relations and resource distribution, but also (and 

consequently) in the supremacy of certain ideas over others.  
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3.3 The Punctuated Equilibrium Theory 

The Punctuated Equilibrium Theory (PET) proposed by Baumgartner and Jones (2009) 

results from an effort to overcome policy process models that focus exclusively on stability 

and incrementalism. While building on insights from this literature (Fenno 1966; Lindblom 

1959; Wildavsky 1964), PET combines the notion of equilibrium prevailing in the policy 

process with the view that sudden bursts occasionally occur, leading to major policy change 

(Jones and Baumgartner 2012). This means that PET is interested in explaining both 

incremental change and the occasional punctuations that lead to major departures from the 

status quo.  

Drawing on the theory of complex systems, PET conceives of political equilibrium as 

determined by negative feedback, i.e. processes that suppress innovating activities. In a 

positive feedback loop, on the other hand, disturbances of the status quo accumulate and 

reinforce each other, eventually leading to “a far more powerful push for change than might 

have been expected” (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 3, see also Érdi 2008). In order to 

illustrate these processes, Baumgartner and Jones use the image of a thermostat that 

maintains temperature at a constant level (negative feedback). Positive feedback leading to 

sudden changes can be compared to sand dripping on a pile of sand, provoking no change at 

all for some time but eventually cumulating in a landslide. Like a landslide, major policy 

change does not only result from drastic events, but can be triggered by more subtle but 

steady and mutually reinforcing pressures (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 65). Another image 

would be earthquakes, resulting from the dynamic forces in the earth’s interior that, once 

strong enough to overcome the retarding force of the tectonic plates, cause violent 

disruptions (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 8).  

In political systems as well, equilibrium is maintained by retarding forces or friction, such 

as standard operating procedures, cultural norms or ideology (ibid.). PET focuses on two 

kinds of friction: cognitive and institutional. Institutional friction refers to the rules and 

structures that determine the way decisions are taken in a polity, e.g. the division of power 

or the necessity for supermajorities (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, pp. 4, 8). Friction occurs 

due to the decision costs the institutional system imposes when it comes to collectively 

choosing and implementing appropriate policy solutions (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 

151). Cognitive friction, as referred to by PET, relies heavily on the assumptions of bounded 

rationality (Simon 1957, 1977, 1983, 1985). The notion of bounded rationality assumes that 

humans are not merely rational actors who seek to maximize utility, but that their perceptions 

and choices are distorted by their “cognitive and emotional architectures” (Jones and 

Baumgartner 2012, p. 3). This implies that the ability to process information and to pay 

attention to different subjects at the same time is limited and strongly guided by emotions 

(Jones 1994, 2001, 2003; Simon 1983). Drawing on Simon (1983), PET distinguishes 

between serial and parallel information processing. Whereas individuals engage in serial 

processing of information, given their limited capability of paying attention to more than 

one issue at a time, organizations are to some extent able to overcome these limitations 

through specialization. In political subsystems, defined as “communities of experts” 
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(Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 63) organized around a certain issue, parallel processing 

becomes possible, allowing for several issues to be treated at the same time.  

Incremental change is characteristic for subsystem politics. Stability is granted particularly 

in policy monopolies, where a subsystem is controlled by a single interest, supported by 

“some powerful idea or image” (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 64). Such an image is a “mixture 

of empirical information and emotive appeals” (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 66). It usually 

incorporates core political values and is particularly captivating and easy to communicate 

(Baumgartner and Jones 2009, p. 7). Policy images can be supportive or dismissive with 

respect to a given policy. For example, positive images related to nuclear power would be 

progress, growth, or high-technology, while negative images such as cancer caused by 

nuclear radiation, atomic waste and mushroom clouds allude to the risks of this technology 

(Baumgartner and Jones 1991, p. 1046).    

Powerful elites may be able to control a certain image or to altogether prevent the advent of 

alternative images (Bachrach and Baratz 1962; Edelmann 1964). In effect, policy 

monopolies, characterized by limited participation and a lack of democratic control, exist 

and may be maintained for a long time. However, as Baumgartner and Jones (1991) show, 

many such systems have been dramatically swept away, such as in the U.S. 1970s policy 

landscape. At this point in time, “policy subsystems relating to tobacco, pesticides, air and 

water pollution, airlines, trucking, telecommunications, and nuclear power were all 

destroyed or radically altered” (Baumgartner and Jones 1991, p. 1045). Therefore, and in 

line with Stone (1989), PET rather conceives of the policy process as a continuous struggle 

of a multitude of political actors over the public conception of policy issues. The way an 

issue is perceived in the public results from strategic efforts of political actors to convey 

their respective understanding of reality, rather than being the mere outcome of elite control. 

Thus, the manipulation of policy images is a literally democratic instrument which does not 

only serve vested interests but also allows opponents to mobilize support for change 

(Baumgartner and Jones 1991, p. 1049f).  

In addition to a multitude of possible images associated with a policy issue, different venues 

of policy action exist. Policy venues are defined as the “existing set of political institutions” 

(Baumgartner and Jones 1991, p. 1045) which may be assigned responsibility for a certain 

issue, such as state or local government, the private market or the family. The existence of 

multiple venues offers policy entrepreneurs various paths to advocate their concerns 

(Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 67). Policy image and venue are closely related. As a policy 

image may change in the course of time, it becomes possible that the venue changes as well, 

and vice versa (Baumgartner and Jones 1991, p. 1047).  

Political mobilization for change, i.e. the expansion of conflict and the involvement of new 

participants (see Schattschneider 1960 on this topic), is probable when information from the 

outside world (signals in PET terms) become sufficiently strong or accumulate steadily over 

time in a way that allows friction to be surmounted (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 63; Jones 

and Baumgartner 2012, p. 8). New information, as well as new interpretations and issue 

definitions, have an impact on which topics make their way to the political agenda 
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(Baumgartner and Jones 2009, p. xxiv; Jones 1994, p. 185). When demands for change 

become too strong to be ignored (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 3), the respective issue 

moves on to the macro-political arena, i.e. the highest decision making level (such as 

parliament or the head of government), where they are again treated in a serial manner 

(Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 63; Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 3). The limited capacities 

of individuals to pay attention simultaneously to a variety of issues is therefore reflected in 

the agenda-setting process (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 205). Due to limited agenda 

space, a “bottleneck of attention” occurs, meaning that scant attention has to be allocated 

and that some issues have to be prioritized at the cost of neglecting others. It is this process 

of prioritizing information and disproportionately allocating attention to some issues at the 

detriment of others that constitutes the essence of agenda-setting (Jones and Baumgartner 

2005, p. viii).  

Certainly, governments have to respond to certain issues when there is obvious urgency to 

do something about them. Thus, issues have to cross a certain threshold in order to be taken 

into account by government. However, the notion of thresholds does not provide a thorough 

picture of agenda-setting dynamics. A specific issue might gain serious attention on the 

agenda at one point in time, while at another moment, it is completely neglected, depending 

on the composition of the agenda. This means that a crowding-out effect might occur when 

there are too many other topics on the agenda that the government judges to be important, 

whereas at times when the agenda space is less occupied, even a low level signal will be 

attended to. Therefore, thresholds are never fixed entities, but contingent on the current 

status of the agenda (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 8). In addition, signals are always 

subject to interpretation, i.e. that thresholds are also contingent on the success of interest 

groups, political parties and any other interested party to highlight the severity of the issue 

and to mobilize other actors to support their point (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 8). Thus, 

thresholds are an indicator of “perceived urgency” (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 275) 

and this perception of urgency is specific to the given context.  

When a topic enters the macro political realm, major policy change becomes possible 

(although not inevitable) (Baumgartner et al. 2014, pp. 63, 67)7. Once a change has occurred 

in the specific policy area, a new equilibrium may be established. The stability of this new 

equilibrium depends on the relative power and prestige of those actors who previously 

dominated the subsystem vs. those in favor of change (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 64). 

As already indicated above, information and the way information is processed are central 

elements to PET (Jones and Baumgartner 2005). The processing of information involves 

“collecting, assembling, interpreting, and prioritizing signals from the policymaking 

environment” (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 7). A signal is defined as “some detectable 

change in what is happening ‘out there’” (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 7). However, 

information in these changes is, most of the time, uncertain, i.e. that its capacity to correctly 

                                                 

7 Baumgartner et al. (2014, p. 63) account for the possibility of major policy change without agenda access. 

This would be possible, for example, as a result of altered norms in a professional community. However, no 

systematic test of such a configuration has been carried out to date.  
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reflect reality rests doubtful and ambiguous, i.e. that several interpretations of the same 

information are possible (Jones and Baumgartner 2012, p. 7). Consequently, the question 

whether objective changes have occurred in the policy environment or not remains dubious 

(ibid.). PET conceives of information as exhibiting dimensionality, whereby each dimension 

is linked to a possible interpretation. In processing information, actors subjectively weight 

each dimension depending on its prevalence and persuasiveness, its relevance and centrality 

concerning the actors’ position in decision-making (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 5f). 

This is what Jones and Baumgartner (2005) refer to as the implicit index construction. 

Decision-makers, confronted with multiple sources of information, implicitly construct an 

index based on the combination of different indicators (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, pp. 

57-60). However, the use of such indicators necessarily yields a distorted picture of reality, 

since decision-makers may refer to an incomplete set of indicators and/or focus on certain 

indicators more than others. This means that noise, in other words, random error, is 

inevitable. A further source of noise are the indicators themselves. Indicators are a tool for 

the measurement and convenient communication of social conditions. However, indicators 

can only approximate but never precisely reflect the real nature of the problem at hand. A 

corollary of this is a gap between objective facts and “perceived reality” (Jones and 

Baumgartner 2005, p. 57) as conveyed by indicators. This gap can become quite substantial 

in the course of time and quite problematic when issues or issue attributes that are 

undervalued or absent from the index become much more pressing than might have been 

suggested by that same index. Reactions to this new information might therefore be disjoint 

and abrupt (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 57), when decision-makers are trying to catch-

up with previously ignored changes in the environment (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 

55).     

In addition, political actors interpret information in a biased or interested way, depending, 

for example, on professional training, ideology, party membership or economic interests 

(Jones and Baumgartner 2005, pp. 7f, 59f). This bias in information processing is reinforced 

by actors’ unwillingness to accept changes in the characterization of issues they have become 

comfortable with. Furthermore, actors might identify or have become familiar and confident 

with a specific solution and therefore tend to disregard new signals from the environment 

(Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 53; 2012, p. 4).  

Both the very nature of informational signals (uncertainty and ambiguity) and the way 

political actors deal with this information implies that decision making occurs in a 

disproportionate manner, alternately leading to over- or under-reactions to signals from the 

environment (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 8; 2012, p. 7). This means that there is often 

a mismatch between the necessity to act and an appropriate response from government 

(Jones and Baumgartner 2005, pp. 8, 20, 50f). The disproportionality of attention and 

information processing means that there may be stasis for a long time, but when change 

occurs, it does so in punctuations. 

In sum, PET focuses strongly on the role of external factors (signals) in policymaking. New 

information can trigger major policy change, but change is often delayed since decision 

making is subject to cognitive and institutional constraints. That is to say that attention to 
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information is not allocated evenly and signals from the environment are processed 

inefficiently and disproportionately. PET extents the classic notion of incremental change 

by referring to the role of information and the way information is dealt with by individuals 

and organizations, thus introducing a dynamic element to the policy process. By doing so, 

PET accounts for the possibility that established equilibria in policy subsystems are 

disrupted and previously disfavored interests get mobilized and eventually gain the upper 

hand (Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 5). According to PET, stability in politics is 

characterized by policy subsystems, incremental policy adaptations, negative feedback and 

a prevailing supportive policy image. Punctuations in the policy process, on the other hand, 

are associated with macro politics, positive feedback, competing policy images and 

manipulation (Baumgartner et al. 2014, p. 67).  

PET has been conceived to explain both agenda-setting and policy change. However, PET 

has been criticized for being merely interested in “the temporal distribution of punctuations” 

(Capano 2009, p. 23). It does not provide any particular insight into the internal 

policymaking dynamics such as “content, values, tools [and] strategies” (Capano 2009, p. 

23). Rather, it focuses on the role of external factors and conceives of policymaking as the 

outputs of the complex mechanisms of attention spans and information processing. 

Consequently, PET is not so much interested in explaining “the content and quality of policy 

change” (Capano 2009, p. 23) than in answering questions related to the shift between 

incrementalism and punctuations.  

Even though internal elements of the policymaking process may be underexposed, PET still 

highlights the impact of ideational factors. By stressing the role of cognition and emotion in 

interpreting signals from the environment, PET considers ideas and perceptions as being 

central elements in policymaking. Furthermore, policy images, i.e. the way actors interpret 

and portray political issues, can have a strong impact on policy development, according to 

PET. When it comes to material aspects, PET assumes that the political system receives 

informational signals from the environment, in other words, objective information 

concerning the state of the world. Thus, according to PET, an objective reality exists. The 

fact that PET conceives of policymaking as disproportionate and inefficient implies that an 

objectively right way to deal with real world conditions can be imagined. This means that 

the conception of cognitive and institutional constraints and their impact on policymaking 

are implicitly gauged by the necessities imposed by real world circumstances and some 

imaginable perfect way of reacting to these necessities. In policymaking, however, the gap 

between an objective real world and reality as perceived and dealt with by society, cannot 

be overcome.  

As far as non-policymaking is concerned, PET allows for the existence of policy monopolies, 

i.e. policy subsystems that are dominated by some powerful interest. This implies that 

policies would not change when policy monopolies are maintained over long time spans, 

given that the dominating elite does not change or only slightly modifies its conception of 

the respective policy. Furthermore, PET provides for the possibility that negative feedback 

dominates the policy process, preventing innovating forces from gaining leverage, even in 

more diverse and open policy subsystems.  
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However, PET also highlights the fact that non-policymaking or incrementalism cannot go 

on forever and that periods of stability are occasionally disrupted by major policy changes. 

For this to happen, policies need to move from the realm of subsystem politics to the macro-

political arena. Once a topic is treated in the macro-political arena, the chances of policy 

change are heightened. However, the government deals with issues on its agenda in a serial 

manner, entailing a bottleneck of attention. Due to crowding out effects and unsuccessful 

issue interpretation by issue proponents, policy change can still be prevented at this stage. 

Furthermore, the perception of attention allocation and information processing as highly 

disproportionate implies that non-policymaking would occur when the real nature of the 

problem is not correctly assessed by relevant decision-makers. However, non-policymaking 

due to cognitive limitations is temporarily limited, since at some point in time, the gap 

between the perception of the problem and its real nature becomes apparent and the necessity 

to act obvious.  

By way of distinguishing between subsystem politics and macro politics, PET characterizes 

agenda dynamics and policy change as tiered processes. At the subsystem level, many 

different policies can be treated in parallel within the confines of specialized communities. 

At this level, minor policy change, i.e. small adjustments to existing policies, are possible. 

For major policy change to occur, the passage to the macro political level is a necessary, 

although not sufficient condition. At the difference to the subsystem, the macro political 

agenda is much more selective due to limited agenda space and serial information 

processing.  

3.4 Policy paradigms, social learning and policy change (Hall) 

Hall’s investigation aims to challenge the state theorists’ conception of the autonomy of the 

state in policymaking. More precisely, Hall’s research is motivated by the question of the 

relative explanatory power of state-centrist and state-structural approaches. State-centrist 

and state-structural approaches differ in the role they attribute to societal pressures. Whereas 

the former conceives of social learning as occurring inside the state and independently from 

societal influences, the latter stipulates that social learning “involves much broader 

participation and conflict within the political system as a whole” (Hall 1993, p. 276).  

For state theorists, social learning is the adjustment of policies at time 1 to policies at time 

0. Learning is not primarily driven by social and economic conditions but rather by past 

policy. Furthermore, learning is confined to specialized, policy-specific communities 

consisting of officials or experts (Hall 1993, p. 277).  

According to Hall, social learning is defined as the “deliberate attempt to adjust the goals or 

techniques of policy in response to past experience and new information” (Hall 1993, p. 

278). Depending on the nature of policy change, social learning may occur in different ways. 

Hall therefore proposes to separately consider the different forms in which social learning 

becomes manifest which he links to three different kinds of policy change. Policymaking 

usually implies three elements that are central to the understanding of policy change: 
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overarching goals, instruments and the specific instrument settings. For example, the 

overarching goal of a policy could be to diminish poverty among the elderly, the instruments 

used to attain these goals could be state benefits and the instrument settings would refer to 

the level of financial support (Hall 1993, p. 278). Relying on these elements, Hall sketches 

out a three-tiered system of policy change: First order change occurs when instrument 

settings are altered, second order change implies the modification of instruments and their 

settings, whereas third order change encompasses a change in instruments, their settings and 

the “hierarchy of goals behind policy” (Hall 1993, p. 279). First and second order change 

delineate routinized policymaking, preserving “the broad continuities usually found in 

patterns of policy” (Hall 1993, p. 279). These changes take place without questioning of the 

principal terms of a given policy (Hall 1993, p. 279). First order change is incremental 

change, characterized by satisficing and regular decision-making. The adjustment or 

replacement of policy instruments as driven by second order change is more far-reaching 

and necessitates some strategic action (Hall 1993, p. 280). Hall contends that social learning 

as observed in the processes leading to first and second order change is in line with the 

assumptions of state theorists. This means that changes in policies are driven by past policies 

and that the learning process takes place inside the confines of the state (Hall 1993, pp. 287f). 

The long periods of incremental policymaking as described by first and second order change 

can, however, be disrupted by more radical shifts due to a change in paradigm. For paradigms 

to shift, i.e. for third order change to occur, quite different dynamics need to be at force, 

including broader societal implication (Hall 1993, pp. 288, 291).  

The notion of policy paradigm (a term chosen with reference to Kuhn (1970)) relies strongly 

on the impact of ideas in the policy process. Policy paradigms provide policymakers with a 

framework of ideas and principles when formulating policy goals and designing the 

instruments they value appropriate to attain these goals. It is also the very nature of the 

problem policymakers intent to solve that is defined via this interpretive framework (Hall 

1993, p. 279). Policy paradigms provide a steady explanation of how the world operates and 

offer political actors a reliable reference in which to embed their arguments and courses of 

action (Hall 1993, p. 280). A policy paradigm is “influential precisely because so much of it 

is taken for granted and unamenable to scrutiny as a whole” (Hall 1993, p. 279).  

Defining paradigms as a set of ideas and standards implies that it is impossible to fully prove 

scientifically or technically the correctness of its premises. Therefore, a change in policy 

paradigm cannot be imposed by mere reference to scientific knowledge. Rather, the 

arguments put forward in political debate, the positioning of relevant actors in the 

institutional context, available resources and the impact of exogenous factors on the power 

structure are decisive elements in the struggle of competing coalitions to impose their 

respective policy paradigm (Hall 1993, p. 280).  

Paradigms reflect prevalent beliefs that frame the way people perceive of the world. Hall 

stipulates that such firmly embedded frameworks do not change without “significant shifts 

in the locus of authority over policy” (Hall 1993, p. 280). Experts working in a specific 

policy area will compete for the primacy of issue interpretation. Policymakers will have to 
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decide whom they consider the most credible among these experts and which point of view 

to follow (Hall 1993, p. 280).  

In addition, paradigm shifts follow periods of policy experimentation and failure. By 

definition, a paradigm needs to provide a coherent explanation of the world. As soon as 

anomalies occur, i.e. events that thwart its principal premises, the paradigm gets destabilized. 

When efforts to overcome these anomalies fail, i.e. that policy experimentation is not 

successful, the reliability of the paradigm will become challenged. In a situation where 

policy failures accumulate, the capacity of the prevailing paradigm to provide guidance on 

how to deal with the new situation will become increasingly questioned until it is replaced 

altogether by a new paradigm (Hall 1993, p. 280).    

In sum, policy paradigms are likely to be replaced in a context marked by policy anomalies, 

experimentation and policy failures, a shift in the locus of authority and a wider political 

struggle over the adequacy of competing policy paradigms (Hall 1993, p. 280). According 

to Hall, this contest is not limited to the confines of the state but may affect the “broader 

political arena” (Hall 1993, p. 281). Acknowledging the impact of societal pressures such as 

the media, research institutes and policy networks somehow propels the traditional view of 

policymaking as a struggle for power. According to Hall, however, this does not mean that 

we need to deny the role of ideas and social learning in the processes leading to third order 

change. Rather, policymaking, in the words of Heclo, is often as much a process of powering 

as it is one of puzzling (Hall 1993, p. 292; Heclo 1974, p. 305). State and society are not 

only linked via the pressures that each one exerts on the other, but also via ideas floating 

between the two spheres (Hall 1993, p. 289).  

After the replacement of a paradigm by a new one, policymaking settles into equilibrium 

again. For this to happen, the proponents of the new paradigms have to succeed in gaining 

authority and in institutionalising the new paradigm (Hall 1993, p. 281).  

The whole pathway leading to the successful and enduring replacement of a paradigm is 

illustrated in figure 3.  
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Figure 3: The process of paradigm shift according to Hall.  Source: Oliver and Pemberton 2004, p. 408, 

slightly modified.  

Hall applies the theoretical framework of policy change to the case of economic 

policymaking in Britain between 1970 and 1989, focusing on the paradigm shift from 

Keynesianism to monetarism. He concludes that the use of the three-tiered concept of policy 

change is helpful in highlighting different ways in which social learning can occur. Hall’s 

main contribution concerning the study of policy change is the focus on the role of ideas and 

the way these are organized in policy paradigms. Hall shows how policy paradigms 

“dominate the policy community structurally, by framing its internal assumptions, policy 

agenda and internal discourse” (Jordan and Greenaway 1998, p. 672). Furthermore, Hall’s 

approach to the study of policy change is held simple in relying on a few central concepts 

such as the three levels of change, social learning, policy paradigms, and the interaction 

between state and society. The elegance of the model has certainly contributed to its success 
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(Blyth 2013, p. 197), but critics have contended that the model is too simplistic (Oliver and 

Pemberton 2004, p. 419). Does policy change really follow definite and ordered lines, as 

proposed by Hall, or is it a more complex and contingent process (Wilder and Howlett 2014, 

p. 183)? Furthermore, the reliability of a theory based on a single case study when it comes 

to generalizable conclusions has been questioned (Oliver and Pemberton 2004, p. 435). 

Further application of the theory found that paradigm change is “both less clean and more 

contingent” (Oliver and Pemberton 2004, p. 416) than Hall assumes. For example, Oliver 

and Pemberton (2004) conclude that the failures of the existing paradigm to adequately cope 

with policy problems does not necessarily lead to paradigm shift. Rather, the authors contend 

that paradigms are not replaced unless strong exogenous shocks occur. Furthermore, the 

authors stress the role of governmental and non-governmental institutions in policy learning.  

Hall’s theory deals exclusively with policy change and does not consider questions of 

agenda-setting. Its focus is on the impact of ideational factors in the processes leading to 

policy change. According to Hall, the specific configuration of ideas in policy paradigms 

guide the political debate and determine the overall direction of policymaking. The way in 

which factual conditions might influence policymaking is only briefly discussed. They are 

considered in the form of exogenous factors as one element among others that facilitate the 

shift from one paradigm to another by altering the power structures of coalitions participating 

in the political debate. However, the nature of these exogenous factors is not further 

explained. Therefore, it is not clear to which phenomena these exogenous factors refer. More 

precisely, the question remains whether exogenous factors comprise aggravated conditions 

concerning a policy issue, as would be of interest for my research question. Furthermore, 

Hall only implicitly provides insights into the question why policies do not change. 

According to Hall, first and second order change, that is incremental adaptations of policy 

based on past experience, can prevail for long periods without cumulating in major, or third 

order policy change. Since third order change only occurs when paradigms shift, it could be 

assumed consequently that policies do not fundamentally change when the prevailing 

paradigm persists. This implies that the processes conducive to paradigm change, such as 

anomalies, policy experimentation and failure, a shift in the locus of authority and broader 

societal implication are either not strong enough to provoke a wholesale shift or lacking 

altogether. However, even if this holds true, the relation between these elements and their 

relative impact on non-policymaking remains unclear. Is the combined (non-)appearance of 

these elements necessary for (non-)policy change? Or is the lack of one of these elements 

sufficient to prevent policy change? For example, one might imagine that policies do not 

change in a situation where anomalies indeed point to deficiencies of the existing paradigm, 

but where the locus of authority does not change and/or societal debate does not take place.  

3.5 Discussion of agenda-setting and policy change approaches 

The four policy theories discussed in the preceding sections offer some insights relevant to 

the research questions of this thesis. A common feature of these theories is their focus on 

ideational factors, be it in form of belief systems (ACF), policy paradigms (Hall), problem 
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definition and the role attributed to policy entrepreneurs in elaborating effective policy 

proposals (MSA), or the focus on cognition and emotion, as well as the impact of policy 

images (PET). Material factors are less central and the fact that they are only marginally 

treated renders their unequivocal identification more difficult. MSA, ACF and Hall share the 

understanding that material factors might become manifest in the form of focusing events or 

shocks that upset the existing configurations of the policy subsystem and eventually lead to 

the emergence of new issues on the agenda or to policy change. Little information is provided 

concerning the nature of these focusing events or shocks. However, we can imagine the 

possibility that a pressing problem is at their origin. On the other hand, focusing events do 

not necessarily have to be linked with material conditions. For example, a focusing event 

can also consist of a change in public opinion or a national election which foster the 

consideration of formerly neglected issues even in the absence of change is the nature of the 

issue. In this context, there would be a heightened societal sensibility for a topic without 

there being a change in the problem itself. Furthermore, ACF highlights the fact that even 

though perturbations inside or outside the policy subsystem are a precondition for major 

policy change, the latter is unlikely to occur without the intervening role of political actors. 

Both MSA and PET suggest that a problem’s nature can be detected through indicators or 

signals from the environment. However, for PET, there is a divergence between what we 

believe to be reality and what really is – a divergence that is characteristic for policymaking 

and that cannot possibly be overcome. Furthermore, both ACF and PET suggest that 

knowledge about the nature of a problem is not used in a neutral manner by political actors. 

Consciously or unconsciously, information is processed in a way that corroborates 

entrenched values and beliefs.  

MSA and PET are the only two approaches that draw a distinction between different stages 

of the agenda. However, for MSA, despite the formal distinction between the governmental 

agenda and the decision agenda, the conceptualization rests incomplete, since the structural 

elements of the policy process described by MSA are not systematically linked to the 

different agenda stages. Therefore, little insight is offered concerning the question why 

certain issues do not succeed in being considered on the decision agenda, after having made 

their way on the governmental agenda. PET is more explicit in its assumptions concerning 

the way of a topic from subsystem politics (characterized by incremental change) to the 

macro-political realm (where major policy change becomes possible). PET assumes that 

topics move to the macro-political realm when signals from the outside world become too 

strong to be ignored by policymakers. Due to disproportionate attention allocation and 

information processing, a timely and adequate response to the needs imposed by the real 

world situation is not guaranteed.  

The fact that the other two approaches do not split the agenda process into separate stages 

has consequences for the implicit propositions concerning non-policymaking. For example, 

if ACF suggests that policy stability is driven by a resistance of deep core and policy core 

beliefs to external influences, this implies that the issue has not yet reached the political 

agenda. Had this been the case, the neglect of an issue would not be that evident, even if it 

counters core beliefs of key actors.  
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As has been mentioned above, the propositions concerning non-policymaking are partly 

explicitly stated, but mainly derived from an inversed causality logic. Even though they have 

to be considered with caution, they offer a quite diverse account of possible reasons 

responsible for the neglect of certain issues in policymaking. They range from the 

incomplete coupling of policy streams, to redefinition, lack of external events and 

intervening dynamics, crowding-out, institutional and cognitive friction, to the lack of 

anomalies and/or broader societal implication, to mention but a few. Interestingly, many of 

these hypotheses refer to the structural context (i.e. incomplete coupling of streams, lack of 

external events and/or anomalies, policy monopolies, crowding-out) and only a few to 

substantial reasons for non-policymaking (i.e. unsuccessful issue definition, absence of 

policy analysis and learning etc.).  

A complete overview of the elements discussed in this summary is given in table 1. 
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Table 1: Overview of central elements identified in the theory concerning the research question. 

  MSA ACF PET Hall 
     

Id
ea

ti
o

n
a
l 

F
a

ct
o

rs
 

- Problem (re-) 

definition 

- Policy entrepreneurs’ 

role in developing, 

combining and 

refining ideas 

- Central role of belief 

systems and advocacy 

coalitions 

- Central role of 

cognition and 

emotion 

- Policy images 

- Central role of policy 

paradigms as 

frameworks of ideas 

and principles 

     

M
a

te
ri

a
l 

fa
ct

o
rs

 

- Indicators 

- Focusing events 

- Feedback 

- Problem window 

- Perturbations inside 

or outside the policy 

subsystem 

precondition for 

major policy change, 

but intervening 

influence of actors 

- Signals from the 

environment  

- Gap between 

necessities of the real 

world and perceived 

reality 

- Exogenous factors 

that alter the power 

structures of 

coalitions 

participating in the 

political debate 

- But: nature of 

exogenous factors 

not specified 

 

-  -  -  -  

C
o
n

si
d

er
a
ti

o
n

 o
f 

d
if

fe
re

n
t 

a
g
en

d
a
 s

ta
g
es

 

- Distinction between 

governmental and 

decision agenda 

- Conceptualization 

incomplete 

  

         ∕  

- Distinction between 

subsystem politics 

(incremental change) 

and the macro-

political realm (major 

policy change 

possible) 

- Passage to macro-

political realm when 

signals become too 

strong to be ignored 

  

         ∕ 

 

-     

N
o

n
-p

o
li

cy
m

a
k

in
g
 

- Incomplete coupling 

of policy streams 

- Attention shifts to 

other problems 

- Improvement of 

situation 

- Habituation to 

situation 

- Redefinition 

- Resistance of deep 

core and policy core 

beliefs to external 

influences 

Absence of major policy 

change:  

- Lack of external 

events 

- Intervening dynamics 

(public attention, 

realignment of 

resources) missing or 

not strong enough 

Absence of minor policy 

change:  

- Absence of policy 

analysis and 

learning 

- Policy monopolies 

- Negative feedback 

- Institutional and 

cognitive friction 

- Crowding-out 

- Unsuccessful issue 

interpretation 

- Disproportionate 

attention allocation 

and information 

processing 

- Prevailing paradigm 

persists due to lack 

or weakness of 

anomalies, policy 

experimentation and 

failure, a shift in the 

locus of authority 

and/or broader 

societal implication 

Source: author, based on theories discussed above. 
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3.6 Focus on non-policymaking 

In the preceding section, I have summarized the findings of the most prominent agenda-

setting and policy change theories, with special emphasis on the impact of material vs. 

ideational factors and possible explanations for the failure of issues to enter the agenda and 

for non-policymaking. In doing so, I have pointed out that the discussed theories only 

implicitly deal with non-policymaking and that by applying an inversed causality approach, 

one could draw several hypothetical conclusions concerning the nature of non-

policymaking. However, these conclusions have to be considered with caution, since they 

are deduced from the reasoning of these theories concerning policy change. The assumption 

that the absence of factors leading to policy change automatically implies that policies do 

not change remains questionable.  

Therefore, in this section, I will focus more explicitly on the findings of the scarce literature 

on non-policymaking. Only a limited number of studies have focused explicitly on the 

question why certain policies are not considered in decision making – which might also be 

due to the methodological difficulties linked with this question (explanation of something 

that did not occur, see also Baumgartner et al. 2006; Crenson 1971).  

Studies on non-decision making have always been concerned with power structures, more 

precisely the distribution of power between proponents of political change and its opponents. 

Early studies (Bachrach and Baratz 1962; Crenson 1971; Molotch 1970) introduce the 

concept of power as the ability to avoid political consideration of certain issues as a “second 

face of power” (Bachrach and Baratz 1962), which complements the vision of power as the 

ability to enforce political decisions (Dahl 1957). According to this perception, the decision 

of whether a topic should be treated politically is taken behind closed doors by a confined 

circle of powerful elites. Topics that are inconvenient or risky for those defending the status 

quo would be filtered out before they can reach agenda status. Often, even the mere 

reputation of power may be sufficient for an issue not to be considered (Crenson 1971). This 

perspective challenges the notion of pluralism in modern societies in that it conceives of 

power as unilateral and highly concentrated.  

However, this cannot account for cases of non-decision making following periods of intense 

public debate, i.e. cases where topics reach the political agenda but not the decision agenda. 

In order to account for this kind of agenda mismatch, a different notion of power needs to 

be employed, namely one that is based on the role of ideas. Carstensen and Schmidt (2016) 

introduce the notion of ideational power, defined as the “capacity of actors (whether 

individual or collective) to influence actors’ normative and cognitive beliefs through the use 

of ideational elements” (Carstensen and Schmidt 2016, p. 321). The authors distinguish three 

notions of ideational power: power over, through and in ideas.  

Power over ideas is closely related to the centralist understanding of compulsory forms of 

power as described above, which conceives of the policy process as dominated by actors that 

control the agenda and prevent alternative conceptions from gaining leverage. The ideational 

reading adds to this perception the focus on ideas, claiming that the power of these actors 
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can be attributed to their success in imposing their ideas and becomes manifest in their 

capacity to disregard alternative propositions (Carstensen and Schmidt 2016, p. 321).  

Power in ideas refers to the national discursive context in which certain ideas become taken 

for granted at the expense of others. This perception of power comes close to the notion of 

policy paradigm as employed by Hall (1993), which represents the dominating worldview 

at a certain moment in time.  

Finally, power through ideas, the concept of power most commonly employed by discursive 

institutionalists (see V. A. Schmidt 2008), conceives of power as the successful use of 

“ideational elements” in political discourse with the objective of convincing other actors of 

the legitimacy of one’s point of view (Carstensen and Schmidt 2016, pp. 321-323). This 

perception of power resonates with the central argument put forward in the literature 

concerning the impact of issue definition at all stages of the agenda process (Baumgartner 

and Jones 1991; Benford and Snow 2000; Blumer 1971; Cobb and Ross 1997; Dery 2000; 

Fifer and Orr 2013; Gusfield 1984; Hajer 1993; Hogwood and Gunn 1984; Jones and 

Baumgartner 2005; Layzer 2006; Portz 1996; Rochefort and Cobb 1993; Schattschneider 

1960; Stone 1988). The definition of problems is a process by which information on complex 

realities is condensed and simplified with the objective to highlight some facets of the 

problem, while concealing others (Layzer 2006, p. 61). This implies that problem definitions 

“must accommodate political realities, but they also help to create those realities” (Weiss 

1989, p. 114). In this sense, problem definitions draw on the attribution of causes and 

consequences and propose possible improvements (Weiss 1989, p. 97).  

According to this perception, the dynamics preceding (non-)decision making are 

characterized by political conflict, in which opposing groups delve into the “strategic 

representation of situations” in order to “win the most people to one’s side and the most 

leverage over one’s opponents” (Stone 1988, p. 106). Opponents and proponents of an issue 

thus fight over competing representations of reality. Each party engages in defining issues 

according to their ideologies and convictions in a way that suits their interests and discredits 

the opposing party (Cobb and Ross 1997; Stone 1989).  

While issue definition might be considered to be crucial for entering both the political and 

the decision agenda, the same strategies might not be successful at different stages of the 

agenda process (Dery 2000; Weiss 1989). Thus, from a non-policymaking perspective, 

problems would not get access to the decision agenda when issue proponents do not achieve 

to define issues in a way that justifies political intervention, or when opponents are more 

successful in defining the issue than proponents. According to this perception, power would 

be quite equally distributed, since power is perceived of as ideational or interpretive power.  

It is therefore striking that the literature on non-policymaking has thus far focused on 

opponents’ strategies and has, for the most part, neglected the role of problem definition for 

advocates of policy change. Whereas Ibarra and Kitsuse (1993) propose a series of 

“rhetorical idioms” (the rhetorics of loss, of entitlement, of endangerment, of unreason and 

of calamity) used by claimsmakers as a means to highlight the problematic status of an issue, 

these idioms rather serve as a tool for the analysis of claims-making activities. This means 
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that they allow to categorize the arguments put forward by claimsmakers, but that they 

cannot be considered genuine agenda strategies. In contrast to this neglect of framing efforts 

by issue proponents, the literature offers more insights into the strategies employed by issue 

opponents. For example, Freudenburg and Gramling (1994) introduce the concept of 

“diversionary reframing”, which denotes a strategy employed by issue opponents allowing 

them to subtly shift attention away from the original problem and to center the debate on 

another, less compromising issue. Cobb and Ross (1997) suggest that issue opponents use 

“medium-cost strategies”, which means that they attack the proponents and the issue they 

advance by defining the issue in a way that questions its legitimacy to be politically dealt 

with, by challenging the facts or the scientific viability of claims presented by the 

proponents, by raising fears in the public or by presenting themselves (the opponents) as 

victims of potential political change. When these strategies are no longer viable, high-cost 

strategies might be employed, i.e. the threat or use of violence (Cobb and Ross 1997, pp. 29-

33, 38-41; see also McCright and Dunlap 2000)8.  

In a similar vein, Ibarra and Kitsuse propose several “counterrhetorical strategies” (Ibarra 

and Kitsuse 1993, pp. 42-47), which they categorize into sympathetic strategies and 

unsympathetic strategies. The difference between the two is that the former do not, while the 

latter do challenge the problematic status of the issue. Sympathetic strategies comprise 

naturalizing, the counterrhetoric of the costs involved, declaring incompetence, 

perspectivizing, and tactical criticism. The unsympathetic strategies proposed by Ibarra and 

Kitsuse are antipatterning, telling anecdote, the counterrhetoric of insenserity and of 

hysteria. The strategy or naturalizing consists in accepting that a problem exists while 

claiming that its existence is inevitable, which renders every effort of elimination futile. The 

counterrhetoric of the costs involved consists in claiming that the costs of any action aimed 

at eliminating the problem outweight the putative benefits. Moreover, issue opponents might 

declare incompetence as a means of justifying inaction, which consists in claiming that it is 

impossible to take measures due to a lack of resources. The rhetoric of perspectivizing is 

used to counter claimants’ demands by positing that the issue solely exists because the 

claimant perceives it as such, while in the eyes of other observants, there is no problem 

whatsoever. Tactical criticism diverts attention away from the problem by criticizing the 

means employed by issue proponents to foster the recognition of the problem. When it comes 

to unsympathetic strategies, antipatterning consists in claiming that the problem is an 

“isolated incident” rather than a large-scale societal problem. Related to this strategy, 

opponents use the counterrhetoric of telling anecdote when they downplay the magnitude of 

the problem by referring to personal experience that goes counter to the claims advanced by 

issue advocates. The counterrhetoric of insincerity relies on the contention that the claimant 

does in fact pursue self-interests, such as assuring his or her workplace or gaining “power, 

status, or wealth” (Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993, p. 46). Finally, the counterrhetoric of hysteria is 

used as a strategy to show that the a problem is defined as such by issue opponents on an 

                                                 

8 Low-cost strategies are employed when issues have not reached the political agenda. It suffices for opponents 

to merely ignore the existence of an issue. 
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irrational and emotional basis, representing values prevalent in the issue opponents’ 

subculture but inconsistent with a mainstream understanding of the issue.  

Similar to the counterrhetoric of the costs involved, the perversity thesis proposed by 

Hirschman (1991) is used as reactionary rhetoric claiming that any political measure targeted 

at improving the situation will be counterproductive and contribute to an aggravation of the 

problem. Related to this thesis, the jeopardy thesis stipulates that any change in the current 

approach might endanger previously acquired achievements. Furthermore, the futulity thesis 

posits that the proposed actions will not succeed in generating the desired outcome 

(Hirschman 1991, p. 7).  

In sum, the literature delves into the strategies issue opponents have at their disposal in order 

to hinder the consideration of issues that counter their interests. However, just as much as it 

is interesting to study the strategies used by opponents of political change, it might be 

insightful to analyze in how far policy change advocates fail to define their claims in a 

suitable way, above all if we perceive of power as ideational or interpretive power.  

Furthermore, the question remains unanswered if the strategies employed by opponents and 

proponents are really decisive for the rise or fall of a topic. Is successful agenda-setting 

always preceded by agenda conflict, with clearly defined opponents and proponents of the 

issue under discussion? Harrison (2001), for example, contends that in certain cases, 

unexpected coalitions might emerge in a policy network between potential issue advocates 

and their adversaries when the issue is one that touches a shared conception of cultural 

values. Furthermore, is the neglect of an issue in the policymaking process always due to the 

lack of power of its proponents, be it ideational, structural or institutional power? Or might 

there be certain characteristics inherent in the problem or the context in which a problem is 

publicly discussed that have an impact on whether it is considered for political action or not? 

For example, Downs (1972), in his study on the rise and fall of issues on the political agenda, 

stipulates that issues that are prone to go through the “issue attention cycle” share certain 

characteristics, namely that only a minority of the population is affected, that the 

circumstances causing the problem benefit larger parts of the population and that the issue 

in itself is not sufficiently exciting to maintain agenda status for a long time (Downs 1972, 

pp. 41f). Further issue caracteristics that might impact an issue’s career on the agenda are 

novelty, proximity, severity, incidency and emergency (Fifer and Orr 2013, p. 638; 

Rochefort and Cobb 1993, pp. 64-66).  

As is the case for the agenda-setting and policy change theories discussed above, the 

arguments put forward in the non-policymaking literature are rooted in the belief that ideas 

strongly influence the terms of policymaking. The role of material aspects is not treated in 

this literature, apart from casual mention of the lack of focusing events that might have led 

to policy change, had they occurred (Birkland 1998; Harrison 2001). The underexposure of 

material aspects in the non-policymaking literature might in part be due to an understanding 

of public policy that attributes material aspects a role for agenda-setting, rather than for the 

later stages of the agenda process. A change in the nature of a problem might increase the 

probability of issue awareness and its emergence on the agenda. However, once on the 
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agenda, what counts is more how the issue is perceived by decision-makers. Supposing that 

the material dimension of the problem can directly explain non-policymaking would imply 

that the problem becomes less pressing during the time that passes between agenda entrance 

and non-decision making. Furthermore, this would necessitate very reliable indicators that 

allow to precisely trace the evolution of a problem over time as well as policymakers that 

pay attention to these indicators and process the information proportionately (see also 

chapter 3.3 for a discussion of cognitive friction). Another explanation for non-policymaking 

based on the material dimension of the problem would be that competing issues become 

more important (see also chapter 3.3 for a discussion of this crowding-out effect). However, 

this always implies the judgement of policy makers (and therefore the intervention of 

ideational aspects) on the severity of the problem, which however, might not correspond to 

its real nature.   

Concerning the question of the impact of material aspects, a recurrent question is the 

possibility to accurately assess the real nature of a problem and to objectively use this 

information in the policymaking process. Assessing the nature of a problem by use of 

empirical data and indicators does not merely imply counting, but rather “counting as”, i.e. 

that categories have to be established and boundaries have to be drawn in order to decide 

what to include and exclude from the calculation (Kingdon 1984, pp. 117-119; Rochefort 

and Cobb 1993, p. 60; Stone 1988, p. 128). Whereas the natural world consists of continua, 

humans create categories as “intellectual boundaries” (Stone 1988, p. 307) as a means of 

understanding and coping with the world. All kinds of phenomena can be measured in many 

different forms and a deliberate decision has to be taken concerning the way of measuring 

(Stone 1988, p. 127). Therefore, Stone claims that the use of numbers can be as symbolic 

and metaphorical as the use of language, since it implies judgement on how to classify things 

and thus offers room for interpretation (Stone 1988, p. 107). In the words of Stone “numbers 

are another form of poetry" (Stone 1988, p. 127). For the study of social problems this means 

that the way a problem is conceived of always depends on the way it is measured – a process 

that “always involves discretion and inconsistency” (Rochefort and Cobb 1993, p. 60).  

The understanding that it is impossible to accurately describe the real nature of social 

problems has led strict constructivists to call for the outright exclusion of objective 

conditions from the analysis of social problems, and to focus exclusively on claims-making 

activities (Spector and Kitsuse 1987; Woolgar and Pawluch 1985). From this perspective, 

social problems are nothing but “the activities of groups making assertions of grievances and 

claims with respect to some putative conditions” (Spector and Kitsuse 1973, p. 415). 

According to this perception, the existence of social problems is contingent on the existence 

of groups maintaining that a certain condition is harmful (Groenemeyer 2012, p. 62). Thus, 

strict constructivists are not interested in the validity of the claims put forward by claims-

makers, but exclusively in the claims-making activity itself (Best 1989a, p. 245f). What is 

more, strict constructivists do not believe that analysts would ever be able to gather reliable 

knowledge about objectively discernible circumstances. In the tradition of 

phenomenological sociology, they claim that all knowledge is a product of social 

construction and that we therefore cannot apprehend the ‘real world’ as such. From this point 
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of view, analysts are nothing but claims-makers themselves, who just develop their own 

interpretation of the situation at hand in the overall claims-making process. Strict 

constructivists advocate studies that forebear even the slightest allusion to what might be 

considered objectivist statements (Best 1989a, p. 246; 2008, p. 48).  

However, contextual constructivism (Best 1995) has been proposed as a more nuanced 

approach, reconciling objectivist and constructivist approaches to the study of social 

problems. This approach is primarily concerned with claims-making activities, and follows 

the constructivist premise that meaning is socially constructed. However, contextual 

constructivism seeks to analyze this process by considering the larger context in which social 

problems become defined as such. It is thus dedicated to the analysis of collective definition 

processes within their cultural and socio-structural context. This means that contextual 

constructivists consider it necessary to make assumptions about underlying social 

conditions. They assume that it is possible to obtain reliable knowledge about social 

conditions, but do not deny its constructed character (Best 1989a, p. 246f; 2008, p. 49; L. 

Schmidt 2000, p. 165f). Best (1989a) illustrates the difference between strict and contextual 

constructivism by using the example of a campaign against “increasing crime in the streets”. 

Proponents of this claim might assert that there were higher crime rates or an increased fear 

of crime in the population and that something should be done about this. For a strict 

constructivist, the analysis of the conditions underlying these claims would not be part of 

the analysis. A contextual constructivist, on the other hand, would consult crime statistics or 

surveys – even in the case that claims-makers themselves did not refer to them. By doing so, 

the researcher could, for example, discover that claims-makers try to raise public awareness 

for increased crime rates, even though statistics would not document such an increase. This 

would lead to further questions, for example why the topic emerged at this precise moment 

in time. While strict constructivists do not engage in the analysis of social conditions because 

they consider any statement about social conditions a social construction, contextual 

constructivists would argue that qualifying a statement as a social construction does not 

discredit it or render an evaluation of it impossible. Contextual constructivists are aware that 

information on social conditions are not mere reflections of the real world, but they believe 

them to be useful (albeit imperfect) elements in the analysis of issue definition within its 

wider context (Best 1989a, p. 247). These theoretical considerations from the study of social 

problems show that the dichotomy between positivist and constructivist research approaches 

is not unsurmountable.  

3.7 Summary 

The objective of this chapter was to identify the theoretical assumptions put forward in the 

literature that account for the dynamics of public policymaking, more precisely, agenda-

setting and (non-)policy change, and the role of ideational and material factors therein.  

In the preceding sections, I have first outlined the assumptions of the agenda-setting and 

policy change theories, which are summarized in table 1. In sum, the theories focus on 
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ideational aspects. When dealing with material aspects, these are not perceived of as 

independent drivers of the policy process. Furthermore, only the Multiple Streams Approach 

(MSA) and the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory (PET) distinguish between different agenda 

stages. In addition, the theories do for the most part not explicitly deal with non-

policymaking. However, they allow to derive some hypotheses about the drivers of non-

decisions. In total, a quite diverse range of hypotheses about non-policymaking can be 

deduced, referring both to structural and substantive elements. However, these hypotheses 

are not an integral part of the discussed theories; they have been inferred using an inversed 

causality approach (which consists in identifying the drivers for policy change and in 

claiming that in the absence of these drivers, non-policy change should occur). Therefore, 

they rest indicative and should be considered with caution.  

For this reason, in a second step, I have focused on the (scarce) theory concerning non-

policymaking. This literature builds around the notion of power. One current in this literature 

adopts the understanding of power as coercive. Power is thus portrayed as the ability of a 

small but influential elite to control which issues gain political attention in the first place. 

However, for issues that are already on the political agenda, this perception of power is not 

conclusive. This is where an alternative concept of power, namely ideational power, comes 

into play. According to this perception, power is the power of ideas, i.e. that it is linked to 

the ability of defining public problems in a convincing way. This means that political (non-

)decisions would be the outcome of agenda conflict, in which issue advocates and 

adversaries struggle over the successful definition of an issue. Strikingly, the literature has 

thus far dealt almost exclusively with strategies employed by adversaries. This means that 

this literature, even though it adopts an ideational concept of power, is still steeped in the 

understanding of a powerful self-interested elite which engages in preventing policy change 

(as is the case for the first current mentioned above). However, a rigorous use of the notion 

of ideational power should concede issue proponents the same chances to successfully 

present their cause in public debate as issue opponents. Furthermore, it is striking that the 

bulk of non-policymaking literature relies so strongly on issue definition strategies as the 

sole possible explanation for non-decisions. Other potential reasons, such as inherent in issue 

characteristics or in the larger context in which the issue is discussed, do not figure in this 

literature.   

Both the agenda-setting/policy change literature and the non-policymaking literature 

attribute a decisive role to ideational factors. The material dimension of policy processes is 

less well exposed. When referred to, material factors are rather perceived of as contextual 

elements that intervene to some extent with ideational factors, but do not have an isolated 

impact on their own. Whereas the impact of material elements is still quite intuitive for 

agenda-setting processes, it is less evident to imagine in the case of (non-)policy change. 

Supposing that the material situation could have an impact on the decision to enact political 

action would presume that the situation changes between the moment where the issue enters 

the agenda and the moment when a decision is taken. Furthermore, it presumes that 

policymakers are aware of this change and take it into due account.  
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This raises the more basic question on the possibility to ever correctly gauge the real world 

situation and to effectively consider it in policymaking. It has been contended that 

measurement is always a question of discretion, and far from being a neutral affair. This has 

led strict constructivist to call for a complete exclusion of material elements from the 

analysis of social problems. Contextual constructivism, on the other hand, argues that even 

though researchers will never be able to produce a pure and undistorted picture of reality, 

the study of material elements considerably enhances the study of social problems.  
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4 CASE STUDY CONTEXT 

In Germany, fuel poverty has for the longest time not been treated as a specific topic, neither 

in the political nor in the scientific realm. Until today, there is no shared or official definition 

of the phenomenon and a serious quantification of the number of affected households is still 

lacking. However, there are different facets of the phenomenon which are related to different 

policy domains, such as social and energy policy, for example. In order to approach the topic 

in the German context, I will therefore describe how fuel poverty is, implicitly or explicitly, 

considered in German social and energy policy. Furthermore, since fuel poverty and the 

energy transition are largely overlapping topics in the German public debate, I will outline 

the role of the energy transition, the parliamentary debate and the government’s positioning 

as well as the cleavage lines that have emerged in the public debate within this context.  

4.1 Social policy 

In Germany, which is defined as a social state by article 20,1 of the constitution, the social 

security system ensures a subsistence minimum and thus safeguards against extreme 

poverty. Social policy is designed in a way that systematic support for the payment of energy 

bills is guaranteed. The social security scheme encompasses basic income support 

(Grundsicherung für Arbeitssuchende, also known as Hartz IV) according to the second book 

of the Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch II, abbreviated SGB II) as well as social assistance 

(Sozialhilfe) according to the twelfth book of the Social Code (SGB XII). The social system 

bears the heating and central domestic hot water costs for welfare recipients. For households 

with decentral domestic hot water systems, a lump-sum for additional requirements 

(Mehrbedarf) is paid9. Energy bills for heating and central domestic hot water are covered 

as far as the incurred costs are considered “appropriate”. This means that each municipality 

defines a threshold of appropriate costs. It is also the municipalities that bear the major part 

of this payment (about 2/3, the rest is paid by the federal government) (Eisenmann et al. 

2010). On average, 54 euros per month were granted per household in 2012 (BMAS, 2012a). 

However, great differences exist between municipalities concerning the way the threshold 

for appropriate expenses is defined (e.g. the cost for heating/m², the cost for heating/number 

of persons, rent and cost of heating/number of persons, maximum consumption for heating 

in kWh etc.). According to the German Federal Court of Auditors (Bundesrechnungshof), 

these differences can lead to substantial inequalities between welfare recipients (Eisenmann 

et al. 2010, p. 3f).  

In addition, the households receive a lump-sum payment (Regelbedarf) each month to cover 

all basic needs, including an item dedicated, among others, to the payment of electricity bills 

(cooking and specific uses of electricity). The amount of this income payment is uniform 

throughout Germany and varies only according to household composition. For a single 

                                                 

9 According to § 21 SGB II and § 30 SGB XII. 
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person household, the overall payment amounted to 382 euros in 2013, whereof 30,56 euros 

are allotted to the payment of electricity bills (BMAS, 2012; RBEG, 2011).  

The level of income payment (Regelbedarf) for welfare recipients is determined using the 

Income and Consumption Survey (Einkommens- und Verbrauchsstichprobe, EVS) which is 

carried out every 5 years by the Federal Statistical Office. The overall expenses of the lowest 

income group (those 15% of the population with the lowest incomes) serves as a reference 

for the definition of the level of basic income support (Neuhoff et al. 2012, p. 8f; Tews 2013, 

p. 18). In addition, the legislator has excluded some expenses (such as tobacco and alcohol) 

that are not considered to constitute basic needs (Tews 2013, p. 18). This means that for a 

single person household, the level of income support covers only about 72% of the expenses 

of the reference group (Becker 2011, p. 44). 

Since the Income and Consumption Survey is only carried out every five years, the level of 

income support is updated on an annual basis using a mixed index whereof 70% reflect the 

evolution of incomes and 30% the evolution of prices (Aigeltinger et al. 2015, p. 3; Neuhoff 

et al. 2012, p. 9; Tews 2013, p. 18). However, it seems that rising energy prices are not 

sufficiently taken into account by this update and that energy bills represent an increasing 

burden for households receiving income support (DCV 2013; Martens 2012; VZ NRW 

2012a; VZBV 2008). According to different studies, the funding gap (i.e. the difference 

between the item within basic income support allotted to the payment of electricity and real 

electricity bills) amounts to 55 euros/year (Martens 2012; Tews 2013), 84 euros/year 

(Aigeltinger et al. 2015) or 110 euros/year for a single person household (DCV 2013) on 

average. For households using electric hot water systems, the gap can even amount to about 

155 euro/year (Tews 2013). Furthermore, in recent years, there has been a strong increase in 

people seeking a loan for “irrefutable needs” from the Federal Employment Agency, which 

are accorded, among others, for the payment of energy debts (BMAS 2012b). These loans 

have to be reimbursed by welfare recipients.  

Furthermore, not all households that are considered at risk of poverty (i.e. that they dispose 

of less than 60% of median income) are welfare recipients. According to Neuhoff et al. 

(2012), only about 42% of the population in the lowest income decile receives basic income 

support or housing benefit. In the second lowest income decile, in which still about half of 

the population is at risk of poverty, only 24% receive income support (Neuhoff et al. 2012, 

p. 7). For all those households outside the welfare system, price increases are even a greater 

challenge, since they do not receive any support to cope with rising energy bills.  

4.2 Energy policy 

4.2.1 Energy efficiency 

The fuel poverty literature highlights energy efficiency as the most suitable and sustainable 

solution in the fight against fuel poverty (see chapter 1). In Germany, even though in general, 
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energy efficiency measures are strongly promoted by the government (e.g. in the framework 

of the KfW programs), the existing programs are not differentiated according to specific 

target groups. Thus, there exists no program suitable for low income households at the 

national level (see also Tews 2013, p. 43f), even though there is empirical evidence that 

socially deprived populations and a poor building stock often overlap (Färber and Flecken 

2011).  

This contrasts with the approach followed in the UK, where fuel poverty is defined primarily 

as an energy and climate policy issue. In this country, special policies have been 

implemented that aim at the improvement of thermal energy efficiency in low-income 

households. Under the Exchequer-funded “Warm Front” program (2000-2012), energy 

efficiency measures such as cavity wall insulation or the replacement of heating systems 

were carried out in about 2.3 million low-income households living in thermally inefficient 

dwellings (Hills 2012b, p. 104f; Rosenow 2014, p. 109; Tews 2013, p. 11). Furthermore, 

“Decent Homes” (since 2000) another Exchequer-funded measure, defines a standard for 

local authority housing concerning the energy efficiency of the heating system and insulation 

levels. This standard was implemented in more than 1 million dwellings (NAO 2010, p. 6; 

Rosenow 2014, p. 109). In addition, one of the central climate change policies of the UK 

government is the obligation placed on energy suppliers to reduce carbon emissions in the 

housing sector. These obligations are designed in a way that ensures that a share of the 

measures is targeted at low-income households. The Energy Efficiency Commitment (EEC) 

(2002-2008) and the Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT) (2008-2012) both defined 

‘priority groups’ of low-income and vulnerable households. The Community Energy Saving 

Programme (CESP) (2009-2012) was carried out in deprived areas (Hills 2012b, p. 106; 

ofgem 2015; Rosenow 2014, p. 109; Tews 2013, p. 11). Since 2013, CERT and CESP have 

been replaced by the Affordable Warmth obligation, part of the Energy Company Obligation 

(ECO) within the government’s Green Deal (Hills 2012b, p. 108; Rosenow 2014, p. 109)10. 

In France, the energy transition law (loi sur la transition énergétique), published in 2015, 

comprises several energy efficiency measures targeted at fuel poor households. The law 

determines that every year, 250 000 dwellings of low-income households shall be 

refurbished. Furthermore, the energy efficiency obligation for energy suppliers existing 

since 2005 now includes a new category dedicated to fuel poor households. In addition, the 

criterion of decency inscribed in the law since 2000, obliging landlords to provide a safe and 

healthy dwelling, has been extended to include a minimum level of energy efficiency 

(Cerema 2016, pp. 4, 7).  

In Germany, it is only at the local level that first energy efficiency policies targeted at low-

income households are carried out. Some city administrations take into account the energy 

efficiency of the building when fixing acceptable rent and heating bill thresholds for 

households receiving basic income support. Thanks to this approach, a higher rent resulting 

from energy efficient refurbishments is accepted given that a proof of lower heating costs 

                                                 

10 For a critique of the government’s shift from Exchequer-funded to market-based policies, see Rosenow 

(2014, p. 109). For an assessment of the program’s suitability for tackling fuel poverty, see ACE (2010a). 
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can be provided in form of an energy performance certificate11. This represents a socially 

acceptable way of inciting landlords to carry out thermal refurbishments and helps to prevent 

a concentration of low-income households in unrefurbished buildings - a phenomenon also 

known as energy-related gentrification (Malottki and Vaché 2013). A pioneer in this regard 

is the city of Bielefeld (situated in North Rhine-Westphalia) (Tews 2013, p. 44f; von 

Malottki 2012, p. 8).  

4.2.2 Energy sufficiency 

Whereas efficiency aims at improving the relationship of energy input and output 

irrespective of the consumer, sufficiency aims at reducing consumption primarily via 

changes in consumer behavior. It is in the domain of sufficiency policy that the only specific 

fuel poverty policy applied at a nation-wide level has been implemented. The program, 

called “Stromspar-Check”, was launched in 2008 by the German Caritas Organization 

(DCV) in cooperation with the Association of Energy Agencies in Germany (eaD). Today, 

it is financed by the Federal Ministry for the Environment in the framework of the National 

Climate Initiative (Nationale Klimaschutzinitiative). The objective of the program is 

twofold: In the first place, it aims to help households receiving basic income support to 

reduce their electricity consumption. In the second place, it seeks to reintegrate long-term 

unemployed into the job market by training them on energy saving counseling. Furthermore, 

the idea to have a peer-to-peer mentoring, i.e. that households participating in the program 

receive guidance by persons with similar experiences, is central to the program. The 

concerned households receive on-site advice on their energy consumption behavior, an 

approach that allows taking into account the dwelling characteristics. Furthermore, the 

households receive free of charge energy-saving equipment such as energy-saving lamps, 

multiple sockets etc. Since the beginning of the project in 2008, about 90 000 households in 

more than 100 cities have profited from the program, with average savings of 133 euros per 

household and year (Aktion Stromspar-Check 2012; DCV 2013; Tews 2013). 

In North Rhine-Westphalia, one of the presumably most affected regions when it comes to 

fuel poverty, the program Stromspar-Check is integrated into another project initiated by the 

consumer association (VZ NRW). The project “NRW fights fuel poverty” (NRW bekämpft 

Energiearmut) is carried out in eight municipalities in cooperation with local energy utilities, 

Caritas and the local employment agencies. The program is partly financed by the 

participating energy utilities, partly by the regional government. It consists in advising fuel 

poor households on financial and judicial aspects in order to help them to better know their 

rights and control their household budget. A further focus of the program is on-site 

consultation on energy saving (Strompar-Check, see above). Households having difficulties 

in paying their energy bills are the primary target of the program (VZ NRW,  2012b). For a 

                                                 

11 In German, the term “warmmietenneutrale Sanierung” is used to designate a situation where thermal 

refurbishments lead to rent increases which can be offset by energy savings for heating.  
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review of other comparable local projects see Kopatz et al. (2013, chapter II.1) and VZ NRW 

(2012a). 

4.2.3 Power cuts 

According to the Basic Gas and Electricity Supply Regulations, the basic utility provider is 

authorized to interrupt energy supply as long as the intermission is proportionate to the 

gravity of infringement and when there is no prospect that the consumer will pay his or her 

arrears. Furthermore, the regulations stipulate that overdue notices have to be sent four 

weeks before intermission is executed. The Basic Electricity Supply Regulation further 

specifies that electricity cuts are legal only in the case when arrears amount to at least 100 

euros (no specification in the Basic Gas Supply Regulations) (BMJV 2006a, § 19; 2006b, § 

19).  

Since 2011, the Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur) and the Federal Cartel Office 

(Bundeskartellamt) carry out a survey on the number of power cuts in private households. 

The following table gives an overview of power cuts for electricity and gas in private 

households.  

Table 2: Number of electricity and gas cuts, 2011 – 2013. 
 

Electricity Gas 
   

2011 312 059 33 595 

2012 321 539 39 320 

2013 344 798 45 890 

Source: Bundesnetzagentur and Bundeskartellamt (2012, 2013, 2014). 

The numbers show that there has been a slight increase in the number of affected households, 

both for gas and electricity. The average arrear was between 107 and 120 euros. There is no 

information available on the type of households affected.  

4.3 The role of the energy transition 

The nuclear disaster in Fukushima in March 2011 marked an important turning point in 

German energy policy. Within two months following the incident, the government decided 

to overhaul its energy concept and to accelerate nuclear phase-out, backed by an intensified 

roll-out of renewable energies.  

The renewable energy law, implemented in 2000, remains the centerpiece of the German 

renewable energy policy. The renewable energy law is based on feed-in tariffs, which are 

paid for each kWh of renewable energy fed into the grid and guaranteed for 20 years. The 

electricity is then sold by the transmission system operators on the spot market. The 

difference between the feed-in tariff and the spot market price is paid via the renewable 
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energy tax (EEG tax), charged on each kWh consumed. In October 2012, the transmission 

network operators announced the level of the renewable energy tax for 2013, which amounts 

to 5.28 cent/kWh, signifying a 50% increase in relation to 2012. Thus, the renewable energy 

tax makes up for 18.3% of household electricity prices in 2013, compared to 4.5% in 2006 

(BMU 2013, p. 2).  

This significant increase is not only due to the amount of newly installed capacity, which 

represents less than 10% of the tax (1.5 billion euros), but also to a decrease in the spot 

market electricity price. As described above, the renewable energy tax is used to compensate 

for the difference in feed-in tariffs and the price obtained on the spot market. Due to this 

mechanism, the level of the renewable energy tax rises in case of a decrease in the spot 

market price which is more and more often the case. This means that the level of the tax 

might strongly increase, even if there were no further expansion of renewable energy 

installations. Conversely, the level of the tax might also decrease regardless of a further 

expansion, if the spot market price were to rise (BMU 2013, p. 3).  

Furthermore, the increase of the renewable energy tax can in part be attributed to the fact 

that the exemption of electro-intensive industry has been expanded. The exemption of 

electro-intensive industry has been implemented in 2003 for those companies that are 

strongly exposed to international competition. The EEG tax for these companies is limited 

to 0.05 ct/kWh (BMU 2012). In the course of time, the number of exempted companies as 

well as the exempted consumption have increased considerably (Fiedler and Wronski 2015, 

p. 3), amounting to 4.3 billion euros in 2013. In addition, own-consumption is exempted, 

which corresponds to 2 billion euros (BMU 2013, p. 4). The remaining consumers carry the 

financial burden of these exemptions. Private households also pay VAT on the renewable 

energy tax (Neuhoff et al. 2012, p. 8).  

Figure 4 shows the evolution of electricity prices and their continuous increase since the year 

2000. It also shows that the part of taxes and duties becomes more important over the course 

of time, while the part of procurement and sales increases until 2009 and then decreases.  
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Figure 4: Average electricity price for private households in ct/kWh and percentage of total. Annual 

consumption 3500 kWh. Source: BDEW 2015a, p. 5.  

 

Initial doubts on the technical feasibility of what became termed the energy transition12 were 

soon superseded by doubts on its financial viability (see also OECD 2014, p. 31). In 2013, 

the total costs of the energy transition were estimated to be about 20 billion euros (BDEW 

2013, p. 44). While the energy transition was rarely questioned as such, dissent arose on the 

origins of the growing costs, as well as the adequacy of different measures to manage them.  

In parallel, distributional effects were discussed, bringing about the notion of potential 

winners and losers of the energy transition and the call for a more socially balanced 

distribution of costs and benefits (Heindl et al. 2014; Tews 2013). In this context, the 

particular burden of rising energy prices for low-income households and the regressive 

impact of the financing scheme is put forward (Bardt et al. 2011; Ekardt 2010; Frondel and 

Sommer 2014; Grösche and Schröder 2011; Heindl et al. 2014; Neuhoff et al. 2012; Techert 

et al. 2012). Since it is mainly the price of electricity that is affected by the energy transition, 

these studies concentrate on this energy carrier. The main argument is that while electricity 

consumption increases with growing income, the part of electricity on the overall 

consumption is less important for wealthy households than for low income households 

(Neuhoff et al. 2012, p. 5). Moreover, the regressive impact is further enhanced due to the 

fact that wealthy households particularly benefit from the renewable energy tax given that 

they invest in renewable energy installations (Ekardt 2010; Grösche and Schröder 2011; 

Heindl et al. 2014; Techert et al. 2012). Even if regressive impacts of rising prices are not 

an exception, they are more prone to become a topic of political conflict since they do not 

                                                 

12 Both the term itself and political measures promoting the energy transition predate these events (see for 

example Bontrup and Marquardt 2014; Hockenos 15.11.2012).  
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result from anonymous market mechanisms, but from deliberate political decisions (Tews 

2013, p. 1). 

Interestingly, the price increase of electricity is much less pronounced than the one for 

heating oil and gas, as illustrated in figure 5. Furthermore, electricity constitutes only about 

13% of energy consumption for an average household (BDEW 2011).  

 

 

Figure 5: Evolution of household energy prices 1998-2012. Source: Gawel et al. (2015, p. 3), based on 

Küchler (2012). 

However, in the public perception, the energy transition and its impact on rising electricity 

prices play an important role. Representative surveys reflect the tension concerning a general 

approval of the energy transition on the one hand and the importance attributed to its 

financing on the other hand. The great majority (93%) of the German population still 

supports the energy transition in 2013 (the energy transition is important, very important or 

of outstanding importance). This means that the level of support has not changed between 

2012 and 2013. However, when it comes to the costs of the energy transition, only 47% state 

that they are willing to finance the energy transition via their energy bill, and only under the 

condition that the burden is fairly distributed among all consumers (AEE 2013). 86% point 

out that they consider affordable energy prices to be very important or important. 

Furthermore, for 29% of the population, energy policy plays a very important or an important 

role in their voting decision for the parliamentary elections. Another 39% state that the topic 

does at least partially influence their decision (Lichtblick 2013).  

Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the German minister of the environment Peter 

Altmaier (CDU) presented a reform proposal on the implementation of an electricity price 

safeguarding mechanism (Strompreisbremse) in late January 2013, to be implemented 

before parliamentary elections in September 2013. For the first time, the financial impact of 

the current system for private households is mentioned in an official government document, 

highlighting the undue burden for low-income households. Even though fuel poor 

households are not explicitly targeted by the reform proposal (and the term is not used), the 
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document illustrates the rising awareness for the topic within government and the political 

arena altogether. Finally, in mid-February, the minister of the environment and the minister 

of the economy (FDP) present a common reform proposal, linking each of the envisaged 

measures with estimated savings. In total, these savings would amount to about 1.86 billion 

euros. However, this amendment of the renewable energy law failed due to opposition from 

the federal states (Die Welt 20.04.13).  

Yet, proposals on how to realign the energy transition continued to have a prominent place 

in the election campaign, including measures to socially mitigate its repercussions on low-

income households. Apart from the conservative parties (CDU/CSU), all major political 

parties (social-democrats, liberals, Green and Left party) treat the social dimension of rising 

energy prices in their party manifestos. 

After election, the coalition agreement of the governing parties (CDU/CSU and SPD) 

outlines the details of a fundamental reform of the renewable energy law (which became 

implemented in August 2014). In contrast, fuel poverty measures were almost entirely 

neglected in the document, with the exception of energy-saving advice programs 

(Stromspar-Check, see chapter 4.2.2), which the government wishes to continue, and the 

objective to implement smart meters with a prepayment function in order to limit power cuts.  

4.4 The government’s positioning 

In 2012 and early 2013, several inquiries and motions were introduced in the German 

parliament by the opposition parties (the Green party, the Left party and the Social 

Democratic party, SPD) (Deutscher Bundestag 2012a, 2012b, 2012e, 2012f, 2013a). In these 

documents, the opposition demands the government to ensure a socially acceptable energy 

transition. The inquiry by the SPD generally concerns the costs and benefits of the energy 

transition. It stresses the necessity to ensure a just distribution of the financial burden, while 

not dealing with fuel poverty as such (Deutscher Bundestag 2012e). The three motions 

introduced by the Left party call on the government to implement several measures to protect 

households from fuel poverty, such as to abolish electricity cuts, to ensure affordable 

electricity prices and to reduce the electricity tax for private households. As far as electricity 

cuts are concerned, the Left party holds that the supply with electricity is a fundamental right 

that should be ensured for everyone in a democratic society. As compared to rental law, 

which imposes high barriers for flat clearances, electricity disconnections are under-

regulated and are carried out without court ruling, according to the Left party motion 

(Deutscher Bundestag 2012b, p. 2). When it comes to affordable electricity prices, the party 

proposes a supervision of prices at the federal level, the introduction of social progressive 

tariffs, a reduction in the number of exempted electro-intensive industry, and a scrapping 

bonus for energy-inefficient white goods (Deutscher Bundestag 2012a, p. 1f). All three 

motions introduced by the Left party were refused by the government, indicating that it does 

not consider necessary to implement the proposed measures aimed at the protection of 

households from fuel poverty (Deutscher Bundestag 2012d, 2013b, 2013c).  
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The inquiry by the Green party is the document that most explicitly demands the government 

to take a stand on fuel poverty in Germany. In its inquiry, the Green party highlights the 

difficulties welfare recipients and low-income households face due to rising energy prices. 

The party points to the fact that the lack of a definition and empirical data on the nature of 

the phenomenon hampers the implementation of adequate measures to address this problem 

(Deutscher Bundestag 2012f).  

In its response, the government claims that no shared definition of fuel poverty exists and 

points out that in the international context, fuel poverty is used as a term to designate the 

lack of access to energy services in developing countries. Furthermore, the government hints 

to the fact that its overall aim is to prevent poverty and to assure a minimum living wage. 

This is considered to be a more comprehensive approach than the isolated and arbitrary 

reference to single basic needs such as energy. However, in order to counter the energy price 

increases, social benefits are regularly adapted, according to the government. Furthermore, 

the government stresses the fact that it aims to assure affordable energy prices for all citizens. 

Behavioral changes and energy efficiency measures are highlighted as a means to control 

energy costs (Deutscher Bundestag 2012c, p. 2). In its response to the question concerning 

the number of fuel poor households in Germany, the government bases its calculation on the 

10% measure, which stipulates that households are fuel poor if they need to spend more than 

10% of their income on energy services. According to this measure, 13.8% of German 

households were fuel poor in 2008 (most recent available data) (ibid.). Note however, that 

this measure is not used in its original version. This means that the government does not use 

energy need but real energy consumption in order to determine energy expenses (see 

chapters 1 and 7 for more details on the difference between these approaches). Concerning 

the implementation of the EU electricity and gas directives and the requirement therein to 

provide adequate energy supply for vulnerable consumers, the government estimates that 

this is sufficiently taken care of in Germany via social legislation (ibid., p. 3). Furthermore, 

the government indicates that the principle of proportionality is embedded in national law 

(Basic Gas and Electricity Supply Regulations), i.e. that power cuts are only justified when 

arrears amount to at least 100 euros (ibid., p. 7). The document also reveals that the 

government does not plan any measure that would allow to reduce the number of power cuts 

(ibid, p. 6).  

In the second chamber, the federal state North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW) presented a draft 

regulation in early 2013 to change the Basic Gas and Electricity Supply Regulations in order 

to limit electricity and gas cuts (Bundesrat 2013b, 2013c). The second chamber approved of 

this draft regulation and demands the government to implement measures to limit the number 

of power cuts and to attenuate the repercussions of increasing energy costs (Bundesrat 

2013a). The government, however, has not taken any action in this regard until today. 

Since fuel poverty is a topic at the interface between energy and social policy, it is often 

considered to be subject to the jurisdiction of the federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs 

(BMAS). This ministry is in charge of publishing a Poverty and Wealth report which 

analyses the country’s social situation once in a parliamentary term. The fourth Poverty and 

Wealth report was published in early 2013. Fuel poverty is not discussed in the report, which 
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corresponds to the government’s approach of not recognizing the phenomenon as a societal 

problem so far. However, a short paragraph is dedicated to the subject of ecological justice, 

hinting to the synergies between environmental and social policy. However, the statements 

rest very vague and no concrete measures are proposed (BMAS 2013, p. 204).  

4.5 Entangled debates 

The specificity of the emergence of fuel poverty as a political issue in Germany is its 

embeddedness in the wider debate on the costs of the energy transition (see chapter 4.3). It 

seems that fuel poverty, which is not merely an energy-related topic (but is also related to 

social and consumer protection policy), benefits from the interest in the wider debate on the 

costs of the energy transition to gain political agenda status. In the words of Dery (2000, p. 

24), the topic of fuel poverty was able to “ride the big wave” created by a related topic, 

namely the price increases due to the energy transition. This is surprising in the sense that 

fuel poverty concerns the energy expenses for all energy services, of which heating is the 

most important item. The energy transition, on the other hand, concerns mainly the costs for 

electricity, which only accounts for about 13% of energy consumption on average in private 

households (BDEW 2011).  

Even though the media had sporadically reported on difficulties faced by low-income 

households to pay their energy bills before the energy transition, it was only in this context 

that the topic gained considerable public interest. In 2012, fuel poverty experienced a sudden 

peak in popularity. During this time, media coverage was high, interest groups published 

position papers, working groups were initiated (see for example IASS 2013), and first 

research results were released (see for example Aigeltinger et al. 2015; Bardt et al. 2012; 

Gawel et al. 2015; Heindl 2015; Heindl and Schüssler 2015; Heindl et al. 2014; IW Köln 

2012; Neuhoff et al. 2012; Schreiner 2015; Techert et al. 2012; Tews 2013).  

 “The energy question must not become the new social question of the 21th century” (Spiegel 

online 23.07.2012), „Electricity must not become a luxury“ (Zeit online 09.06.2012, citing 

Peter Altmaier, then minister of the environment), “Energy transition responsible for social 

downturn” (FAZ 18.12.1012) – such are the newspaper headlines in 2012. In the public 

debate, roughly two lines of argument can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are those 

who fear a weakening of Germany’s economic competitiveness due to high electricity costs 

for industry. These actors consider the exemptions of electro-intensive industry to be a 

necessity, in order to counter Germany’s “creeping de-industrialization” (FDP in FAZ 

12.07.2013). Furthermore, they ask for a replacement of the renewable energy law by a 

market based and presumably more efficient quota model (FDP 2012; INSM 2013; KAS 

2012). They often point to the social impacts of the current system in order to highlight the 

urgency of reform. For example, in a position paper, the Liberal party (FDP) states that the 

permanent increase in electricity costs leads to a social imbalance, which might eventually 

undermine the successful implementation of the energy transition. According to the position 

paper, affordable energy is not only of crucial importance for the economy, but also a “social 
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question” (FDP 2012, p. 3). The president of the economic council of the Conservative party 

(CDU), went as far as to caution against a “state-imposed fuel poverty” (Spiegel online 

23.07.2012). The New Social Market Economy Initiative (INSM), a think tank founded by 

the employer associations of the metal and electrical industries, commissioned a study on 

the distributive impacts of the current financing system. Citing the results of this study, the 

initiative claims that low-income households bear a ten times higher burden for financing 

the energy transition relative to their income than wealthier households (INSM 2012b; see 

also Bardt et al. 2012). In addition, INSM launched a poster campaign in Berlin using 

powerful images in order to illustrate their message. For example, the poster presented in 

figure 6 shows a devil with eyes in form of sockets entitled “Stop the electricity price horror.” 

The second poster warns “High electricity prices will kill us”, using an unambiguous image 

to illustrate this statement13.   

  

Figure 6: Posters used in a campaign by the INSM. Source: INSM (2012a). 

Critics claim that the social aspects are deliberately exploited by those dissatisfied with the 

organization of the energy transition and used as a means to discredit the energy transition 

(AWO 2012; Böll 2012; BUND 2012; FFU and VZ NRW 2013; Klimaallianz 2013). This 

means that fuel poverty or else a postulated social imbalance is used as a “discursive 

weapon” (Tews 2013, Introduction) in order to campaign against the current form of the 

energy transition (Kempfert 2013, p. 119f). The Climate Alliance, a broad confederation of 

more than 100 organizations promoting climate protection, argues that these actors have not 

been known in the past for being particularly interested in social affairs, but rather in a 

market-liberal economy (Klimaallianz 2013, p. 3). Furthermore, critics point out that there 

is a lack of scientifically substantiated facts concerning possible repercussions of the energy 

                                                 

13 Another 10 posters with similar messages were designed and used in the poster campaign.  
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transition, a fact these actors take advantage of, since their claims cannot always be refuted 

on scientific grounds (Der Tagesspiegel 25.05.2013).  

On the other hand, there are those actors who support the renewable energy system in its 

present form. However, they call for a better allocation of its costs and benefits. Furthermore, 

these actors differ regarding the focus of interest: the recognition of fuel poverty as a social 

phenomenon on the one hand (advocated principally by charities and consumer associations) 

and the emphasis of social benefits of the energy transition for the German society on the 

other hand (advocated principally by environmental and renewable energy organizations and 

certain research institutes). Thus, those lobbying for fuel poverty to be tackled at the political 

level tend to highlight the benefits of the energy transition (see for example AWO 2012; 

DCV 2013; FES 2012), while those lobbying for the promotion of the energy transition tend 

to highlight the necessity of taking social impacts into account (see for example BUND 

2012; IASS 2013; Klimaallianz 2013). Both groups frequently stress the existing synergies 

between climate change mitigation policies and the fight against fuel poverty and put 

forward that the energy transition is a collective program that has to be carried out jointly 

and in solidarity (IASS 2013; Klimaallianz 2013). 

4.6 Summary 

In sum, it can be concluded that Germany adopts a quite comprehensive and unspecific 

approach vis-à-vis the problematic emerging from high energy costs for private households. 

The government’s devise is to assure affordable energy prices for all consumers. Concerning 

the potential difficulties for low-income households, the government considers that the 

existing welfare system and the Basic Gas and Electricity Supply Regulations offer sufficient 

protection and that no further measures are needed. However, studies have shown that there 

is a systematic shortfall of income support dedicated to electricity expenses as compared to 

actual expenses. Furthermore, low-income households not receiving income support are 

sensibly affected by energy price increases.  

Energy saving measures are put forward by the government as a suitable way to limit energy 

expenses. However, the only program financed by the government at the national level is a 

sufficiency policy (Stromspar-Check). There is no efficiency policy targeted at low-income 

households, even though studies have hinted to an overlap of socially deprived populations 

and a poor state of the building stock.  

The energy transition and the rising electricity prices commonly attributed to the massive 

roll-out of renewable energy, served as a vehicle for distributional aspects to be publicly 

discussed. Fuel poverty thus benefited from the wider debate on the financing of the energy 

transition to gain agenda status. This is surprising to the extent that fuel poverty refers to all 

energy services in the household, and electricity as an energy type only plays a minor role 

in this respect. Fuel poverty experienced a sudden peak in popularity in 2012 and a number 

of quite diverse actors engaged in the debate. Roughly two lines of argument can be 

distinguished: The one holds that Germany’s industry and its international competitiveness 
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is at risk if the current financing system for renewable energies is maintained. These actors, 

mainly representatives from industry, conservative and liberal actors, use social aspects 

induced by this system as an argument to affirm the necessity of reform. Social and 

environmental actors criticize this story line for being purely instrumental. These latter claim 

that the energy transition in its current form is important and appropriate, but that the 

financial burden has to be distributed more fairly. This group of actors can be further 

distinguished in those campaigning for fuel poverty to be dealt with politically, highlighting 

the benefits of the energy transition, and those seeking the promotion of the energy 

transition, highlighting the importance of social impacts to be taken into account.  
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5 EXPERT INTERVIEWS 

In order to get a better understanding of fuel poverty in the German context, I conducted 

expert interviews in the year 2013 with actors from different domains that are involved in 

fuel poverty or at least deal with some aspect of this phenomena. The actors were chosen 

since they authored or were mentioned in documents researched for the case study context 

(see chapter 4) or because they were recommended by other interview partners. 14 out of 19 

actors that I contacted consented to be interviewed. The following list shows these 

institutions:  

 Federal Ministry of the Environment (BMU) 

 Federal Ministry of the Economy (BMWi) 

 Ministry of Rural Affairs and Consumer Protection of the federal state Baden-

Württemberg  

 Federal Employment Agency 

 Social actors (Paritätischer Gesamtverband, Caritas) 

 Consumer association of the federal state North-Rhine Westphalia 

 Three energy suppliers (e.on, municipal utilities, one in a wealthy city, one in a 

deprived city) 

 Research institute (ISOE Frankfurt)  

 German Federal Association of Renewable Energies (BEE) 

 German Federal Association of Energy and Climate Agencies (eaD) 

 German Energy Agency (dena) 

The following institutions have been contacted but refused to participate in an interview on 

this topic:  

 Reconstruction Credit Institute (KfW) which provides loans for thermal 

refurbishment to private households 

 Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Affairs (BMVBS) 

 Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS) 

 Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection (BMELV) 

 Federal Network Agency 

The interviews were carried out as semi-structured interviews. This means that an interview 

guide organized in different topics was used which allowed to cover key aspects of fuel 

poverty (see interview guide in the appendix to this chapter, in German). However, the 

interview guide was merely used as a support to structure the interviews and the following 

analysis. In the first place, the interviewees were encouraged to communicate openly and to 

evoke other aspects than those included in the interview guide. The interviews were recorded 

and subsequently transcribed for analysis. In order to assure the highest possible level of 

confidentiality, the interview partners were guaranteed anonymity. Therefore, in the analysis 

I use numbers to refer to the interview partners instead of naming the respective institution. 
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5.1 The general context 

The interviews revealed that opinions concerning the emergence of fuel poverty as a political 

topic in Germany diverge considerably. Most interview partners hold that fuel poverty 

became a topic of public interest from between 2005 and 2010 on, whereas for one 

interviewee its beginnings date back to the first oil crisis in 1973 (12). According to this 

latter interviewee, the topic has since ebbed and flowed, the most recent peak in interest 

being due to the discussion on the increasing renewable energy tax. Another interviewee 

contends that fuel poverty has so far not become a focus of public debate. This interview 

partner rather sees the topic of rising rents due to thermal refurbishments of the housing 

stock as the prior public topic (11). All interview partners (except 11) establish a clear link 

between rising energy prices and the emergence of fuel poverty in the public debate. The 

energy suppliers also stress that the rise in electricity prices is largely due to taxes imposed 

by the federal state, which amount to 50% of the total price.  

When asked for their personal opinion, about half of the interview partners believe that fuel 

poverty is a serious problem (1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11), whereas the other half claims that the actual 

problem is poverty, not fuel poverty (2, 3, 12, 13, 14). However, opinions are not as clear-

cut as this juxtaposition might suggest. Among the first group, some actors specify that fuel 

poverty, while being a serious problem for those concerned, does most probably not affect a 

large number of households (11). Another actor contends that fuel poverty is a serious 

problem in poor regions and in metropolitan areas, but not so much in other regions (4). This 

is in line with the testimony provided by the two municipal suppliers, one from a deprived 

city and one from a wealthy city. The former states that in the last five years, the number of 

overdue notices has increased by 70% and that in sum, the deficit in payment amounts to a 

six-digit number. For the latter, deficit in payment does not pose a serious problem and the 

number of power cuts has remained stable since 2003 (number of interview partners not 

indicated to assure anonymity). Furthermore, some actors stress the fact that difficulties to 

cope with rising energy prices occur mainly in low-income households not taken care of by 

the welfare system, since these households have to pay their heating costs themselves (6, 7, 

8, 11). Another point mentioned by an interviewee is the impact of price increases in other 

areas for the appreciation of fuel poverty, in addition to energy price increases (11). When 

low-income households are faced with price increases for food and rents, then they will also 

have more difficulties to retain enough money to pay their energy bills. The problem of rising 

rents is also evoked by interview partners 2 and 12 (belonging to the second group), who 

claim that rising rents are a far greater problem than rising energy prices.  

While the second group believes that fuel poverty is not a genuine problem but a facet of 

poverty more generally speaking, one of the interview partners in this group still believes 

that it can be useful to separately analyze this aspect, since its drivers might be different from 

those leading to poverty (3). Another actor conceded that for those households living in badly 

insulated dwellings, rising energy prices might be more problematic than for others (12), 

which would then be an aspect specific to fuel poverty as compared to general poverty. 

Among those believing that fuel poverty is not a specific problem, some highlight the fact 
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that Germany is a welfare state (13, 14). Therefore, fuel poverty is not a suitable term for the 

German context as compared to other European countries (14). These actors stress the fact 

that energy costs are covered for beneficiaries of the welfare system, and that no other 

specific measures are needed to deal with the problem (14). However, many interview 

partners raise the question whether the transfer payments for low-income households 

covered by the Social Code (SGB) II and XII are too low and do not properly reflect energy 

price changes (1, 3, 4, 6, 13). In this context, one interview partner explains that the number 

of loans accorded to welfare recipients has increased continually in recent years and that 

about 80% of these loans are used for the payment of arrears in electricity bills (1). One actor 

points out that welfare beneficiaries often live in badly insulated dwellings, which means 

that state expenses for the payment of heating costs of these households is higher than 

necessary (5).  

One actor believes that the main question should not be whether fuel poverty is a serious 

problem in Germany but whether rising energy prices are a serious problem. According to 

this actor, this latter is the case, but not so much for private households than for industry 

(14). He also points out that there is a lack of empirical information that would allow having 

a better understanding of the nature of fuel poverty in Germany.  

Similarly, some actors hint at the problem that it is difficult to judge whether fuel poverty is 

a serious problem as long as the phenomenon has not been defined (8, 10, 13). One actor 

points out that the benchmark we use for deciding if someone is in fuel poverty today is very 

high given the standards of comfort prevalent in contemporary society (8). This actor claims:  

“If our society returned to energy consumption levels that were considered normal some 50 

or 60 years ago, then fuel poverty would not be a topic.” 

5.2 The timing of the emergence of fuel poverty in public 

debate 

As compared to other countries such as Great Britain and France, Germany is a laggard 

concerning the emergence of fuel poverty as a publicly discussed topic. When asked for the 

reasons that might explain why Germany has not dealt with the topic until very recently, the 

majority of interviewees points to the impact of the social security system and the fact that 

the system takes into account energy expenses. One interview partner added that in more 

general terms, Germany is a rich country and that the situation is less tense than in other 

countries (1). Other actors call attention to the fact that they do not know the social systems 

of other countries which renders comparisons difficult (9, 12). Only one interviewee believes 

that the social system does not have any impact whatsoever, and contends that agenda status 

of this topic is exclusively linked to the evolution of energy prices (7).  

In order to get a more nuanced view of other possible reasons, I put forward several 

hypotheses and asked the interview partners for their opinion. One of the most contested 

hypotheses was the one suggesting that the building stock is more energy efficient in 
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Germany than in other countries, meaning that less households would suffer from energy 

price increases. Particularly those actors working in the energy domain contested this 

hypothesis, with the exception of one of the federal ministries.  

A further hypothesis deals with the possibility that due to a strong social consent concerning 

the realization of ambitious climate policy, cost aspects have somehow been neglected for a 

long time. While most actors agree with this hypothesis, some of them point out that this 

cannot be considered a main reason for fuel poverty not gaining agenda status (4, 5, 11, 14). 

Some of these actors again point to the development of energy prices as a more convincing 

argument for the explanation of the topics’ agenda status over time (4, 5).  

The hypothesis that there has been a reluctance at the political level to deal with the 

phenomenon of fuel poverty is supported by a very small number of actors (3, 6, 7). One of 

these actors claims that the government has a strong interest in preventing discussions on 

topics such as fuel poverty, since it is a topic that touches on economic interest that the 

government tries to protect (3). Another actor claims that topics linked to poverty are 

generally not attractive and have therefore difficulties to get on the agenda (4). Yet another 

interview partner believes that it is rather the lack of scientific expertise on the topic that is 

responsible for political inactivity (11). This interviewee also points out that policymakers 

usually start getting interested in a topic when they perceive it to be a problem in their 

constituency. The fact that fuel poverty has not been considered for a long time might hint 

at the fact that the problem did not occur to such an extent that policymakers could sense its 

importance (11).  

A final hypothesis concerns the possibility that fuel poverty remained a niche topic due to 

ill-defined jurisdictions. About half of the interview partners that answered this question 

support the hypothesis (1, 2, 4, 6, 7). One of the interview partners points out that Germany 

does not have an energy ministry which could adequately deal with the topic (2), while 

another added that the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS) lacks expertise 

on energy-related topics altogether (6). Other interview partners see a clear division of 

competence, with the BMAS being responsible for topics related to fuel poverty, and the 

Federal Ministries of the Economy and the Environment (BMU and BMWi) being 

responsible for energy price stability (9, 12). Note however, that the BMAS was not willing 

to participate in an interview since it did not feel concerned by the topic.  

5.3 The role of the energy transition 

When asked for their opinion concerning the relationship between the energy transition and 

fuel poverty, there is consensus that the relationship consists more in terms of public debate 

than in terms of real consequences. This means that for the majority of interview partners, 

the energy transition played a decisive role for the emergence of fuel poverty as a publicly 

debated topic (2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12). Some interviewees criticize that the energy transition is 

held responsible for the occurrence of fuel poverty. According to these interviewees, fuel 

poverty was decisively used by some actors as an instrument to attack and defame the energy 
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transition (5, 9, 10), sometimes even by those actors that have not be known to care about 

social equity questions before (9).  

On the other hand, the majority of interview partners (with the exception of 2 and 3) do not 

establish a link between the way fuel poverty is dealt with and the public acceptance of the 

energy transition. While some of these interviewees claim that the costs of the energy 

transition must not continue to rise infinitely (1) and that the financial burden should be 

distributed more fairly (7), the overall perception is that fuel poverty is not a sufficiently 

important problem in Germany to have an impact on the energy transition (11, 12, 13, 14). 

However, some interview partners believe that the willingness of the population to support 

the energy transition depends on the level of energy prices, since everyone is personally 

affected by energy price increases (10, 11, 12, 14).  

A surprising consensus exists on the question whether the energy transition creates losers 

and winners (with the exception of 5 and 10). Often, industry and economy, as well as those 

who own generating capacity were described as winners, whereas the rest of the population 

has to carry the main financial burden (1, 4, 6, 12). One actor claimed that the German state 

is the only winner, while the citizens lose (8). Similarly, one interview partner affirmed that 

only 1% of the population benefits from the energy transition and that 99% are losers (3). 

Other actors designated low-income households that do not receive welfare benefits as the 

principal losers of the energy transition (6), or else certain parts of the population that are 

more vulnerable than others (5). Finally, according to one interview partner, if the energy 

transition was organized more efficiently, it would be possible to prevent an unjust 

distribution of financial burdens (2).  

5.4 Definition and quantification of fuel poverty 

Only one interview partner has been involved in a working group that proposes a definition 

of fuel poverty. This definition is inspired by the British approach and holds that a household 

is in fuel poverty when it faces difficulties to pay its energy bills resulting from energy 

needed for heating, domestic hot water, lighting and other energy uses in the household (6). 

Another interviewee proposes her own definition when she stipulates that a household is in 

fuel poverty when it has less money than needed. This raises the question of how much 

money is needed, which again depends on how much is consumed. Therefore, this definition 

is strongly linked to households’ consumption behavior (8). Another actor questions the 

necessity to define fuel poverty since in his opinion energy is one of several basic needs and 

the inability to pay any of these needs can be resumed under the problem of poverty (12). 

Contrary to this, different actors try to specify in how far the drivers of fuel poverty are 

different from general poverty. They particularly stress structural problems such as 

insufficient energy efficiency, but also energy price increases, consumption behavior, the 

opaqueness of energy consumption due to yearly bills, precarious employment and 

unemployment (4, 6). However, a definition is not always perceived to be necessary for the 

interviewees’ day-to-day work (1, 4).  
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Overall, interview partners highlight the complexity of the issue that also raises the question 

of how it can be measured and quantified (5). The quantification of power cuts in private 

households is mentioned as one possibility to quantify fuel poverty (5, 6), even though it 

only shows one aspect of the problem (5). Therefore, interview partner 4 proposes the use 

of a variety of indicators, such as statistics on poverty, unemployment, power cuts and 

indebtedness. Another possibility evoked by interview partner 12 would be to determine the 

percentage of income spent on energy services.  

5.5 The European Directives 

In this part of the interview, I asked the actors about their opinion concerning the 

implementation of the European Directives 2009/72/EG und 2009/73/EG (European Union 

2009a, 2009b). These directives are the first documents at the European level that refer to 

fuel poverty as a “growing problem in the Community” (European Union 2009a, 2009b, p. 

64) and ask affected member states to “develop national action plans or other appropriate 

frameworks to tackle energy poverty” (ibid.). Furthermore, the directives request that 

member states should “ensure necessary energy supply for vulnerable customers” (ibid.). 

Some of the interview partners believe that Germany has done enough in this respect since 

the welfare system comprises energy expenses (1, 2, 8) and basic energy supply is 

guaranteed by the Basic Gas and Electricity Supply Regulations (StromGVV 2006 and 

GasGVV 2006) (14). This means that also low-income households having difficulties to pay 

their bills have to be accepted as customers by the public utility provider (Grundversorger). 

Furthermore, before energy is cut off, energy utilities have to assure the appropriateness of 

the measure and have to send demand notes to the respective customer (14).  

Critique is put forward concerning the fact that the German government has not yet proposed 

a definition of vulnerable consumers, and has not implemented any measure targeted at this 

household segment either (6). According to this interview partner, Germany is therefore in 

default with regard to the implementation of the European directives.  

Contrary to this, another interview partner claims that the government considers all 

consumers to be vulnerable by default (14). This means that consumer protection should be 

as comprehensive as possible so that every citizen is included in the first place, even though 

large parts of the population will not need these provisions. This means that legislation does 

not make a difference between certain categories of persons, in the sense that only part of 

them would have to be protected. According to this actor, protection should be assured for 

everyone (14).  

5.6 Measures to tackle fuel poverty 

Only two interview partners believe that it is not necessary to implement further measures 

to tackle fuel poverty in Germany (1, 8). One of them believes that it would be preferable to 

concentrate on measures that have already been implemented such as the program offering 
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energy-saving advice free of charge for households receiving income support (Stromspar-

Check, see chapter 4.2.2) (1). The other one (8) claims that the only appropriate measure is 

to reduce energy prices (also supported by 12), more precisely to reduce state fees and taxes 

(also supported by 2).  

Another interview partner, while not denying the necessity to fight fuel poverty with political 

measures, expresses her doubts concerning measures exclusively targeted at fuel poor 

households (14). This actor believes that measures are necessary as soon as a concrete 

problem becomes manifest. This approach would be more efficient than trying to define 

measures for a phenomenon as vague and complex as fuel poverty (14). Furthermore, this 

interview partner stresses the necessity to have a global vision of the system and of potential 

repercussions a measure implemented in one domain (targeted at certain parts of the 

population) could have in other domains.  

The remaining interviewees advocate the implementation of one or more measures targeted 

at fuel poor households. These comprise energy-saving advice (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11), the 

adjustment of transfer payments for low-income households that reflects energy price 

increases more realistically (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12), support programs for the purchase of energy-

saving household appliances (4, 5, 7, 11), monthly instead of yearly energy bills (6), and the 

prevention of power cuts via enhanced information and communication (6), debt counseling 

(5) or mere prohibition (9). Concerning this latter point, one interview partner proposes that 

power is not cut off completely in the extreme case, but that a minimum level of power is 

always assured (5). According to one interview partner, an additional way of dealing with 

the problem of fuel poverty would be an enhanced relationship between customers and 

energy suppliers so that problems could be dealt with in a timely manner and individual 

solutions sought (4).  

Overall, interview partners disapprove of social tariffs, i.e. reduced energy tariffs for low-

income households. The main reason for this is that social tariffs might encourage wasteful 

consumption behavior (5, 10, 11), which is problematic from an ecological point of view 

(5). Another problem in this respect is that the costs for the provision of cheaper energy for 

some parts of the population have to be carried by the rest of the population (11, 13). This 

interview partner more thoroughly reflects on the problem of financing political measures 

and mentions the discussion on the possibility to charge CO2 consumption. This means that 

those who consume energy above a certain threshold and therefore emit more CO2 than 

others would have to pay a charge on their consumption. This would then allow to finance 

political measures for low-income households. In this context, another actor argues that the 

current financing system for the promotion of renewable energy is unjust since low-income 

households pay the same energy price than rich households. As an alternative, she proposes 

that the renewable energy tax (which is charged on each consumed kWh) should not be 

payed via the energy price but via the tax system. This would mean that wealthy households 

carry a burden that corresponds more adequately to their purchasing power (13). 
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5.7 Summary 

In sum, the interviews reveal a wide spectrum of opinions and perceptions concerning fuel 

poverty and its place in the German political arena. One of the main findings of the 

interviews is that rising energy prices are considered an important driver for the emergence 

of fuel poverty as a publicly debated topic. A drop in incomes or an increase in poorly 

insulated dwellings do not seem to play a role, at least not in the opinion of the interviewees.  

Not all interview partners are convinced of the usefulness of treating fuel poverty as a 

problem other than general poverty. Furthermore, other topics such as rising rents in 

metropolitan areas are considered by some to be a far greater problem. Those believing that 

fuel poverty is a serious problem point out that affected households are most probably not 

very numerous. Furthermore, fuel poverty seems to be geographically concentrated.  

A topic mentioned repeatedly and by a large number of interview partners is the role of the 

welfare system and the fact that energy, especially heating costs, are covered by this system. 

However, there seems to be a gap between real electricity prices and the amount dedicated 

to this item in the transfer payment, as suggested by many interview partners (see also 

chapter 4.1 on this topic). Furthermore, for all those households with low incomes that are 

not included in the welfare system, the situation can be quite tense.  

As has been mentioned above, energy price increases are considered to be a main reason 

why fuel poverty has become a topic of public interest. The other way around, when asked 

for the reasons why fuel poverty has been a niche topic for the longest time, the role of the 

social security system is highlighted again. Energy efficiency of the building stock or 

political reluctance to deal with the topic are not considered to have had an impact on the 

public perception of fuel poverty. Opinions are divided on the question whether an unclear 

allocation of responsibilities for the topic might have some impact, with some seeing a clear 

mandate for the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS) and others claiming that the 

latter lacks the necessary competency to deal with energy issues (see also Kingdon 1984, p. 

162 on how jurisdictional boundaries influence the way a topic is dealt with). It is important 

in this context to stress that BMAS refused to carry out an interview with the argument that 

it is not responsible for the topic.  

As far as the relationship between the energy transition and fuel poverty is concerned, actors 

generally believe that the former has propelled the debate on the latter. Some actors point 

out that fuel poverty is exploited as an argument against the energy transition by actors that 

were not known before for advocating social issues. However, in terms of real consequences, 

the actors do not perceive any link between the two. This means that very few interviewees 

believe that the way fuel poverty is dealt with in Germany may have an impact on whether 

the public continues to support the energy transition. Public acceptance rather depends on 

energy price increases more generally and whether they are perceived as problematic by a 

growing part of society.  

As far as questions of definition and quantification of fuel poverty are concerned, a lack of 

empirical data and scientific expertise on this topic becomes apparent. Actors highlight the 
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complexity of the topic and the difficulties related to a thorough assessment of its nature. 

Some aspects considered to be central to fuel poverty comprise insufficient energy 

efficiency, unemployment, energy price increases, consumption behavior, payment systems 

based on yearly bills, etc. Concerning the quantification of fuel poverty, interview partners 

suggest the use of statistics on power cuts, statistics on the percentage of income spent on 

energy services or else the use of a variety of indicators, such as power cuts, poverty, 

unemployment and indebtedness.  

Concerning the definition of vulnerable customers and the implementation of measures 

targeted at them, as called for by the European directives on common rules for the internal 

market in electricity and in gas, the great majority of interview partners believes that 

Germany complies with these demands. Again, the welfare system is put forward, as well as 

the provision concerning basic energy supply. As far as the definition of vulnerable 

customers is considered, one interview partner explains that by default, all customers are 

considered vulnerable, since consumer protection should always be as comprehensive as 

possible. This should be the case even if the majority of consumers never get in a situation 

where they have to make use of these rights.  

While the majority of actors believes that measures to tackle fuel poverty are necessary, 

some interview partners also raise doubts or disapprove of political measures. This is due 

either to the understanding that existing programs should be consolidated before starting new 

ones, or that the only appropriate thing to do is to focus on energy prices. Yet another actor 

believes that concrete measures are needed for concrete problems, whereas fuel poverty 

remains vague and abstract. In addition, the risk of repercussions such measures could have 

in other domains is pointed out. Among the most advocated solutions for fuel poverty are 

energy-saving advice programs, and the timely adjustment of transfer payments in order to 

reflect real energy price changes. Other suggestions comprise support programs for the 

purchase of energy-saving household appliances, monthly instead of yearly energy bills, and 

the prevention of power cuts. Social tariffs, on the other hand, are not perceived to be an 

adequate solution to tackle the problem of fuel poverty.  
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6 THE IDEATIONAL DIMENSION 

Having outlined the general context of the case study in the preceding chapters as well as 

the appreciation of the topic by experts working in areas related to fuel poverty, chapters 6 

and 7 are dedicated to the core analysis. This means that in these chapters, I will carry out 

an analysis of the ideational and material dimensions of agenda-setting and policymaking on 

the topic of fuel poverty in Germany.  

In this chapter, I analyze the impact of the ideational dimension on the role of fuel poverty 

on the political and decision agenda. This means that I will empirically assess which actors 

were involved in the political discourse on the topic, the way these actors defined and 

presented the issue, to what extent these actors share the same understanding of the topic, 

how the discourse evolved over time etc. As described in chapters 4.3, 4.5 and 5.3, fuel 

poverty emerged as a political topic in the context of the energy transition and the question 

of appropriate financing of the latter. Therefore, the analysis presented in this chapter not 

only covers the topic of fuel poverty but also the overarching topic of the costs of the energy 

transition. This approach yields insights into the status of fuel poverty that could not be 

obtained otherwise.  

6.1 Research method 

The analysis of the ideational dimension is carried out with DNA (Discourse Network 

Analysis), a research tool developed by Leifeld (2009, 2010, 2012). DNA establishes the 

link between actors and content in discourse and allows analyzing the relational dynamics 

of discourse over time (Leifeld 2010, p. 27f).  

A difficulty linked to the research questions I want to examine here is that the study of non-

decision making faces the methodological difficulty of having to explain cases that do not 

occur. Furthermore, the research questions do not only refer to content and agency in 

political discourse (how is the issue defined by different actors) but also to the structure of 

the discourse (how is the issue related to the wider debate on the costs of the energy 

transition). Therefore, a methodology is needed that is capable of representing these 

properties of political discourse in a systematic way.  

For this reason, I use DNA which brings together qualitative content analysis and social 

network analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1994). The combination of these research methods 

takes account of the fact that discourse is “a relational phenomenon which takes place among 

actors or between actors and concepts” (Leifeld 2010, p. 27). The approach is used to 

formalize the link between actors and concepts in the discourse over time. DNA is thus a 

research tool which enables us to cope with the complexity inherent in political discourse, 

while at the same time providing a means to reveal crucial discourse characteristics, such as 

discourse coalitions or cleavage lines (Leifeld 2010, p. 27f).  

Two basic network types can be produced with DNA: affiliation networks and congruence 

networks (with several variants of the latter) (Leifeld 2010, 2012). An affiliation network is 
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a two-mode network, consisting of a set of actors and a set of concepts. Lines are established 

between nodes from different sets, but not between nodes in the same set (Wasserman and 

Faust 1994, p. 40). Actors can refer to concepts either in a positive or in a negative way. 

Thus, both agreement and disagreement can be visualized in two different affiliation 

networks. It is also possible to merge these two networks in a multiplex network. Affiliations 

are used to illustrate the linkage between actors and concepts in the political discourse 

(Leifeld 2010, pp. 6-8; 2012, p. 19f).  

Congruence networks are adjacency graphs where actors are linked to other actors whenever 

they refer to the same concept. The edge weight denotes the number of shared concepts 

between two actors. For example, actors a1 and a2 in figure 7 would be connected because 

they share one concept c1. Edge weight would be 1 because the two actors only share this 

one concept. This type of congruence network is actor-based. Equivalently, concept-based 

congruence networks can be obtained by establishing links between concepts a same actor 

refers to (Leifeld 2010, pp. 8-11; 2012, p. 20). 

Actor congruence networks are a powerful tool when it comes to identifying the overall level 

of discursive (dis)similarity among actors. Strong congruence between actors serves as an 

indication for ideological affinity and can therefore be used to identify discourse coalitions 

(Leifeld 2010, p. 8). For more detailed information on DNA please refer to Leifeld (2010, 

2012). 

 

Figure 7: Simplified illustration of the discourse network model. Source: Leifeld (2010, p. 6). 
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6.2 Data and coding procedure 

The analysis is based on articles from the two highest-circulation German quality 

newspapers “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” (FAZ) and “Süddeutsche Zeitung” (SZ). FAZ 

can be classified as center-right, whereas SZ is center-left on the political spectrum.  

Since fuel poverty was analyzed as a subtopic of the costs of the energy transition, it is 

important to identify all articles that treat one or both of these two aspects. A list of keywords 

guiding the research of adequate articles was prepared beforehand and completed during the 

research process. Since the term fuel poverty itself is rarely used, a number of proxies such 

as “energy + poor households”, “energy costs + problem”, “energy transition + socially 

acceptable” were used in order to identify relevant articles. The final list of keywords can be 

found in the appendix to this chapter (in German). Only articles published between the 

government’s decision to launch an ambitious energy transition (06/05/2011) and the 

election to the German parliament (22/09/2013) were chosen. Only the national level was 

considered, articles treating the European or Länder level were excluded. Altogether, about 

740 articles were selected and read. About 210 articles were relevant and contained actors’ 

statements, and could thus be used for analysis. Articles from FAZ are overrepresented, with 

about twice as many articles as chosen from SZ.   

The analyzed time frame comprises the years 2011 to 2013. The reason for this choice lies 

in the fact that while having dealt with sporadically before, a genuine discourse on fuel 

poverty only emerged within the context of the energy transition. An exploratory assessment 

of the role of fuel poverty before 2011, based on articles from FAZ, revealed that there were 

hardly any newspaper articles dealing with the topic in those years. For 2009 and 2010, only 

two articles per year were found. Furthermore, in these articles, other aspects are treated than 

those dealt with from 2011 on and other actors were involved. Most articles concern the way 

energy costs are covered by the welfare system and the Supreme Court judgement 

concerning a revaluation of basic income support.  

The coding was carried out using the software Discourse Network Analyzer (DNA) 

developed by Leifeld (2012). In the first place, I chose a sample of representative articles in 

order to define categories for the coding procedure and to draft a preliminary coding scheme. 

This coding scheme was adapted in the course of the coding task, which meant recoding 

backwards according to the effected changes in the coding scheme. Initially, three sets of 

categories were retained, concerning a) problem definition (the risk of rising energy prices), 

b) the identification of causes (what leads to rising energy prices), and c) proposition of 

solutions (what should be done). The third category can be roughly divided into measures 

targeted at low income households (which I call the fuel poverty category) and measures 

targeted more broadly at reducing the costs of the energy transition (termed energy transition 

category). This division is only indicative, since the measures included in the energy 

transition category can as well have an impact on low income households. In order to reduce 

complexity and to ameliorate the legibility of the discourse networks, the categories referring 

to the identification of causes were eventually dropped, since they did not provide any 

explanatory power. The final data set contains 17 categories. Three of them refer to the 
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identification of the problem, in the sense of who is most affected by rising energy prices 

(all households, low-income households, or industry). The remaining categories refer to the 

proposition of solutions, either related to tackling fuel poverty or the cost of the energy 

transition.  

In the fuel poverty sub-category, the proposed measures comprise the prohibition of power 

cuts, the adjustment of income support (Hartz IV) for welfare recipients, social or 

progressive tariffs, energy advice for low-income households and, more generally, the 

protection of low-income households from rising energy prices. Social tariffs are energy 

tariffs for low-income households that provide a certain amount of consumption free of 

charge (see Kopatz et al. 2010, p. 15f for a discussion of social tariffs). Progressive tariffs 

aim to incentivize energy savings via a price signal. They are based on the principle that 

energy prices increase gradually with the level of energy consumption (see Tews 2011, p. 

on the political and legal difficulties concerning the implementation of progressive tariffs in 

Germany). The proposition to introduce a scrap bonus for white goods is based on the idea 

that low-income households often lack the financial means to replace energy-inefficient 

household appliances such as refrigerators by new, more efficient ones. Financial support 

for the replacement of energy guzzlers is one way to overcome the investment barrier for 

low-income households in the field of energy efficiency – a field considered most relevant 

for the prevention of fuel poverty (see chapter 1).  

The energy transition sub-category includes propositions such as the curtailment of 

privileges for electro-intensive industry, a decrease of the electricity tax and/or the VAT on 

energy consumption, the regulation of energy prices, the financing of the energy transition 

via the tax system, and various proposals concerning the renewable energy law, such as 

freezing the renewable energy tax (EEG tax), the reform or the replacement of the renewable 

energy law (EEG). For a discussion on the privileges for electro-intensive industry see 

chapter 4.3. Concerning the reduction of the electricity tax, various propositions have been 

put forward, such as a 25% reduction, a reduction to 0,5 ct/kWh for private households, a 

reduction to 0,1 ct/kWh for the first 500 kWh or 1000 kWh per household (for a discussion 

on the financial effects of these propositions see Tews 2013, p. 24f). The reduction of the 

VAT on electricity (which currently amounts to 19%) has been proposed as a means to 

attenuate the effect of a rising EEG tax. In the UK, government has reduced the level of VAT 

on all energy types from 8% to 5%, which corresponds to the lowest level possible in terms 

of EU legislation (DTI 2001, p. 17). The proposition to finance the EEG via the tax system 

aims at a more balanced allocation of financial burdens. Today, the EEG tax is paid on each 

consumed kWh, irrespective of household income. If it were financed via the tax system, 

those households with high incomes would have to pay a higher share than low-income 

households (see Bardt et al. 2012 for a discussion of the impact of this measure). Freezing 

the EEG tax would mean that the level attained in 2013 would be maintained in the following 

years, i.e. that an artificial limit would be set and that the EEG tax would not reflect real 

price levels any more. The proposal to reform the EEG concerns a more comprehensive set 

of measures that all aim to reduce further cost increases. Depending on the actor, different 

measures are proposed. Finally, those proposing the replacement of the EEG consider it to 
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be an inefficient measure to promote the deployment of renewable energies. They favor a 

quota system, a more market-based system that would foster innovation and competition, 

according to its supporters. The quota system is based on the idea that the government sets 

a binding quota of “green” electricity sold to end consumers. Energy suppliers can generate 

this share of electricity themselves or buy certificates from other energy suppliers that 

produce more green electricity than determined by the quota (Monopolkommission 2011; 

SVR 2011).  

The final list of categories can be found in the appendix to this chapter. The final data set 

contains 82 organizations and 576 statements. A list of the organizations, the abbreviations 

used and the English translation can be found in the appendix to this chapter.  

The resulting data set comprises information about the actors engaged in the discourse, the 

categories they refer to, if they do so in a positive or negative way (agreement vs. 

disagreement) and at what moment in time they refer to them. This data can be visualized in 

different forms of networks (see chapter 6.1).  

In order to ensure intercoder reliability, a student was hired who recoded the data set. The 

aim was to compare the resulting data set with the original one and to assess the level of 

accordance between the two data sets. However, it soon became evident that for two (related) 

topics as complex as the energy transition and fuel poverty, it was not possible for a 

layperson to thoroughly understand the subject matter in a timely manner. Even though 

regular meetings were held, the resulting data set contained many errors. This means that the 

statements were not coded differently by the student because of a different interpretation, 

but because of a lack of understanding of the concepts used for coding. Therefore, and since 

experts confirm the difficulty, if not impossibility of intercoder reliability testing between 

experts and students14, I decided to recode myself parts of the dataset. This was done for 

about half of the articles, and led to a more coherently coded dataset. Furthermore, DNA 

provides two functions which further reinforce the coherence of the coding procedure. First 

of all, there is a filter function which allows to search for key words in the documents. With 

the help of these keywords, it is possible to verify if the same topic is equally coded 

throughout all documents. The second function allows finding self-contradictions within the 

dataset. This means that the discourse network analyzer indicates if an actor refers both 

positively and negatively to the same concept. Self-contradictions might reflect a change of 

mind, but they might also reveal coding errors (see also Leifeld 2013a, p. 177f). 

6.3 Results 

In order to get a better understanding of the dynamics that characterize the discourse on fuel 

poverty within the wider debate on the costs of the energy transition, discourse networks 

were produced for three time slices. The periods were chosen according to central events 

that marked the debate from the outset of the energy transition until parliamentary elections. 

                                                 

14 Personal communication with Philip Leifeld, February 2015.  
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The first time slice comprises the period from May 2011 until 14/08/2012. This is the period 

of upcoming problem awareness, with still a limited number of actors participating in the 

discourse and concepts employed.  

It can be expected that from mid-August on, the debate centered on the upcoming disclosure 

of the level of the renewable energy tax in 2013. By convention, the amount of the renewable 

energy tax for the following year is announced in mid-October every year, but speculations 

often circulate much earlier. In 2012, an unusual high increase was expected for 2013, which 

is reflected by an intensified debate. The debate continued after the disclosure of the 

renewable energy tax in mid-October, since the energy suppliers announced that costs would 

be passed through directly to the consumers. I suppose that the effect of this announcement 

fades by the end of the year 2012 (31/12/2012), which thus marks the final date for the 

second time slice.  

The third time slice goes from 01/01/2013 to 22/09/2013, date of the election to the German 

parliament. This is the period I consider to be dominated by the (pre-) election campaign, 

with its own specific characteristics, as for example political parties being more visible and 

political conflict becoming manifest. This is also the period of heated debate on how to 

reform the renewable energy tax, centered on the notion of a necessary electricity price 

safeguarding mechanism (Strompreisbremse) introduced by then minister of the 

environment Peter Altmaier.  

For the type of discourse examined here, the presentation of results in form of two-mode 

affiliation networks appears to be the most suitable option. What I want to analyze is the 

way the issue is presented by opponents and proponents and how it relates to other aspects 

of the wider debate. Furthermore, due to the fact that in the debate examined here, new 

concepts emerge in the course of time, what actors agree or disagree on might not be easily 

comparable over different time slices. Yet, this content perspective is crucial when analyzing 

the role of fuel poverty in the context it was discussed in. This is why it is important to show 

which of the different aspects of the discourse the actors refer to, and not only the overall 

level of agreement and disagreement. The mere visualization of co-occurrence would mask 

one important aspect of the analysis, namely the role of the different dimensions inherent in 

the overarching debate on the costs of the energy transition.  

Figure 8 to figure 10 show the affiliation networks for the three time slices. Rectangular 

nodes represent concepts, whereas circular nodes represent actors. Political actors are blue, 

social actors red, economic (interest) actors black and environmental actors green. 

Independent research is visualized in yellow and all other actors in orange. The size of the 

nodes represents the degree centrality of the node, i.e. the prominence of a concept and the 

activity of an actor in the discourse15 (Freeman 1978). Green lines illustrate agreement, red 

lines disagreement, blue lines both agreement and disagreement. 

The blue contours denote community structures identified with the Girvan-Newman method 

(Girvan and Newman 2002). This method uses centrality indices to detect communities. A 

                                                 

15 The degree of a node is determined by counting the number of ties that are adjacent to it.  
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community consists of a set of nodes that are strongly connected, which again are only 

loosely connected to other communities. Unlike clustering methods such as hierarchical 

clustering, which focuses on the most central edges in a network, the method proposed by 

Girvan and Newman focuses on the least central edges, i.e. those that have the highest 

betweenness centrality. Edge betweenness is defined as “the number of shortest paths 

between pairs of vertices [i.e. nodes] that run along it” (Girvan and Newman 2002, p. 7822). 

The calculation comprises several iterative steps. First of all, the betweenness of all edges in 

the network is calculated. Subsequently, the edges with the highest betweenness are 

excluded. Again, the betweenness of the remaining edges is calculated and so on, until no 

edge is left (Girvan and Newman 2002, pp. 7822-7823).  

It is important to note that the communities identified in affiliation networks do not 

necessarily reveal belief similarity. They show which actors share an interest in a concept, 

but actors who do not agree on a concept might be part of the same community. While at the 

one hand, the results of community detection should be interpreted with caution, on the other 

hand, the findings of the analysis do not depend on the communities identified with this 

algorithm. The communities have no explanatory power in themselves, and are rather used 

to visualize potential underlying discourse patterns.  

The affiliation network for the first time slice, presented in figure 8, contains political, social, 

economic, environmental and other actors. The network is divided into two components, 

with the Left party isolated from the core discourse. The number of concepts is still quite 

low (8 concepts). The concept most actors refer to is that rising energy prices are a risk for 

industry, followed by the need to reform the renewable energy law (EEG) and the concept 

that rising energy prices are a risk for all households. The two major German parties, CDU 

and SPD, approve of this statement. Interestingly, the claim that rising energy prices are a 

risk for low-income households is not only supported by social, political and environmental 

actors, but above all by economic actors. There is no actor who contests this claim. 

Altogether, there is little conflict in this network. Disagreement refers more to the wider 

discourse of the energy transition (risk for industry, risk for all households, replace EEG, 

curtail privileges for industry) than specifically to fuel poverty (adjust Hartz IV, protect low-

income households). However, those actors who disagree with the claims concerning fuel 

poverty are politically powerful, such as the Ministry of Labor (BMAS) and the Ministry of 

the Environment (BMU). BMAS does not agree with the claim that Hartz IV should be 

adjusted in order to account for energy price increases, whereas BMU seems to be divided 

over the question whether it is necessary to protect low-income households in particular. 

Concerning the measures proposed to lower the costs of the energy transition, the concept 

enjoying the most support is a reform of the EEG. There is no actor opposing this demand, 

whereas the claim that the EEG needs to be replaced is more contested.  

The communities represented by the blue contours around sets of nodes suggest that the 

discourse on fuel poverty is part of the overall discourse concerning the costs of the energy 

transition. However, it is situated at the margins of the wider discourse and the communities 

referring to fuel poverty are neither as dense as the core discourse communities, nor are they 

closely linked to the latter.  
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Figure 8: Combined affiliation network, first time slice (26/05/2011 – 14/08/2012), Girvan-Newman-

Community detection. Source: author. 

Notes: Visualisation with Visone (Brandes and Wagner 2004). Nodal size illustrates degree centrality. Blue: 

political actors, red: social actors, black: economic actors (including industry-oriented research and industry 

interest associations), green: environmental actors, yellow: independent research, orange: other actors. Green 

lines represent agreement, red lines disagreement, blue lines both agreement and disagreement. Blue contours 

denote community structures identified with the Girvan-Newman algorithm (Girvan and Newman 2002).  

The discourse becomes more complex in the second time slice, as illustrated in figure 9: 

More actors are present and six more concepts have become part of the discourse, all 

pertaining to the solutions category: the need to introduce progressive tariffs, to introduce a 

scrap bonus for white goods, to provide energy advice for low-income households, to 

regulate energy prices, to freeze the EEG, and to finance the EEG via the tax system. The 

first three concepts are fuel poverty concepts, whereas the last one is a socially motivated 

concept, but one that goes beyond the confines of fuel poverty.  

In addition, more actors refer to several concepts, above all political actors, resulting in a 

denser network. This means that the number of possible lines that are actually present has 

increased as compared to the first time slice (Wasserman and Faust 1994, p. 101). In a time 

span which is much shorter than the preceding one, a quite intense debate can thus be 

observed. The concepts linked to the larger discourse concerning the financing of the energy 

transition altogether have a higher degree centrality than the concepts referring more 
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specifically to fuel poverty. The most central concepts in the discourse are the claim that 

rising energy prices are a risk for industry and trade, that the EEG has to be reformed and 

that privileges for industry need to be curtailed. Whereas there is a lot of disagreement 

concerning the claim that rising energy prices are a risk for industry and trade, no 

disagreement exists on the question whether rising energy prices are a risk for all households. 

Among those actors referring to these concepts, there is none who challenges this claim.  

Altogether, the number of red lines indicates an increased level of conflict. Disagreement 

can be observed both concerning energy transition and fuel poverty concepts. Interestingly, 

disagreement with fuel poverty concepts is expressed exclusively by political actors (SPD, 

the chancellor, BMU and BMAS). Another important insight is that the Left party does refer 

to measures concerning cost reduction of the energy transition but not to fuel poverty 

concepts. The SPD, however, does refer to almost all fuel poverty concepts. 

The number of social actors has substantially increased compared to the first time slice. 

These actors almost exclusively discuss fuel poverty issues and do hardly engage in the 

overall discourse. Economic actors, on the other hand, do not refer to fuel poverty concepts 

any more (with the exception of one energy supplier), and focus exclusively on topics 

concerning their status in the energy transition. This reflects the fact that calls for the 

curtailment of industry privileges has become more pronounced in this period (as indicated 

by the degree centrality of this concept), leading to increased efforts of the industry to argue 

against any change in the status quo that would compromise its position. The focus of 

environmental and other actors is on reform proposals targeted at reducing the costs of the 

energy transition. Therefore, the discourse is, at this moment in time, more or less split into 

two parts: one concerning fuel poverty, in which social and political actors are present (see 

red circle in figure 9), and one concerning more broadly the costs of the energy transition, 

in which economic, political, environmental and other actors are involved. However, the 

Girvan-Newman communities indicate that there is considerable overlap in the communities 

representing each discourse.  
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Figure 9: Combined affiliation network, second time slice (15/08/2012– 31/12/2012), Girvan-Newman-

Community detection. Source: author. 

Notes: see figure 8.  

 

Figure 10 maps the last phase of the discourse. Compared to the preceding time slice, the 

number of concepts stays unchanged. The network has still gained in density, with more of 

the possible connections actually established. The most central concepts remain identical to 

the second time slice: the claim that rising energy prices are a risk for industry and trade, 

that the EEG has to be reformed and that privileges for industry need to be curtailed. The 

most contested reform proposals are the reduction of the electricity tax, the curtailment of 

privileges for industry and a temporary freeze of the renewable energy tax. A large number 

of actors, including all political parties, the chancellor, and the two ministries responsible 
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for energy (BMWi and BMU) agree that a reform of the EEG is necessary. There is no actor 

who disagrees with this concept. Similarly, there is almost no disagreement that the rising 

costs are a risk for industry (except for one environmental actor). However, among the 

political actors, only the Liberal party (FDP) and the Federal Ministry of Economics and 

Technology (BMWi) led by the Liberal party, refer to this concept. All other actors organized 

around this claim are economic actors. Two other uncontroversial concepts are the ones that 

stipulate that rising energy prices are a risk for all households and for low-income 

households. Yet, the degree centrality of these concepts is lower than the ones observed for 

the concepts discussed above.  

Conflict can be observed notably concerning the measures aimed to reduce the costs of the 

energy transition (freeze EEG, curtail privileges for industry, decrease electricity tax/VAT, 

replace EEG). Given that this period is marked by the election campaign, political actors are 

very actively represented in the discourse and argue over the most appropriate measures 

aimed at cost containment. The positioning of environmental and economic actors is 

characteristic: Environmental actors oppose any measure aimed at a slow-down of the 

energy transition, but endorse measures aimed at a more substantial contribution of the 

industry in its financing. Economic actors, on the other hand, oppose any financial 

contribution on their part and favor policy concepts that aim at decelerating the energy 

transition.  

The concepts genuinely related to fuel poverty are among the most isolated in the debate. 

The only links between these concepts and the core of the discourse is via the Left party, the 

Liberal party, and to a lesser extent, the Green party and an industry-friendly research 

institute. The SPD does not refer to these concepts any more, contrary to the second time 

slice. Therefore, as compared to the core discourse, interest group alignment is much less 

evident when it comes to the discourse on fuel poverty. The fact that the Liberal party and 

an industry-friendly research institute participate in the fuel poverty discourse is as counter-

intuitive as is the lack of involvement of the social-democrats. The small number of 

(primarily social) actors that adopt a fuel poverty rhetoric and the very low level of 

disagreement suggest that the topic has become strongly marginalized in the overall debate. 

Those actors opposed to one fuel poverty measure (the Liberal party and an industry-friendly 

research institute) both favor another measure, which indicates that they are not against the 

implementation of policies to support the fuel poor as such but that they prefer certain 

measures over others. The large majority of social actors does not refer to any other concept 

in the core discourse, not even to those concepts that have a social component, such as the 

reduction of the electricity tax. Only the consumer association adopts a more diverse 

rhetoric, but does not refer to fuel poverty solution concepts any more. 

Interestingly, while reform proposals have a prominent role in the overall discourse, fuel 

poverty is rather discussed in terms of problem definition (“Risk for low-income HH”) than 

in terms of solution concepts (i.e. “Protect fuel poor HH”), with social actors exclusively 

referring to the former. While in the preceding time slice, there were a number of concepts 

that were only loosely connected to the core discourse, in the third time slice, this holds only 

true for the fuel poverty concepts.  
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The Girvan-Newman communities corroborate the findings that fuel poverty has become 

marginalized in the discourse. The contours now even more clearly delineate a core 

discourse. Whereas the fuel poverty community is still linked to this core, it has moved to 

its outer margins.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Combined affiliation network, third time slice (01/01/2013– 22/09/2013), Girvan-Newman-

Community detection. Source: author. 

Notes: see figure 8.  
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As mentioned above, I decided to base the analysis on affiliation networks since this 

visualization appeared most suited with regard to the research question. However, it might 

be possible to detect discourse coalitions behind the discursive patterns presented here. 

Therefore, I also used the possibility to create actor-congruence networks, which allow to 

detect discursive similarity between sets of actors. As a reminder, in an actor-congruence 

network, a link is established whenever two actors refer to the same concept. In the figures 

presented hereafter, I used the subtract function, which results in a graph where positive 

values (represented in green) indicate that the actors more often agree than disagree and 

negative values (represented in red) indicate that the actors more often disagree than agree 

(Leifeld 2013b). The line width represents the strength of (dis-)agreement.  

The congruence networks presented here cover the same time spans as the affiliation 

networks. They mirror the findings derived from the affiliation networks, but propose a more 

compelling visualization of the dynamics inherent in the discourse. In the first time slice, 

there is a well-defined core of economic and political (and some other) actors, who refer to 

the same concepts and dominate the content of the main discourse. There is some conflict, 

but overall, the actors seem to share the same understanding of the concepts discussed. There 

is a second layer around this core, whose actors are linked to the actors of the main discourse. 

Here, agreement again prevails, above all concerning economic and other actors, whereas 

environmental actors seem to mostly disagree with the actors of the core discourse. Only at 

the level of a third layer, social actors come into play, and here, conflict prevails.  
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Figure 11: Actor-congruence network, subtract function, first time slice (26/05/2011 – 14/08/2012). Source: 

author. 

Notes: Visualisation with Visone (Brandes and Wagner 2004). Nodal size illustrates degree centrality. Blue: 

political actors, red: social actors, black: economic actors (including industry-oriented research and industry 

interest associations), green: environmental actors, yellow: independent research, orange: other actors. Green 

lines represent more agreement than disagreement, red lines more disagreement than agreement between two 

actors. Line width denotes the strength of (dis-)agreement between two actors.  

As opposed to this core-periphery image, the graph representing the second time slice (figure 

12) is less structured. The impression this graph conveys is one of an orientation phase, with 

more actors involved and where many actors refer only once or twice to many different 

concepts. Conflict is more visible in this graph than in the preceding one, but no clear-cut 

coalitions or organized opposition can be identified.  
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Figure 12: Actor-congruence network, subtract function, second time slice (15/08/2012– 31/12/2012). 

Source: author. 

Notes: see figure 11. 

The image prevailing in the third graph is one of consolidation. Interest alignment becomes 

manifest and clear-cut. Similar to the first time slice, a high level of convergence between 

economic and political actors can be observed. Conflict is visible, but does not dominate the 

core discourse. Social stakeholders become the most marginalized actors, and agreement 

prevails among those actors referring to fuel poverty topics.  
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Figure 13: Actor-congruence network, subtract function, third time slice (01/01/2013– 22/09/2013). Source: 

author. 

Notes: see figure 11. 

6.4 Discussion of findings 

The analysis has shown how the discourse on the costs of the energy transition evolves over 

time as well as the role of fuel poverty within it. Fuel poverty forms a genuine part of the 

discourse from the very beginning, indicating that the topic emerged on the political agenda 

because relevant actors defined it in a way compatible with the overall discourse on the 

energy transition. This points to the importance of ideational factors for agenda-setting. 

However, fuel poverty becomes more and more marginalized in the course of time. 

Advocates of the fuel poverty issue hardly engage in the overall discourse. The discourse 

networks reveal political conflict, but other dimensions of the debate are much more 

concerned than the issue of fuel poverty. Interest group alignment can at some moments in 
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time be observed, but it is less clear-cut than might have been expected, especially in the 

second time slice. What is more, when it comes to fuel poverty, there is a conflation of 

traditional cleavage lines, with a number of economic and Liberal party actors referring to 

this topic. This contrasts with the assumptions of the ACF that there are always two or more 

clearly defined coalitions with diverging belief systems in a policy subsystem and that 

conflict is compelling between these coalitions. However, this may be due to the specificities 

of this multi-dimensional discourse.  

In the course of time, political actors seem to lose interest in fuel poverty. In the period 

preceding parliamentary elections, the only political actor adopting a pronounced fuel 

poverty rhetoric is the Left party. Hence, also on the political party spectrum, the issue 

becomes marginalized16. Besides, no clear and long-standing opponents can be identified 

that would seek to hinder the issue of fuel poverty from being formally considered. 

Altogether, fuel poverty becomes a quite isolated side issue in the discourse, with a clearly 

visible, but small coalition of proponents and few actors outside this coalition concerned 

with the issue. This illustrates that no genuine fuel poverty lobby materialized in the German 

discourse. Rather, the topic was dealt with by organizations dealing with social issues more 

generally speaking. This hints at the lack of specialized policy entrepreneurs engaged in a 

softening up process before the policy window opened (see MSA, chapter 3.1).  

One of the most central arguments put forward by the literature on non-decision making, 

namely that issue opponents strategically prevent an issue from obtaining formal agenda 

status, does not seem to hold true in the case presented here. Rather, it might be argued that 

in this specific case, actors advocating policymaking in the field of fuel poverty did not 

succeed in presenting the issue in a way compatible with the wider discourse on cost 

containment. Fuel poverty was a legitimate part of the discourse, but was not perceived by 

other actors as a part of the overall problem that necessitates political intervention. 

Eventually, the notion that high energy prices are a risk for all households and not just for 

those on the lowest incomes, prevailed in the discourse. A reform of the ill-functioning 

financing system (the EEG) that led to ever-increasing energy prices was perceived as a 

political priority and became a focus of political attention. This reflects the understanding 

that rising energy prices are a risk for the whole society (all households, as well as industry), 

and not merely for low-income households. This insight, in combination with the findings 

from chapters 4.4 and 5, hint at the role of a prevailing paradigm for policymaking, as stated 

by Hall (1993). The perception that all households should be considered vulnerable and that 

affordable energy prices need to be guaranteed for all households, seems to constitute the 

dominant paradigm, favouring a comprehensive policy (reform of the EEG) as compared to 

a target group specific policy (measures related to fuel poverty). The fact that the prevailing 

policy paradigm was not sufficiently challenged and that anomalies did not occur or were 

not strong enough might therefore explain why policymaking on this topic did not occur. 

                                                 

16 To date, no other political party is willing to coalesce with the Left party at the federal level.  
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In addition, the finding that fuel poverty became marginalized also confirms the assumption 

derived from the Multiple Streams Approach that non-policy making occurs when attention 

shifts to other issues (in this case the necessity to reform the EEG) or that issues are redefined 

(in this case the claim that rising energy prices are a problem for all households, not only for 

low-income households).   

Furthermore, it seems that the characteristics of the debate in which fuel poverty was 

incorporated accounts to some extent for the fact that fuel poverty has not been formally 

considered. The wider debate on the costs of the energy transition presented a “policy 

window” (Kingdon 1984), paving the way for fuel poverty to enter the political agenda. 

However, other dimensions of the overarching discourse eventually superseded the fuel 

poverty issue and impeded its formal consideration. The findings of this part of the case 

study indicate that there may be competing dimensions inherent in one topic that is discussed 

on the political agenda, and not only different topics that independently compete for political 

attention, as the agenda-setting and policy change literature suggests. Which of these 

dimensions gains prevalence in the discourse may strongly depend on how the issue is 

defined to gain support by a large number of actors and how it is linked to other dimensions 

in the discourse.  

It cannot be ruled out that fuel poverty would have become part of the reform proposals 

related to the energy transition if a link had been established in the discourse between 

concepts referring to fuel poverty and those referring to a reform of the EEG. By definition, 

these dimensions are not mutually exclusive and an integration of fuel poverty seems 

possible, even more so in a context where the overall discourse is not dominated by clearly 

defined discourse coalitions but is characterized by confounding, partially overlapping 

interests.  

It may be concluded that fuel poverty rose on the political agenda because the actors engaged 

in the discourse conceived it as part of the overall problem on the rising costs of the energy 

transition. Furthermore, as far as non-decision making is concerned, it seems that the way 

fuel poverty was dealt with in Germany is no typical case of agenda denial or agenda control. 

There is no evidence to suggest that issue opponents systematically inhibited formal 

recognition of fuel poverty. Political conflict can be observed in the discourse, but it does 

not so much focus on fuel poverty than on other dimensions. In this case study, non-decision 

making rather seems to result from how the issue was defined by proponents and, related to 

this, the position of fuel poverty within the wider discourse. It seems that issue proponents 

adopted a rather exclusive, one-dimensional issue definition, not linking the issue with other, 

more prominent aspects, and thus isolating fuel poverty from the remaining discourse.  

6.5 Conclusion 

This part of the case study aimed to shed light on the ideational dimension of political and 

decision agenda status in the case of fuel poverty policy in Germany. More precisely, I raised 

the question why fuel poverty first gained considerable political attention, but then failed to 
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get serious consideration in the coalition agreement, with a focus on the impact ideas and 

discourse have on these processes. The case study was carried out with DNA (Leifeld 2009, 

2010, 2012), a new research method which allows tracing discourse networks systematically 

over time. The findings indicate that fuel poverty is an integral part of the overall discourse 

on the costs of the energy transition from the very beginning. This points to the impact of 

the ideational dimension on agenda emergence, since the fact that actors defined fuel poverty 

as part of the problem concerning the costs of the energy transition was responsible for the 

topic to become part of this overarching discourse.   

However, as time passes, fuel poverty drifts away from the core debate and becomes more 

and more isolated in relation to other dimensions in the discourse. The findings suggest that 

non-policymaking on fuel poverty can rather be attributed to unsuccessful issue definition 

by proponents than to prevention strategies adopted by issue opponents. Furthermore, the 

characteristics of the discourse, which comprises different dimensions competing for 

attention, may to some extent account for the fact that fuel poverty was finally not considered 

by decision-makers. In the first place, fuel poverty benefited from the energy transition 

discourse to gain political agenda status, but in the second place, it became superseded by 

other dimensions of this same discourse, resulting in non-policymaking.  

However, it is difficult to assess to what extent non-consideration results from unsuccessful 

issue definition, which would stress the role of issue proponents, or from other characteristics 

inherent in the issue or the discourse which are beyond the control of issue proponents 

(McCright and Dunlap 2003, p. 367). For example, we might imagine that there are issues 

that are by nature more expansive than others, and that more easily develop a certain 

discursive dynamic and gain political momentum.  

Furthermore, this analysis has focused exclusively on discursive and relational aspects as 

explanatory elements of non-decision making after an issue has gained political agenda 

status. Alternative explanations might be put forward, such as bargaining during the coalition 

negotiations, where fuel poverty demands are dropped in the course of political bartering. 

One might also imagine that opponents exerted pressure on decision-makers behind closed 

doors, and that material resources or the threat to withdraw political support played a certain 

role. Alternatively, it could be argued that fuel poverty has not made its way on the formal 

decision agenda due to the newness of the issue and the fact that few substantial facts are 

available to underline the importance of the issue, or the fact that social policy is tacitly 

conceived of as an appropriate means to tackle fuel poverty by central decision makers. Yet, 

it is very difficult, if not impossible, to empirically test these alternative assumptions 

(however, see chapter 5 for more insights concerning these latter questions).  

While not intending to provide an exhaustive explanation of non-decision making, the 

research approach proposed here goes well beyond previous enquiries into the politics 

preventing an issue to be taken seriously. It has been possible to yield important insights 

which might modify our understanding of political neglect. The use of DNA allowed to 

examine the role of content and structure in political discourse and its impact on politics in 

a formalized way. So far, DNA has been used in studies seeking to explain major policy 
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change (Leifeld 2013a; Leifeld and Haunss 2012), political polarisation (Fisher, Leifeld, et 

al. 2013; Fisher, Waggle, et al. 2013) and dynamics in discourse networks (Nagel 2016). The 

analysis carried out here shows that it is also a powerful tool for the explanation of non-

policymaking. However, the findings are derived from one single case study, i.e. that the 

results cannot be generalized. Comparative studies (for different countries or different 

issues) might yield more robust results. For this thesis, a comparative study was not an 

option, however, due to enormous time resources necessary for the coding procedure. 

Moreover, the results presented here are the outcome of an analysis that strongly relies on 

personal discretion concerning the keywords used for the identification of relevant articles, 

as well as the categories used for coding. In addition, the results might be sensitive to the 

choice of time slices.  

Furthermore, DNA is a research tool used for condensing complex discourse structures and 

making them legible and interpretable. However, more subtle information might be 

neglected by this kind of analysis. For example, it was not possible with this research method 

to depict discursive strategies such as counter-rhetoric or reactionary rhetoric (Freudenburg 

and Gramling 1994; Hirschman 1991; Ibarra and Kitsuse 1993), as described in chapter 3.6. 

However, during the coding procedure, which necessitates a thorough reading of the selected 

newspaper articles, no such strategies could be identified. Furthermore, it seems that none 

of the actors involved in the discourse was literally opposed to fuel poverty (see also chapter 

4.5). Rather, it seems that some actors use the argument of a socially unjust energy transition 

to further their primary goals, namely the reduction of costs for industry, without having a 

real interest in fuel poverty.  

In addition, different data sources, such as interest group position papers, protocols of 

plenary meetings in the parliament, interview data etc. could not be considered in this 

analysis. The analysis presented here could be further enriched by a complementary in-depth 

content analysis based on other data sources. However, note that these additional data 

sources have been taken into account in chapters 4 and 5.  

The analysis has shown that some of the assumptions of the theory apply to the present case 

study. However, these theories cannot provide a thorough account of the dynamics observed. 

Particularly, the focus on strategies employed by issue proponents for the explanation of 

non-decision making is challenged by the findings of this analysis.  

The question remains if the findings do apply to other, similarly structured cases. Are the 

dynamics identified typical for multi-dimensional topics? Are there cases where 

marginalized issues have been placed on the decision agenda, contradictory to the findings 

of this study? Are there certain regularities in political discourse characterizing different 

stages of the agenda process? Further research is needed in order to get a more thorough 

understanding of the reasons behind agenda-setting and non-decision making, and the role 

of discourse within. 
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7 THE MATERIAL DIMENSION 

This chapter is dedicated to the research question whether a change in the factual situation 

might have an impact on agenda entrance and the agenda career of an issue. In order to 

analyze this question, I carry out a case study on the prevalence and evolution of fuel poverty 

in Germany based on the two most widely used indicators: the 10% indicator (Boardman 

1991) and the Low Income High Costs (LIHC) indicator (Hills 2011, 2012b)17.  

It is a convention in fuel poverty research to use modelled energy bills, i.e. the energy needed 

to attain a level of convenient domestic thermal comfort, rather than real consumption data 

(DTI 2001, p. 6). The rationale for this is that real consumption data excludes all those 

households from being considered as fuel poor that restrict their consumption, i.e. that they 

consume less than required. On the other hand, the use of real consumption data would imply 

that households with excessive consumption, i.e. households consuming more than required, 

could mistakenly be assumed to be living in fuel poverty (Hills 2012b, p. 30). 

The use of modelled energy bills necessitates detailed information on building 

characteristics. Whereas some of this data is available in Germany, there are important 

lacunas. However, there are ways to overcome the lack of data, which consists mainly in 

coupling different data sources and simulating missing variables with the available 

information. The way this is done is described in chapters 7.5 and 7.6.  

To start with, in the next sub-chapters, I will give a short overview of the indicators, focusing 

on their major features and main critiques (for more detail see Boardman 1991, 2010; Hills 

2011, 2012b; Liddell et al. 2012). I will then describe the databases used for the analysis. 

This is followed by chapters on the generation of variables and the energy model. In the final 

chapters, I will display descriptive statistics, the final calculation, the results, as well as the 

discussion of findings and the conclusion.  

7.1 The 10% indicator 

According to the 10% indicator, proposed by Boardman in 1991 (Boardman 1991), a 

household is considered to face fuel poverty if it would need to spend more than 10% of its 

disposable income on energy services. The threshold of 10% was determined using data from 

1988, when British households spent on average 5% of their income on domestic energy. 

Twice of this amount (10%) was considered disproportionate spending (Boardman 1991; 

                                                 

17 Other indicators discussed in the literature are the MIS (Minimum Income Standard) indicator (Moore 2012), 

a subjective indicator (Devalière et al. 2011; Hills 2011; Price et al. 2012), a consensual measure (Healy and 

Clinch 2002; Thomson and Snell 2013) and modifications to the 10% indicator (European Commission 2010; 

Gawel et al. 2015; Heindl 2015; Heindl and Schuessler 2015; Hills 2011; Liddell et al. 2012; ONPE 2014; 

RAPPEL 2012). Furthermore, qualitative approaches, mainly based on interviews with affected households, 

have been proposed as a way of assessing fuel poverty (Brunner et al. 2011; Harrington et al. 2005; Middlemiss 

and Gillard 2015).  
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Isherwood and Hancock 1979). Moreover, the poorest 30% of households effectively spent 

about 10% of their income on domestic energy (Boardman 2010, p. 22).  

The 10% indicator was used from 2001 to 2012 by the English government for its fuel 

poverty statistics (DTI 2001; Liddell et al. 2012, p. 28), and has been adopted by other 

countries such as France and Ireland. However, the indicator has become more and more 

criticized and alternative options have been proposed (see for example Healy and Clinch 

2002; Heindl 2015; Hills 2011, 2012b; Moore 2012; ONPE 2014; RAPPEL 2012). One of 

the main critics is the use of a fixed threshold, whose specification seems arbitrary (Healy 

2004, p. 35; Healy and Clinch 2002, p. 9). Moreover, the threshold has not been adapted 

over time to reflect current spending and it is arguable if an indicator based on 1988 data is 

suited to correctly describe households’ situation today (Hills 2011, p. 103; Moore 2012, p. 

21).  

A further critique concerns the way high incomes are treated. Even though poverty and fuel 

poverty are two distinct phenomena (see chapter 1), there still exists considerable overlap 

between the two. A poor household does not necessarily have to be energy poor, but to say 

that a rich household is energy poor seems counterintuitive. However, the 10% indicator has 

no mechanism to exclude rich households, and they may be considered to be affected by fuel 

poverty due to high energy needs for their possibly large dwellings (which does not mean 

that they effectively face such high energy bills, since energy needs are based on modelling, 

not real consumption) (Hills 2011, p. 106).  

Moreover, the use of a ratio means that variations in modelled energy bills have a greater 

impact than variations in income. Hills (2011), in his review of the 10% indicator, found that 

reducing the energy bill by 10 pound would have the same effect than increasing income by 

100 pound. In return, this means that an increase in energy expenses by 10 pound would 

require a 100 pound increase in income to prevent a household from falling into fuel poverty 

(Hills 2011, p. 106).  

One major issue with the 10% indicator is its sensitivity to energy prices. Fuel poverty is 

commonly described as the interplay between high energy prices, poor energy efficiency in 

housing stock and low household incomes (Boardman 2010, p. 21; Bouzarovski and Petrova 

2015, p. 35; DTI 2001, p. 7; Dubois and Meier 2014, p. 3; Hills 2011, p. 36; Rosenow 2014, 

p. 108). A reliable indicator should correctly reflect changes in each one of these variables 

(Hills 2011, p. 13). However, it seems that the 10% indicator creates a misbalance 

concerning the weight of each element due to its high sensitivity to energy prices (Hills 

2012b, p. 30f; Moore 2012, p. 22). An analysis of the English Housing Survey shows that 

between 2001 and 2010, the number of households with low incomes stayed rather stable 

and the number of poor households living in the least efficient dwellings was reduced. 

However, the number of households identified to be in fuel poverty does not reflect these 

tendencies, but is highly correlated with the rise in energy prices (Hills 2011, p. 104).  

While providing information on the number of households in fuel poverty, the severity of a 

household’s situation cannot be assessed with the 10% indicator. This means that the 

indicator does not account for cases where a household’s situation is improved, without 
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allowing it to get out of fuel poverty. This might incentivize policies targeted at those on the 

margins of fuel poverty (those with an energy ratio close to 10%), since helping those in 

deep fuel poverty would not yield any credit for policymakers (Hills 2011, p. 105).  

In sum, even though the 10% indicator is the most widely used fuel poverty indicator, its 

ability to accurately seize the phenomenon has be more and more challenged recently.  

7.2 The LIHC indicator 

In light of the imperfections of the 10% indicator, the British government charged John Hills 

from the London School of Economics with a review of the currently used indicator in 2010. 

In this review, a new indicator, called Low Income High Costs (LIHC) indicator is proposed, 

which is supposed to retain the strengths of the 10% indicator, while overcoming its 

weaknesses (Hills 2011, p. 107). This indicator is used since 2013 by the English government 

for its fuel poverty statistics (DECC 2014).  

Unlike the 10% indicator, the LIHC indicator uses relative thresholds, which are dynamic 

over time. The use of relative thresholds reflects the wording of the Warm Homes and 

Energy Conservation Act (WHECA) of 2000, which defines fuel poor households as those 

“living on a lower income in a home which cannot be kept warm at reasonable cost” 

(WHECA 2000).  

In order to determine if a household is energy poor according to this indicator, its position 

relative to an energy costs thresholds and an income threshold has to be evaluated. The 

energy cost threshold is equivalent to the national median of current energy costs. The 

income threshold corresponds to 60% of the national median of current incomes, a value 

representing the official risk of poverty definition employed by Eurostat. Finally, each 

household’s individual energy cost is added to the national income median. This accounts 

for the fact that some vulnerable households at the margins of the poverty threshold can be 

driven into fuel poverty by their disproportionately high energy costs. This means that for 

each household, a distinct income threshold is defined (Hills 2011, pp. 135-137).  

According to this definition, a household with energy costs above the energy costs 

thresholds, and incomes below the income threshold, is considered to be fuel poor (see figure 

14). In addition, the LIHC indicator provides for a means to assess the severity of fuel 

poverty. The “fuel poverty gap” is calculated by deducting households’ individual energy 

costs from the energy costs threshold. The fuel poverty gap therefore represents the 

“reduction in required spending which would take a household out of fuel poverty” (Hills 

2012a, p. 3). When aggregating the individual fuel poverty gaps, the “cumulated social 

costs” (ONPE 2014, p. 26) of fuel poverty at the national level can be determined. 

Furthermore, via this second facet of the indicator, it is possible to discern the impact of 

those political measures that merely improve a household’s situation, without moving it 

beyond the thresholds. In addition, the fuel poverty gap helps identify those households that 

are the most severely affected (Hills 2011, pp. 21, 138-139; 2012b, p. 11). 
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Figure 14: The LIHC indicator. Source: Hills 2012b, p. 9, slightly modified. 

 

By using a relative energy costs threshold, the LIHC indicator attenuates the sensitivity to 

energy prices, one of the main shortcomings of the 10% indicator. This approach reflects the 

idea that the whole population is struck by an increase in energy prices, without structurally 

changing the underlying phenomenon (which is considered an overlap of high energy prices, 

low incomes and low energy efficiency). However, the use of the LIHC indicator does not 

completely mask the impact of energy prices: The position of the income threshold is 

modified in line with changing energy prices, since households’ individual energy costs are 

added to the poverty line. Furthermore, the fuel poverty gap reflects changes in energy 

prices, since higher energy prices disproportionally affect households living in the less 

energy efficient buildings, thus deepening the gap (Hills 2011, pp. 139, 140, 144).  

Concerning the variables used for the calculation of the LIHC indicator, the Hills reports 

(Hills 2011, 2012b) propose some modifications as compared to the 10% indicator. This 

concerns the deduction of housing costs from disposable income and the equivalization of 

income and energy costs (Hills 2011, p. 137; 2012b, pp. 50-53).  

The argumentation put forward for deducting housing costs from income is that for the 

majority of items that cover households’ vital needs, little differences exists concerning the 

amounts spend by households throughout the country. This is not the case when it comes to 

housing: Rents and house prices differ strongly in terms of geographical location and 

occupancy status, and moving is not always a feasible option. An income measure after 

housing costs (AHC income) is therefore supposed to yield a more accurate understanding 

of households’ disposable income (Hills 2011, p. 8).  
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Income equivalization is a common practice in poverty research. It allows to adjust incomes 

in a way that reflects living standards. For two households with an equal cash income but a 

different household structure, the equivalized income differs. For example, equivalized 

income would be lower for a couple with two children than for a single person household 

(Hills 2011, p. 138). Incomes are adjusted by assigning equivalence factors to each 

household according to the number of householders and their age. Since an AHC income 

measure is used for the LIHC indicator, incomes are equivalized based on the AHC 

equivalence scale proposed by the OECD (Hills 2011, p. 138). This scale attributes a value 

of 0.58 to the first adult in the household, 0.42 to all other adults and children aged 14 years 

and over and 0.2 to children under the age of 14.  

The overall approach to determining energy costs is the same as the one used for the 10% 

indicator (see chapter 7.1), which means that energy need is modelled for each household 

instead of using real consumption. However, Hills (2012b) proposes to adjust energy costs 

according to household size and composition, just as is done for household income. 

Equivalized energy costs are supposed to reflect the fact that energy requirements differ by 

type and size of household. What we consider to be “reasonable” for a small household to 

spend is not the same as for a large household (Hills 2012b, pp. 35, 50-53). However, the 

income equivalence scale cannot be applied directly to energy spending. The argument for 

not using the same equivalence scale as for income is that this scale does not adequately 

describe the differences in energy costs between different types of households (Hills 2012b, 

p. 40). For this reason, Hills (2012b) proposes an approach for establishing a specific 

equivalence scale based on empirical data (Hills 2012b, p. 182f).  

The LIHC indicator has been criticized for its complexity and lack of transparency 

(Boardman 2012; Moore 2011, 2012). The use of the national median to determine the 

thresholds has been questioned, since it implies that eliminating fuel poverty is theoretically 

impossible. By definition, there are always 50% of the population that are below the energy 

cost threshold (Moore 2012). However, the fuel poverty gap offers the possibility to evaluate 

if the situation of those households that rest below the energy costs threshold is improved.  

Furthermore, while the definition of the income threshold refers to the official risk of poverty 

line, the way the energy costs threshold is determined does not correspond to established 

research practices and may appear arbitrary. The fact that the median is used to fix this 

threshold has been criticized since it excludes a large number of households with high 

modelled energy expenses (Boardman 2012; Heindl and Schuessler 2015; Moore 2011). 

Moreover, the equivalization of incomes is a widely used research practice, whereas the 

equivalization of energy costs has not been tested and approved before (Moore 2011).  

I use these indicators to assess the impact of objective factors on agenda-setting and 

policymaking processes concerning fuel poverty in Germany. Both indicators are used since 

they might yield diverging understandings of the way fuel poverty evolved in Germany – a 

result that would be interesting to discuss given the research question on the impact of 

material factors.  
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7.3 Data requirements 

For the calculation of fuel poverty indicators, both household and building data is necessary. 

In England, pioneer in fuel poverty research, this data is surveyed in the English Housing 

Survey on a yearly basis. In addition to household interviews, a physical survey of the 

dwellings for about half the number of households interviewed is carried out, which allows 

to obtain detailed data on building characteristics, such as building geometry, energy 

efficiency of the construction elements and the heating and domestic hot water (DHW) 

systems. This data is needed to model energy requirements, since the amount of energy 

consumed in the dwelling depends on these factors.  

For Germany, no comparable database is available. This means that data from different data 

sources has to be compiled. However, even then, it is not possible to obtain all the necessary 

information and some variables have to be estimated. The way information on these 

variables has been simulated will be described in more detail below. Unless otherwise stated, 

calculations have been carried out with excel. In the next sections, I will describe the 

databases used for the analyses.  

7.4 Description of databases 

For the calculation of fuel poverty indicators, I use four main data sources: The building 

typology provided by IWU, the Institute for Housing and Environment (“Institut Wohnen 

und Umwelt”); a database provided by IWU and the “Bremer Energie Institut”; data 

provided by IWU based on an analysis of Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) 

administered by the German Energy Agency (dena); and the German socio-economic panel 

(SOEP) provided by the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW). I refer to these 

data sources as IWU typology, IWU database, EPC database and SOEP, respectively.  

The IWU building typology sets out to provide a systematic classification of generic building 

types based on typological criteria that respect the historically embedded diversity of the 

German building stock. It is an effort to conceptualize the variety found in the building stock 

in terms of materials, techniques, and architectural forms. The building stock is classified 

according to the type of building (single family house, terraced house, multi-family house, 

apartment block) and the year of construction (in age classes). The focus of the classification 

is the thermal quality of each building type. For each generic type, an exemplary building is 

described with typical characteristics correlated with energy efficiency, such as the size of 

the building, adjoining property, as well as the type and age of the heating system. Provided 

that information on these typological characteristics is available, it is possible to assign each 

residential building of the national stock to one of the generic building types (Loga et al. 

2015, p. 5f). 

The IWU typology is based on the TABULA calculation procedure that has been developed 

within the Intelligent Energy Europe project TABULA. It is a harmonized approach for the 

modelling of energy use for space heating and domestic hot water of residential buildings 
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(TABULA 2013, p. 5). The approach has been used within the EU projects TABULA and 

EPISCOPE for the elaboration of building typologies in 20 European countries. An 

interactive web-tool has been developed that provides all the necessary information on these 

building typologies18.  

The IWU database results from a survey carried out in 2010 with the objective to provide 

more reliable information on the German building stock and, above all, on the prevalence of 

energy-saving measures. The homeowners of about 14 000 buildings in 415 chimney 

sweeper districts were contacted. The chimney sweepers carried out the interviews with the 

homeowners, based on a detailed 16-pages questionnaire. In addition to basic information 

such as the year of construction, the number of dwellings and the occupancy status, the 

questionnaire contained detailed questions on the energy efficiency of the building. For 

example, not only questions on the existence but also the thickness of insulation were 

included. The final dataset comprises 7510 questionnaires which corresponds to a return rate 

of about 53% (Diefenbach et al. 2010, pp. 9-11).  

The EPC data results from an analysis of Energy Performance Certificates provided by the 

German Energy Agency (dena). Since energy certificate registration is not obligatory in 

Germany, a complete database comprising all issued EPCs is not available. However, dena 

introduced a quality label for EPCs in 2007 (dena Gütesiegel Energieausweis). Dena collects 

the respective EPCs, and carries out plausibility checks. The quality of the EPCs included in 

the database is therefore assured. In 2011, when IWU carried out its analysis, the database 

comprised about 1300 EPCs (Loga et al. 2012, p. 39).  

The socio-economic panel (SOEP) is a representative longitudinal study of private 

households in Germany. The panel provides micro data concerning objective living 

conditions such as family structure, education, employment and income, but also moral 

concepts, health, live satisfaction and personality traits. The panel design allows to evaluate 

changes in different areas of live over the course of time, since the same persons and 

households are surveyed on a yearly basis since 1984 (DIW nd).  

SOEP contains information both on building and household characteristics. Other databases, 

such as the Income and Consumption Survey (Einkommens- und Verbrauchsstichprobe) or 

the German Micro Census, provide detailed information on income. However, neither one 

of these databases contains information on building characteristics. The data set 

“Construction and Housing” (Bauen und Wohnen), which is part of the German Micro 

Census, includes variables on the type of building and year of construction. However, it does 

not provide information on thermal refurbishment. 

Yet, the main argument for the use of the SOEP database is its panel character. The 

possibility to carry out analyses that track the evolution of a phenomenon over time is a 

central precondition for the research question of this thesis.  

                                                 

18 http://webtool.building-typology.eu/#bm 
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7.4.1 Data from SOEP 

The socio-economic panel (SOEP) is used as the primary data source. This panel provides 

data that is representative for the German population on a yearly basis.  

The information available in SOEP on building characteristics such as the size of the 

dwelling, the type of energy for heating and DHW, the type of the house and the year of 

construction is used as a baseline for the energy model. Among the data sources used, it is 

the only one that provides building characteristics at the household level. The variables 

indicating the type of building and the year of construction are used to generate building 

types that are then used to append the data from the other data sources. Household 

characteristics, such as income, household type, employment status, unemployment benefit, 

rent, interest and mortgage payments, are needed primarily for the income calculation but 

also for the assignment of heating regimes in the energy model.   

The latest available version of SOEP is the version 31.1. It is available since March 2016 

and contains data for the years 1984-2014. This latest SOEP-version contains a new sample 

(the FiD-sample19). Two of the variables that are central for my analyses are not included in 

the questionnaires of this sample, which means that about one-third of the overall population 

has missing values on these variables. However, it is burdensome to exclude this sample 

from the analysis, since the weighting factors are calibrated on the overall population 

including the FiD-sample. This means that an exclusion of the sample would lead to biases 

in the calculation (M. Grabka, DIW, personal communication, April 1, 2016). However, in 

this panel version, corrections have been carried out concerning the variable CNSTYR$$20 

(year of construction). As a result of these corrections, there are fewer missing values on this 

variable than in earlier panel versions (Ch. Halbmeier, DIW, personal communication, April 

4, 2016).  

Therefore, I use the previous SOEP version (version 30) as a basis, in order to avoid 

weighting problems. However, I replace the two data sets containing information that is 

necessary for the construction of building types, $hbrutto and $hgen, with the corresponding 

data sets from the current version (version 31.1), in order to account for the corrections in 

the variable CNSTYR$$ (in $hgen) and in order to assure coherence between the variables 

used for the construction of building types (CNSTYR$$ in $hgen and $wum1 in $hbrutto). 

This means that I use the data sets ppfad, phrf, hhrf, $pequiv, $h, $pgen, $pbrutto from 

version 30 and the data sets $hbrutto and $hgen from version 31.1 (M. Kroh, DIW, personal 

communication, April 5, 2016).  

The time span of my analyses covers the years 2009 to 2013. These years were chosen 

because the topic of fuel poverty emerged in Germany in 2012. In 2013, national elections 

took place and fuel poverty subsequently fades away from public and political attention. I 

therefore chose 2013 as the final year of my analyses. 2009 is the first year in which the 

                                                 

19 FiD stands for „Familien in Deutschland“ (in english „Families in Germany“) 
20 DIW uses the sign $$ as a place holder for the year of the survey.  
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question on thermal renovation was included into the SOEP panel21. The five year time span 

between 2009 and 2013 should be sufficiently large to observe changes in the prevalence 

and/or severity of fuel poverty. An unbalanced panel design is chosen, i.e. that the data sets 

for each year do not contain exactly the same households (Andreß et al. 2013, p. 42f). The 

objective of my analyses is to get an overall picture of the phenomenon and not to trace the 

dynamics of fuel poverty on the household level. This means that I am not interested in 

knowing if one household has moved in and out of fuel poverty in the course of time, but in 

how many households in a representative sample are affected.  

The SPSS syntax found in the appendix to this chapter (SPSS code 1) merges the different 

datasets for each year22. As a result, I obtain one dataset with all the relevant variables for 

each year on the person level. In a second step, I use this data to design the building types 

(which are described in detail in chapter 7.5.1), to calculate after housing costs (AHC, see 

chapter 7.2 for more details) and to carry out other data manipulations which are required 

for further analyses: I create the variables child_lt11 (children < 11 years old) and child_gt11 

(children >= 11 years old) which is used in the calculation of heating regimes, and an income 

variable based on income quartiles (income_quart) which is used in the attribution of 

refurbishment measures. In addition, I rename several variables. In this syntax (SPSS code 

2, found in the appendix to this chapter), I also delete all cases with a missing value in the 

newly created variable building type (buildtyp$$) as well as cases with a building type 

termed “other”. There are very few cases with the value “other” for the variable building 

type (between 6 and 12 cases, representing 0% to 0.1% of all cases). The cases with missing 

values represent less than 5% of the population23 and can therefore be deleted (IBM nd, p. 

1). Furthermore, the variable is not sensitive to systematic non-response, i.e. that it is 

improbable that households living in a certain type of building are more prone than others to 

refuse an answer (M. Kroh, DIW, personal communication, April 5, 2016). Therefore, the 

removal of cases with missing values should not introduce any bias in the analyses. Finally, 

the last syntax (SPSS code 3, found in the appendix to this chapter) creates a household file, 

with all necessary information on the household level.  

In the appendix to this chapter, a list of variables from SOEP used for the analyses can be 

found.  

7.4.2 Data from the ECP database 

In its scientific report, IWU provides information on average surface areas for the principal 

building components, retrieved from the ECP database (Loga et al. 2012, p. 52). These 

values on external wall, window, floor and roof areas are used in the energy model for the 

                                                 

21 The variable exists since 2005, but between 2005 and 2008, households were asked if they had carried out 

renovations in the previous year. Only since 2009, the wording has changed to “thermal insulation”.  
22 Only the syntax for 2009 is presented in the appendix, since the syntax for the other years has the same form.  
23 3.3% in 2009, 3.8% in 2010, 3.3% in 2011, 3.2% in 2012 and 4.4% in 2013.  
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calculation of surface ratios. These allow to derive surface values for these components in 

accordance with the overall living area of each household in the SOEP database.  

7.4.3 Data from the IWU database 

For researchers interested in data from the IWU database, IWU provides a remote access to 

the database. This means that the researcher has to formulate a query in .txt format, for which 

a template is provided by IWU. The query is then executed by IWU and the results are sent 

back to the researcher. I used this possibility to obtain information on the proportion of 

households that have carried out energy efficiency measures on the three main construction 

elements, namely external walls, roof and floor. This data was used for the estimation of the 

number of households in the SOEP database that have carried out insulation measures. The 

query can be found in the appendix to this chapter.  

Furthermore, IWU, in its scientific report (Loga et al. 2012, p. 52), provides values retrieved 

from the IWU database concerning U-values after refurbishment. These values are directly 

taken from this report and integrated into the energy model. 

7.4.4 Data from the IWU typology 

For the purpose of the analyses presented here, I do not use the final consumption data 

provided by the German building typology, but some of the raw data for each generic 

building type, i.e. air exchange rates (which reflect ventilation heat losses), intermittency 

(which reflects night and vacation setback) and the number of floors for each building type. 

Furthermore, IWU provides average U-values for buildings that have not been refurbished 

based on the building typology. These values, provided in a separate report (Loga et al. 2012, 

p. 52), are also integrated into the energy model.  

7.4.5 Data from other data sources 

In addition to the data sources described so far, another report from IWU is used for the 

assignment of efficiency values for heating and DHW systems (Loga 2005). Since this report 

does not comprise all energy sources needed for the analyses, I use the TABULA calculator, 

an excel tool provided by IWU, to complement the data.  

I use another excel tool provided by IWU for the assignment of heating degree days for the 

respective federal state. Heating degree days are used in the energy model to reflect the 

amount of heating needed depending on external temperature. Heating degree days are 

therefore used as a means to reflect the specific climatic conditions in each federal state.   

Furthermore, I use data provided by the German Federal Association of Energy and Water 

Management (BDEW) concerning the proportion of dwellings in which a change of energy 

type has been effected between 2000 and 2014 (BDEW 2015b). 

For the calculation of DHW requirements, information from RWI (2011) referring to electric 

DHW systems is used and transformed into a general formula. RWI (S. Sommer, personal 
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communication, February 29, 2016) also provided average consumption values per square 

meter for cooking, electric appliances and lighting, distinguishing between single family and 

multi-family houses.  

In addition, energy prices for heating oil, gas, electricity and district heating are taken from 

the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi 2015). For wood, several data 

sources are used and ultimately combined: pellets prices are taken from the German Pellet 

Institute (2015), wood chips and wood briquettes prices are taken from CARMEN e.V. (nd) 

and firewood prices are taken from TFZ (nd).  

7.4.6 Summary  

Based on this data, I model the residential energy requirement for each household in the 

SOEP database. This means that the model for the calculation of energy requirements uses 

standard values for building and system characteristics according to the respective building 

type and combines this information with the specific characteristics of each household 

provided by SOEP. These latter comprise the size of the dwelling, the type of energy used 

for heating and DHW, the level of refurbishment, the geographic situation and the occupancy 

status.  

The following table and figure give an overview of the data used from each data source and 

the data source structure (excluding data from other data sources for the latter).  
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Table 3: Overview of data used from each data source 

 

Source: author. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Simplified overview of data source structure. Source: author.  

 

7.5 Variable generation 

7.5.1 Building types 

All four data sources used for the analyses contain information on building type classes, or 

else information on the type of building and the year of construction which allow to 
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reconstruct these classes. These building type classes can be used to combine the data 

sources. However, even though the building types are very similar, they do not exactly 

correspond. I use the IWU typology as the basis, since the building types provided in this 

data source are fixed entities, whereas the IWU database and SOEP provide variables for the 

configuration of building types. This means that I configure the building types in the other 

two databases in an effort to reproduce as exactly as possible the building types of the IWU 

typology. The building types provided by IWU for the data retrieved from the EPC database 

correspond exactly to the building types used for the IWU database, i.e. that they do not have 

to be considered separately. For certain steps in the analysis, the detailed building types used 

in the IWU typology and reproduced for SOEP have to be aggregated, in order to couple 

them with the IWU and EPC databases. These latter are much less detailed than the building 

types used in the IWU typology and in SOEP. This is due to the fact that in both databases, 

the number of cases is quite limited. This means that information has to be aggregated in 

order to be interpretable.  

The two following tables provide an overview of the variables used to construct the building 

types. Table 4 shows the variable designating the type of building and table 5 the one 

designating the year of construction.  
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Table 4: Type of building according to each data source. 
 

IWU typology IWU database EPC database SOEP 

     

V
a

ri
a

b
le

 

n
a

m
e 

 

n_WE = nb. of dwellings 

 

$WUM1 

 

    

D
es

cr
ip

ti
o

n
 

SFH (Single 

Family House) 

SFH 

(Single Family 

and Terraced 

House) 

n_WE<3 SFH 

(Single Family and 

Terraced House; 

number of dwellings 

<3) 

Farm House,  

1-2 Fam. House  

1,2 

TH (Terraced 

House) 

1-2 Fam. 

Rowhouse  

3 

MFH (Multi-

Family House) 

MFH (Multi-

Family House) 

n_WE>=3 MFH (Multi-Family 

House; number of 

dwellings >=3) 

Apt. In 3-4 Unit 

Bldg.,  

Apt. In 5-8 Unit 

Bldg.,  

Apt. In 9+ Unit 

Bldg. 

4-6 

AB (Apartment 

Block) 

High Rise  7 

    

Other building 8 

Source: author. 
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Table 5: Year of construction according to each data source.  
 

IWU typology IWU database 
EPC 

database 
SOEP 

Aggregation 

into 

      

V
a

ri
a

b
le

 n
a
m

e 

 

BJ 

 

CNSTYRMIN$$ (Earliest 

Possible Construction Year of 

Dwelling) 

CNSTYRMAX$$ (Latest 

Possible Construction Year of 

Dwelling) 

 Transformed into 

CNSTYR$$ 

 

 

     

D
es

cr
ip

ti
o
n

 

<= 1859 A <= 1918 1 <= 1978 <= 1918 1 SFH / MFH I 

1860-1918 B 

1919-1948 C 1919-1948 2 1918 - 1948 2 

1949-1957 D 1949-1957 3 1949 - 1971 3 

1958-1968 E 1958-1968 4 

1969-1978 F 1969-1978 5 1972 - 1980 4 

1979-1983 G 1979-1983 6 1979-1994 1981 - 1990 5 SFH / MFH II 

1984-1994 H 1984-1994 7 

1995- 2001 I 1995-2001 8 >=1995 1991 - 2000 6 SFH / MFH III 

2002- 2009 J 2002-2004 9 2001 -2010 7 

2005-2008 10-

13 

2010-2015 K >= 2009 14 >= 2011 8 

Source: author. 

 

In sum, building types are generated using the SOEP variables CNSTYRMAX$$ and 

$WUM1, as well as the IWU database variables n_WE and BJ.  

Table 4 shows that the classes used in each data source to designate the type of building are 

very similar. As can be seen in table 5, there is also considerable overlap concerning the year 

of construction, particularly between the two IWU data sources and the EPC database. 

However, there are some differences between these latter and SOEP. There can be one to 

four years of difference between the categories. For example, the category 1969-1978 in the 
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IWU and EPC data sources does not match exactly the SOEP category for the same time 

span, which begins three years later, in 1972, and ends two years later, in 1980.  

A comparison between the IWU typology and SOEP reveals that some construction year 

categories in the IWU typology are conflated into one category in SOEP. For example, the 

categories A and B both correspond to the value 1 of the respective variable in SOEP. When 

constructing the building type categories in SOEP based on the two variables type of 

building and year of construction, I use the same terms as the IWU typology but conflate the 

categories where necessary. This results in variable names such as SFH_A_B etc. The 

appendix to this chapter (SPSS code 2) shows the SPSS queries I designed for the creation 

of building types in SOEP. In total, 36 building types are generated which represent the 

building types in the IWU typology24. Of these 36 types, 8 are later deleted, since they 

represent the category “other building” (for all construction year classes) for which no 

information is available in the IWU typology and which, above all, only concern a very low 

number of households (see chapter 7.4.1 for more detail).  

These detailed building types in SOEP are used later in the analysis for the exact attribution 

of U-values to the respective households. However, as has been mentioned before, in order 

to match the results obtained from the IWU database queries, the data retrieved from the 

EPC database and from IWU reports (Loga 2005, Loga et al. 2012), these detailed SOEP 

building types are also aggregated into six building types, namely SFH I to SFH III and MFH 

I to MFH III. In SOEP, I aggregated the building type categories as illustrated in table 6. 

                                                 

24 These are SFH_A_B to SFH_K, TH_A_B to TH_K, MFH_A_B to MFH_K and AB_B to AB_K.  
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Table 6: Aggregation of SOEP building type categories 

Generated SOEP category 

corresponding to IWU typology 

Aggregated into 

value in SOEP 
Category 

   

SFH_A_B TH_B 

SFH_C TH_C 

SFH_D_E TH_D_E 

SFH_F TH_F 
 

1 SFH I 

SFH_G_H TH_G_H 
 

2 SFH II 

SFH_I TH_I 

SFH_J TH_J 

SFH_K TH_K 
 

3 SFH III 

MFH_A_B AB_B 

MFH_C AB_C 

MFH_D_E AB_D_E 

MFH_F AB_F 
 

4 MFH I 

MFH_G_H AB_G_H 
 

5 MFH II 

MFH_I AB_I 

MFH_J AB_J 

MFH_K AB_K 
 

6 MFH III 

Other 7 
deleted from 

SOEP database 

Source: author. 

 

7.5.2 Refurbishment measures 

For the energy model, information is needed on thermal refurbishment of construction 

elements such as external walls, roof, floor and windows. While SOEP contains a variable 

that indicates if thermal refurbishment has been carried out ($H1505), it does not provide 

information on the type of refurbishment. The variable $H1504 that indicates whether the 

windows have been replaced can be used for information on this construction element.  

For all other elements, the information available in SOEP has to be combined with 

information from the IWU database. In the following, I describe the approach used to 

attribute the type of refurbishment measure to households in SOEP in three steps.  

In a first step, information from the IWU database is used concerning the percentage of 

households in each building type that have refurbished external walls, roof or floor. This 

information can be retrieved from the IWU database for the year 2010. According to SOEP, 

on average, 3% of households carry out refurbishment measures each year. Based on this 

information, a refurbishment rate per year is calculated for each measure (by dividing the 

IWU percentages by the SOEP average refurbishment value). This yields the percentage of 

households with refurbishments for each year of the studied period (2009-2013). Table 7 

gives an overview of the percentages obtained by this calculation:  
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Table 7: Percentage of households with refurbished external walls, roof and floor.  

Building 

type 

Type of 

refurbishment 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

       

1 External wall 23% 23% 24% 25% 26% 

Roof 49% 51% 53% 54% 56% 

Floor 11% 12% 12% 12% 13% 
       

2 External wall 8% 8% 8% 8% 9% 

Roof 24% 25% 26% 26% 27% 

Floor 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 
       

3 External wall 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Roof 7% 7% 7% 7% 8% 

Floor 2% 2% 2% 3% 3% 
       

4 External wall 27% 28% 29% 30% 31% 

Roof 49% 51% 52% 54% 55% 

Floor 12% 13% 13% 13% 14% 
       

5 External wall 14% 15% 15% 16% 16% 

Roof 24% 25% 25% 26% 27% 

Floor 8% 8% 8% 8% 9% 
       

6 External wall 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

Roof 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

Floor 3% 4% 4% 4% 4% 

Source: IWU database 2010 and SOEP, calculations carried out by author. 

In a second step, I use the SOEP variable on thermal refurbishment in combination with 

information on the occupancy status (owner/tenant), the region (South/East/West)25, income 

(in quartiles) and the aggregated building type to attribute refurbishment measures to the 

households in SOEP. For each building type, I identify the percentage of SOEP households 

that have carried out a refurbishment depending on income, region and occupancy status. I 

refer to the combinations of income, region and occupancy status as household type. In total, 

there are 24 household types. I take the sum of households that have carried out 

refurbishments for each household type and divide it by the total number of households in 

this household type. This yields the proportion of households with thermal refurbishment in 

relation to the total number of households for each household type (a). This calculation is 

                                                 

25 Generated from the variable that indicates the federal state ($BULA).  
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carried out separately for each building type. This means that for each of the six building 

types, I obtain 24 values resulting from this calculation.  

Then, I carry out the same calculation as in the first step, but this time, I focus exclusively 

on building types. For each building type, I divide the sum of households with 

refurbishments by the total sum of households. This again yields the proportion of 

households with thermal refurbishment in relation to the total number of households, this 

time for each building type (b).  

Finally, for each building type separately, the proportion obtained in calculation (a) for each 

household type is divided by the result of calculation (b). This means that for each building 

type, the proportion of households with refurbishment measures in each household type is 

divided by the proportion of households with refurbishment measures for the respective 

building type. The following figures give an overview of the data structure and the 

calculation approach.  

 

 

Figure 16: Visualization of data structure concerning building and household type. Source: author.  
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Figure 17: Visualization of calculation approach. Source: author.  

In a third step, I multiply the ratios obtained in the second step with the values obtained in 

the first step concerning the percentage of refurbishment measures for each building and 

refurbishment type (based on the IWU database). This yields a coefficient which can be used 

for the attribution of different refurbishment measures to the households in SOEP. This 

means that in this final step, a partly random allocation of refurbishment measures is carried 

out, which takes into account the proportion of refurbishment measures for each household 

and building type26. Subsequently, the results obtained are verified with reference to the 

original IWU percentages.  

Altogether, the calculation is based on the SOEP variables indicating thermal refurbishment 

($$H1505), occupancy status (OWNER$$), region (created from the variable $BULA) and 

income (income quartiles based on variable I11102$$). This data is combined with data 

retrieved from the IWU database indicating the percentage of buildings with refurbished 

construction components (roof, external walls and floor).  

7.5.3 Energy type 

SOEP contains variables indicating the energy type used for heating and domestic hot water 

(DHW). However, this information is not surveyed on a yearly basis. The most current 

variables available concerning the time frame of my analyses have been surveyed in 2003. I 

use these variables to attribute an energy type to the households in 2009, as described in the 

next section (calculation step 1). Before doing so, the different variables containing 

information on the energy type are used in order to generate one main energy type per 

household.  

                                                 

26 As an alternative for the random attribution of missing values, MICE (Multivariate Imputation by Chained 

Equations) is an often recommended method. However, for my purposes, this method is not adequate, since it 

does not provide the possibility to consider coefficients concerning the distribution of household characteristics 

one wants to see represented in the final result.  
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The following energy types are represented in SOEP: heating oil (TH64A01 for heating and 

TH64A02 for DHW), gas (TH64A11 and TH64A12), district heating (TH64A21 and 

TH64A22), electricity (TH64A31 and TH64A32), solar energy (TH64A41 and TH64A42), 

coal and wood (TH64A51 and TH64A52), and other (TH64A61 and TH64A62). Based on 

these variables, I compute the new variables heat_energy and DHW_energy, with 7 values, 

one for each energy type.  

In a second step, I determine the number of households in 2003 that use more than one type 

of energy. While most of the households in 2003 indicate that they use only one of these 

energy types, 11.1% use more than one energy type for heating and 5.2% for DHW. 

In order to reduce complexity, I put forward the hypothesis that for those households with 

several energy sources, fuel, gas and district heating are the principal energy source, whereas 

wood, electricity and solar are the secondary energy source. I create the new variables 

heat_suppl and DHW_suppl indicating if there is a secondary energy source.  

In a final step, I merge the variables heat_energy and DHW_energy with the variables 

heat_suppl and DHW_suppl, respectively. By doing so, I determine that for those households 

that use a secondary energy source, it is the primary energy source that counts. This yields 

one energy type variable for heating and DHW, respectively, with only one main energy 

type per household. The syntax can be found in the appendix to this chapter (SPSS code 4).  

After this data preparation, I carry out the attribution of energy types (calculation step 1). 

Since the households in the panel are mostly the same between 2003 and 2009, the 2003 

energy type variables can be attributed to the households in 2009. For all other households, 

as well as those with missing values on the energy type variables, the data is attributed in a 

partly random allocation which takes into account the building type and the region of 

residence. This means that a coefficient is generated based on the repartition of energy types 

for households in 2003 according to region and building type. This coefficient is then used 

in the random attribution in order to assure that the proportions are respected.  

For the years 2009 and 2010, the original 2003 data is used as the basis. Given the quite 

significant changes in the panel population between 2003 and the years from 2011 onwards 

(see figure 18), I use the preceding year as a basis beginning in 2011. In other words, the 

overlap between the panel population in 2010 and 2011 is much higher than the overlap 

between 2003 and 2011. For the years 2009 and 2010, however, I prefer to use the year 2003 

as a basis each time, since the panel population is very similar between 2009 and 2010 (with 

only about 360 households in 2010 that are not represented in 2009), which negatively 

affects the reliability of a random allocation of missing values between the two years.  
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Figure 18: Development of the SOEP sample population. Source: DIW (nd). 

Furthermore, I take into account the fact that the use of energy types changes in the course 

of time (calculation step 2). According to the German Federal Association of Energy and 

Water Management (BDEW), between 2000 and 2014, 6.9% of households have changed 

the energy type used for heating, mainly those that used heating oil as an energy type (64.8% 

thereof). Table 8 gives an overview of the type of changes carried out, based on BDEW 

(2015b, p. 22f). For cool/wood, district heating and other energy types, the only information 

available is the percentage of changes, whereas the type of energy that is used to replace the 

original one is not indicated. For these cases, I put forward the hypothesis that the energy 

type has been replaced by gas (since according to the BDEW data, fuel and electricity have 

most often been replaced by gas, indicating that this is the most frequently used energy 

source when changing the energy type). For each energy type, I calculate an annual change 

rate. For the change between 2003 and 2009, I multiply this change rate by the number of 

years, in order to take into account the period comprising several years. For each subsequent 

year, I use the annual change rate.  
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Table 8: Overview of energy type changes  

Original energy type Percentage Replaced by Percentage Annual rate 
     

Fuel 64.8 

Gas 81 

4.6 Electricity 10 

District heating 9 

     

Gas 9.6 District heating  0.7 
     

Electricity 9.5 Gas  0.7 
     

Coal 7.9 Gas (hypothesis)  0.5 
     

Wood 4 Gas (hypothesis)  0.3 
     

District heating 1.7 Gas (hypothesis)  0.1 

     

Other 2.5 Gas (hypothesis)  0.2 

Source: own calculation, based on BDEW (2015b). 

For each year, I take as a basis the result of calculation step 1, which means a data file with 

an energy type attributed to each household. In a random attribution, in which the 

percentages of table 8 are taken into account, I then generate a data file for each year which 

reflects the changes in energy type that have occurred over the course of time27.  

Note that this calculation is only carried out for heating, since there is no data available for 

changes concerning domestic hot water. However, it can be hypothesized that those 

households that have changed the energy type for their heating system use the same energy 

for the generation of domestic hot water. Therefore, in a final calculation step, I identify 

those households that have changed their heating energy type and assign the same new 

energy type for domestic hot water.  

Altogether, the following variables are used for the attribution of energy types: the variables 

indicating the type of energy used for heating and DHW in 2003, the generated variable 

indicating the region (based on $BULA), and the generated building type variable (based on 

CNSTYRMAX$$ and $WUM1) from SOEP. In addition, data from BDEW on the 

proportion of energy type changes for heating is used.  

                                                 

27 The reason for separating the calculation steps into one that attributes an energy type to households and one 

that takes into account the changes in energy type distribution is that it is not sensible to assume that only those 

households that are new in the sample have changed their energy type. 
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7.5.4 Heating regimes 

Heating regimes are used as a way to account for the differences among households 

concerning occupancy and the extent of heating. For example, people with full-time jobs 

spend less time at home than unemployed people or pensioners. Furthermore, householders 

in an over-dimensioned dwelling, e.g. couples with children who have left home, will most 

probably not heat the unoccupied parts of their dwelling. Therefore, four standardized 

heating regimes are used, depending on whether the dwelling is heated the whole day or not 

and whether the whole dwelling is heated or not. These heating regimes are further 

differentiated by weekdays and weekends (see also Anderson et al. 2002, p. 8; Hills 2011, 

p. 99). Following recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO), the primary 

living area is heated at 21°C, whereas for the secondary living area, the required temperature 

is 18°C (DTI 2001; WHO 1987).  

Table 9: Simplified representation of heating regimes 

 Standard Full Partial Standard Partial Full 
     

Heating pattern 

9 hours 

16 hours 

16 hours 

16 hours 

9 hours 

16 hours 

16 hours 

16 hours 

 Weekday 

 Weekend 
     

Heating extent Whole house Whole house Half house Half house 
     

Demand temperature 

21°C 

18°C 

21°C 

18°C 

21°C 

18°C 

21°C 

18°C 

 Primary living area 

 Secondary living area 
     

Example Employed 

couple living 

in a two-

bedroom flat 

Pensioner 

living in a 

one-bedroom 

bungalow 

Employed couple 

with one child, 

living in a three-

bedroom home 

Unemployed single 

person living in a 

large two-bedroom 

home 

Source: Hills (2011, p. 99). 

To calculate heating regimes, information on the surface of the primary living area (zone 1) 

and the secondary living area (zone 2) for each household is needed as the assigned 

temperature differs for each area. In order to determine the surface of zone 1, a coefficient 

is used that takes into account the number of rooms (BRE 2011, p. 126). Multiplying this 

coefficient with the surface of the dwelling yields the surface of zone 1. The surface of zone 

2 is the difference between the overall surface and surface 1.  

Furthermore, for heating regimes 3 and 4 (partial standard and partial full), information on 

the dimensioning of the dwelling is needed. In the case of under-occupancy, it is assumed 

that only half of the dwelling is heated (DECC 2010, p. 31; Hills 2011, p. 99). According to 

the fuel poverty methodology used in England, a dwelling is considered to be under-

occupied if it has both excess bedrooms and excess floor area. Concerning the number of 

bedrooms, the standard defined in England stipulates that one bedroom is needed for a 
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couple, that children of different sexes younger than 11 years old can share a room and that 

children or adolescents of the same sex older than 11 years old can also share a room (DECC 

2010, p. 30). Concerning the floor area, a standard living area according to the number of 

occupants is defined by the Parker-Morris Standard28 (DECC 2010, p. 31). The fuel poverty 

methodology considers that there is surplus floor area when the floor area of the dwelling is 

over twice that defined by the Parker-Morris Standard.  

In order to determine how many bedrooms are needed for each household in SOEP, I use 

the software R. I first have to identify the number of children aged below or over 11 years 

in each household. This is done by first selecting those households with children (including 

foster child, grandchild and child of life partner) using the variable $STELL. In order to 

identify those households whose children have the same sex, I use the variable SEX (which 

has the values 1 for male and 2 for female) and calculate a mean per household. The 

households for whom the result is one or two have children of the same sex, all others have 

children with different sexes. However, since the mean can also be one or two in the case 

that there is a single child in the household, it is necessary to identify those households in 

which there is a single child (see R code heating regime in the appendix to this chapter). 

Finally, the variable “samesex” is created, with the value -1 for a single child, the value 0 

for several children with different sexes, the value 1 for several children with the same sex, 

and the value NA indicating that there are no children in the household.  

In a next step, the number of required bedrooms is assigned to each household. Each 

household constellation is considered separately in a for-loop. The for-loop is used as a 

means to carry out the same query repeatedly for all members of a household. First, one 

person households and couples without children are selected (TYP1HH$$ = 1 and 2). One 

bedroom is assigned to these household types (see R code in the appendix to this chapter, 1. 

Loop). A table is created which contains all households in this category, for whom the 

variable “bedroom1” lists the number of bedrooms (one in this case). The second loop 

concerns single parents (TYP1HH$$ = 3) and couples with children (TYP1HH$$ = 4, 5 and 

6). One bedroom is assigned to the parent(s). Moreover, a certain number of bedrooms is 

assigned for the children, depending on their age and sex. To recall, the fuel poverty 

methodology stipulates that children under the age of 11 can share a room and children above 

the age of 11 can share room when they have the same sex. Therefore, the variables 

child_lt11 (child lower than 11, meaning younger than 11 years old) and child_gt11 (child 

greater than 11), which have been generated in the SPSS Syntax during data preparation, are 

taken into account. In this loop, one bedroom is assigned when there is a single child, when 

there are several children of whom none is older than 11 years old and when there is no child 

below but several children above the age of 11 having the same sex. When there are several 

children both below and above the age of 11, two bedrooms are assigned. The same is the 

case when there are no children below but several children above the age of 11 having 

different sexes. Finally, 3 bedrooms are assigned when there are several children below the 

                                                 

28 For example, for one occupant, the required floor area is 33 m², for two occupants, 48.5 m², for three 

occupants 61 m² etc.   
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age of 11 and several children above the age of 11 having different sexes. Again, a table is 

created which contains all households in this category, for whom the variable “bedroom2” 

lists the number of bedrooms. The third loop concerns multiple generation households and 

other combinations (TYP1HH$$ = 7 and 8). To start with, the same procedure as described 

in loop 2 is carried out. Furthermore, since the literature consulted does not deal with the 

case of multi-generation households and other combinations, I put forward the hypothesis 

that for each other type of household member, an additional bedroom is provided. These 

other types of household members comprise the categories “father, mother”, “parent in law”, 

“brother, sister in law or son, daughter in law” and “other relative or non-relative”. A third 

table is created with the variable “bedroom3”. Finally, the three tables resulting from the 

loops are merged with the original dataset and the variables bedroom 1-3 conflated into one 

variable.  

With this variable bedroom, I then determine if a household has surplus bedrooms. In 

England, this is considered the case when “there are one or more extra bedrooms than 

required for homes without dependent children (children under 18 years) or there are two or 

more extra bedrooms than required for homes with dependent children.” (DECC 2010, p. 

30). In SOEP, there is no variable indicating the number of bedrooms. The only variable 

available is one that delineates the number of rooms greater than 6 m². Therefore, I adapt the 

hypothesis used in DECC to the German context in stipulating that there are surplus 

bedrooms when the number of rooms greater than 6 m² is greater than twice the number of 

bedrooms plus one29. In order to determine surplus living area, the Parker-Morris Standard 

is used, as described above. A dwelling is considered over-dimensioned when there are both 

surplus bedrooms and surplus living area (value 1 if the dwelling is over-dimensioned, value 

0 if it is not).  

A final step is necessary in order to assign heating regimes that consists in identifying those 

households where there is at least one unemployed person. For this task, I once more use a 

for-loop, resulting in a table with the variable Empl_stat (based on the SOEP variable 

E11102$$) indicating the aggregated employment status of the household (0 if there is at 

least one unemployed person, 1 if all household members work). This table is again merged 

with the main table.  

With the variables thus generated, it is possible to assign one of the four heating regimes to 

each household, depending on the employment status (0 or 1) and the dimensioning of the 

dwelling (0 or 1). For example, heating regime 1 (standard) is assigned when there is no 

unemployed person in the household and when the dwelling is not over-dimensioned. For 

heating regimes 3 (partial standard) and 4 (partial full), the heating consumption is divided 

by two, since it is assumed that only half of the dwelling is heated. Depending on the heating 

                                                 

29 The hypothesis underlying this formula is that there is a kitchen, a bathroom and a living room in each 

dwelling. The rest of the rooms is considered to be bedrooms. The formula has been chosen since the results 

derived from this calculation correspond to common sense assumptions given the structure of the variables in 

the database. I do not take into account the numer of dependent children in order to reduce complexity.   
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regime, different coefficients are used to assign the demand temperature according to the 

time spent at home (heating pattern) and the extent of heating in the home (heating extent). 

Altogether, the following SOEP variables have been used for the generation of heating 

regimes: the relationship to the head of household ($STELL), sex (SEX), household type 

(TYP1HH09), the generated variables child_lt11 and child_gt11 (based on the variables 

H11103$$, H11104$$, H11105$$, H11106$$ and H11107$$, H11108$$, H11109$$), the 

size of the dwelling (SIZE$$), the number of rooms (ROOM$$), employment status 

(E11102$$), and household size ($HHGR).  

7.6 The energy model 

7.6.1 Calculation 

The energy model comprises the calculation of energy requirements for heating and DHW, 

cooking as well as household appliances and lighting. It takes into account building 

characteristics such as insulation, energy type, heating and DHW system, geographical 

location and climatic conditions. Furthermore, it takes account of the fact that heating extent 

and intensity differs according to heating regimes (as described in chapter 7.5.4). The use of 

heating regimes allows to take into account consumer behavior. However, heating regimes 

are based on standardized assumptions about consumer behavior. Personal preferences and 

sensibilities of occupants are not taken into account.  

As has been mentioned above, SOEP data is used as a basis for the energy model. SOEP 

provides elementary building data, namely the size of the dwelling, the type of energy used 

for heating and DHW, the type of the house and the year the house was built. All other data 

sources are matched to the SOEP data via the building type variable, except the heating 

degree days, which are matched via the federal state variable.  

In a first step, I create an excel file with the SOEP data and match the generated variables 

(described above) concerning refurbishments, energy type, and heating regimes.  

I then determine the age class of the heating and DHW system. Whereas the energy 

efficiency of construction elements is determined by the year of construction of a building, 

this latter is not a good proxy to determine the efficiency of heating and DHW systems, since 

the turnover rate is quite important. Therefore, it is very unlikely to encounter the original 

system in buildings older than 30 years (IWU 2015, p. 5). However, since it is not possible 

to determine which of the households living in old buildings have changed their system at 

what moment in time, it would be too strong a hypothesis to assume that all buildings with 

a year of construction before 1979 (or 1983, depending on the year of analysis) dispose of 

newly installed systems with high energy efficiency. Therefore, I create three age classes for 

heating and DHW systems depending on the age of the building: one for buildings 

constructed after 2000 (age class 1), one for buildings constructed between 1990 and 2000 

(age class 2), and one for buildings constructed before 1990 (age class 3). In a random 
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attribution, I assign half of the age class 3 to age class 2 and the other half to age class 1. In 

a next step, the efficiency values (derived from Loga (2005) and the TABULA excel tool) 

are matched to the SOEP data depending on the age of the system and the type of energy. 

This allows to determine the efficiency of the system.  

The next step consists in determining the surface areas for the four main construction 

elements (external walls, roof, floor, windows). For this calculation, the data from the EPC 

database is used. For each aggregated building type class (SFH/MFH I-III), I calculate the 

surface areas of the different construction elements in relation to the living area (roof and 

floor) or the square root of the living area (external walls and windows), respectively. The 

resulting ratios are then used in order to determine the surface of construction elements of 

the buildings in the SOEP database. This is done by multiplying the variable indicating the 

size of the dwelling, or the square root of this variable with the corresponding ratio, 

depending on whether the ratio has been created using a square root or not.  

Based on the resulting surface areas, the U-values can be assigned to each component 

depending on the building type. This calculation step is based on the variables that I have 

generated indicating refurbishment measures on external walls, roof and floor, as well as the 

SOEP variable indicating window refurbishment. Depending on the status of refurbishment, 

the corresponding U-value is attributed to each component.  

Based on these data preparations, the final calculations can be carried out. For heating 

requirements, the sum of all U-values multiplied by the respective surface is calculated. To 

this, the air exchange coefficient taken from the IWU typology is added. This yields the heat 

loss for each dwelling in the database. Subsequently, the useful energy is calculated, for 

which the heat loss is multiplied by the heating degree days (differentiated according to the 

federal state), by the modulation reflecting the heating regimes, as well as by the 

intermittency. The final energy demand is determined by dividing the useful energy by the 

efficiency of the heating system. Finally, the energy demand is divided by two for the heating 

regimes three and four, i.e. those dwellings that are over-dimensioned.  

In sum, the following formulas are used to calculate final energy demand for heating:  

 

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  ∑(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑈 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) + 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒  

 

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =  𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛  

 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
 

 

For DHW, the efficiency of the heating system is determined in the same way as described 

above. In order to determine final energy demand, information provided by RWI (2011, p. 

12) is used which states that annual DHW final consumption per person for households with 
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electric DHW systems is 400 kWh. As the efficiency of electric DHW is 1, we deduce that 

the useful energy need is 400 kWh / person. This value can be used in order to calculate final 

energy demand irrespective of the energy type used. Based on this value, it is possible to 

calculated final DHW energy demand by using the following formula:  

 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝐻𝑊 =  
400

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
∗ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑠  

 

Some households in SOEP indicate that they use solar energy for the provision of DHW. 

According to expert opinion (P. Nogues, EIFER, personal communication, February 2016; 

U. Bigalke, dena, personal communication, February 2016), it is not realistic to assume that 

these households can cover all their DHW consumption exclusively with solar energy. 

Therefore, I consider that these households use the same energy for DHW as for heating and 

calculate their DHW requirements accordingly. In a second step, I deduct 45% from the final 

energy demand for those households using solar energy. According to DIN V 4701-1030, the 

coverage rate of solar energy can reach 55% in ideal conditions. Since it is very unlikely that 

this is the case for all SOEP households, I have reduced the original value to 45%.  

In the last two calculation steps, energy requirements for cooking, household appliances and 

lighting are assigned to each household. The information provided by RWI concerning 

average consumption of households per square meter is used for this calculation. The 

respective value for SFH and MFH is multiplied by the living area of each SOEP household. 

The energy costs are determined by multiplying the respective energy demand with the 

energy price for the type of energy used (with energy prices corresponding to the year of 

analysis). For electricity prices, regional disparities are taken into account via an electricity 

price index, which is based on information provided by Stromauskunft (Stromauskunft nd)31. 

A ratio is created for each federal state. The electricity price index takes account of the fact 

that electricity prices differ from one region to another, mainly due to differences in network 

charges. Network charges have to be paid at the place where electricity is generated and 

since production sites are quite unequally distributed throughout Germany (renewable 

energies included), regional disparities arise. Furthermore, since the expense for networks 

and their extension is carried by the inhabitants of the respective region, the charge carried 

by each inhabitant is higher in rural regions with low population density. According to 

Ammon et al. (2013, p. 71), in 2012, the network charge in East Germany was on average 

1ct/kWh above the charge in West Germany. The energy price index can be found in the 

appendix to this chapter.  

The sum of energy requirements for heating, DHW, cooking, household appliances and 

lighting yields the final annual energy requirements for each household. The sum of each 

                                                 

30 Energy efficiency of heating and ventilation systems in buildings - Part 10: Heating, domestic hot water 

supply, ventilation. 
31 Stromauskunft provides electricity prices of the least expensive local energy provider for 1437 German 

communes. The data used here reflects electricity prices in 2014, since time series are not available.   
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energy requirement multiplied by the respective energy prices yields the final annual 

required energy costs per household.  

Furthermore, for the calculation of the LIHC indicator, energy costs are adjusted for 

household size and composition (see chapter 7.2 for more details, for critique on this 

approach see Moore, 2011). For the equivalization of energy costs, a specific scale is 

calculated based on the energy costs and income variables used for the LIHC indicator. This 

means that at the difference to income equivalization, for which the OECD AHC equivalence 

scale is used, energy costs equivalization is based on a scale specifically generated for this 

purpose. The equivalence scale for energy costs is calculated by using the average modelled 

energy bill of each household type for those households with typical incomes, i.e. those with 

incomes inside a range of 20% below and above the national median. The respective factors 

are then determined by dividing the average modelled energy bill of each household type by 

the energy bill of the reference household, namely a couple without children (Hills 2012b, 

p. 182). This calculation is carried out over several years. The final equivalence factors are 

then calculated as the average of these years (Hills 2012b, p. 183). The energy costs of each 

household are then multiplied with the corresponding equivalence factor.  

Table 10: Equivalence scale 

 Equivalence factor 

  

One person 0.8 

Couple without children 1 

Single parent 0.9 

Couple with dependent child(ren) 1.2 

Other multi-person household 1.2 

Source: author, based on calculation method described in Hills (2012b, p. 182f). 

 

7.6.2 Data verification 

In order to verify the viability of the data retrieved from the energy model, I use an external 

source to compare the results. The German energy agency (dena) provides comparable data 

for the average energy requirement per m² and per year for different building types. This 

data is retrieved from energy performance certificates that are based on an energy 
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requirement calculation32. Dena collects the data from these certificates in a central database. 

The exemplary results from my analysis are based on 2009 data. Figure 19 gives an overview 

of average energy requirements for heating and DHW for different building types.  

 

 

Figure 19: Average domestic energy requirements in kwh/(m²a) per building type , own analysis (2009) 

compared to dena. Source: dena (2015, p. 40), author. 

Single-family houses (SFH) are displayed on the left and multi-family houses (MFH) on the 

right. The blue columns represent the aggregated energy need per building type derived from 

the energy model and the orange columns represent the values taken from dena. The roman 

numbers I to III refer to the age category, with I being the oldest and III the most recent age 

category. The values are quite similar, even though for most building types (with the 

exception of MFH I), the results from the energy model are overestimated as compared to 

dena. However, the order of magnitude is coherent, with multi-family houses consuming 

less than single family houses in the same age category. The differences can be explained by 

the fact that energy performance certificates are issued on-site with exact knowledge of 

building parameters (even though it seems that often rules of thumb are applied), whereas 

for the modelling of energy requirements, a number of hypothesis needs to be put forward 

due to data limitations. Furthermore, the age categories do not exactly correspond for the 

second and third category. In my analysis, the second category refers to buildings 

constructed until 1995 and the third categories to buildings constructed afterwards, whereas 

in the dena database, the second category refers to buildings constructed until 1990 and the 

third to buildings constructed afterwards. However, it is the first building age category that 

                                                 

32 In Germany, two different types of energy performance certificates exist: one based on energy consumption 

and one based on energy requirements.  
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is the most prevalent, with 36% of households living in SFH I and 39% of households living 

in MFH I in 2009.  

In spite of these slight differences observed between the two data sources, I consider the data 

of the energy model sufficiently close to the observed energy requirements as provided by 

dena to carry out an analysis of fuel poverty in Germany.  

7.7 Descriptive statistics 

In this section, I present some descriptive statistics that give an idea of the underlying 

dynamics of fuel poverty. As described in chapter 1, fuel poverty is mainly driven by high 

energy prices, low income and poor energy efficiency of the housing stock. The following 

figures highlight the evolution of these main influencing factors. Figure 20 provides an 

overview of the evolution of energy prices between 2009 and 2013.  

 

 

Figure 20: Energy prices for all energy types, 2009-2013. Source: author, based on BMWi (2015), German 

Pellet Institute (2015), CARMEN e.V. (nd) and TFZ (nd). 

The figure shows that energy prices stayed more or less stable over the analyzed time span, 

with the exception of electricity. Electricity prices are much higher than prices for the 

remaining energy types, and increase significantly over time. Since electricity prices highly 

dominate this figure, I removed this energy type in the following figure in order to give a 

better overview of the evolution of the remaining energy types.  
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Figure 21: Energy prices for all energy types except electricity, 2009-2013. Source: author, based on BMWi 

(2015), German Pellet Institute (2015), CARMEN e.V. (nd) and TFZ (nd). 

It becomes more evident from this figure that the cost for other energy types also increases 

over time, above all those for heating oil and district heating. For gas and district heating, 

prices decreased slightly in 2010.  

As far as income is concerned, the situation has stayed relatively stable from 2009 to 2013, 

as the following figure demonstrates.  

 

 

Figure 22: Weighted median income and weighted risk of poverty line, 2009-2013. Source: author based on 

SOEP. 
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Median income has slightly increased between 2009 and 2013, but stayed almost unchanged 

from 2010 to 2012. Correspondingly, the risk of poverty line (60% of median income) has 

also increased, i.e. that households need a slightly higher income in order not to be 

considered at risk of poverty. However, since this overall tendency might mask more subtle 

developments concerning the distribution of income, I also compare income classes (in 

quartiles) over time, as illustrated in the following figure.  

 

 

Figure 23: Income distribution per income quartile, 2009-2013. Source: author based on SOEP. 

From this figure, we can conclude that also the income distribution in quartiles rests very 

stable over the course of time. The part of the 25% of the poorest households remains 

unchanged, whereas the part of the 25% of the wealthiest households slightly increases and 

the second quartile slightly decreases.  

Furthermore, I have analyzed the energy efficiency of the housing stock by calculating the 

amount of heat lost via the building envelope, i.e. the sum of all U-values multiplied by the 

respective surface plus air exchange. Since the refurbishment status of a dwelling is reflected 

by the U-values used, this calculation gives an idea of thermal improvements of the building 

stock over time. The results show that there was a slight decrease of the average heat loss 

over time (from 286 W/K in 2009 to 270 W/K in 2013), i.e. a slight improvement of the 

thermal efficiency. However, the value stays unchanged when put in relation to the surface 

area of the dwelling. Therefore, it seems that there has been no effective progress in terms 

of thermal efficiency. Furthermore, there is no gap in the development of energy efficiency 

between wealthy and low-income households. An analysis of heat loss per income quartile 

shows that energy efficiency has not only improved in wealthy but also in low-income 

households.  
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However, the results presented here have to be considered with caution, since they derive 

from my own calculations (see chapter 7.6). This means that the data presented here reflects 

the hypotheses put forward in the energy model and does not necessarily correspond exactly 

to the real world situation. However, it is more suitable to display this data than external data 

sources, since it is this data that is used for the analysis and that will affect the results 

presented here. When it comes to the interpretation of the results, this is the only data that 

allows to draw appropriate conclusions.   

7.8 The final calculation 

After the preparation of all the necessary data and the calculation of the energy model, the 

two fuel poverty indicators can be calculated. For the 10% measure, before housing costs 

(BHC) and unequivalized income data, as well as unequivalized modelled energy 

expenditure are used, whereas for the LIHC indicator, AHC equivalized income data and 

equivalized modelled energy bills are used.  

Concerning the 10% indicator, for each household, the modelled energy costs are divided by 

income. If the resulting ratio exceeds 10%, the household is considered fuel poor. The 

weighted sum of fuel poor households as compared to the weighted sum of all households 

then yields the proportion of households affected by fuel poverty.  

For the LIHC indicator, the first step consists in defining the income and energy costs 

thresholds. As a reminder, the income threshold is equal to the risk of poverty line, which is 

defined as 60% of national median income. The energy costs threshold corresponds to the 

national median of energy expenses. In order to calculate these thresholds, it is necessary to 

take into account the weighting factor of each household, since the weight of each household 

influences the assignment of the 50% cut-off point33. Once these general thresholds are 

specified, individual income thresholds are calculated for each household by adding the 

household’s equivalized energy bill to the general income threshold. This yields a general 

energy costs threshold, which is equal for all households, and specific household income 

thresholds, based on the general income threshold. A household is considered to be in fuel 

poverty if it has energy costs above the general energy costs threshold and an income below 

the household income threshold. Furthermore, the fuel poverty gap is calculated by 

deducting households’ individual energy costs from the energy costs threshold for those 

households identified as fuel poor.  

                                                 

33 The median is defined as the point which divides a population in two, with 50% of the population above and 

50% below the median.  
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7.9 Results 

This section is dedicated to the presentation of the results for the two fuel poverty indicators: 

the LIHC and the 10% indicator. The following table and figure give an overview of the 

results.  

Table 11: Overview of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009 – 2013. 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
      

10% indicator  

 Percentage 16 19 16 19 19 

 Number of HH (million) 6.2 7.3 6.2 7.3 7.9 
      

LIHC indicator  

 Percentage 9 9 9 9 10 

 Number of HH (million) 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.5 

Source: author. 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Illustration of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009-2013. Source: author. 

 

As might have been expected due to the different functioning of each indicator, the results 

differ considerably between the LIHC and the 10% indicator. According to the 10% 

indicator, much more households were in fuel poverty between 2009 and 2013 as according 

to the LIHC indicator (about twice as much). In addition, the results for the LIHC indicator 

are much more stable over the course of time than the results for the 10% indicator. This is 
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due to the fact that the LIHC indicator is based on two dynamic thresholds instead of a fixed 

ratio, as is the case for the 10% indicator. The overlap of households identified as fuel poor 

between the two indicators is only 26% (in 2009). 

As described in chapter 4.1, the German welfare system provides systematic support for the 

payment of energy bills. In order to get a better understanding of the impact this provision 

has concerning the extent (and depth) of fuel poverty, I carry out a separate analysis in which 

these payments are taken into account. Chapter 4.1 showed that there is a broad range of 

definitions of what is considered “appropriate costs” for heating in different municipalities. 

Furthermore, the actual energy bills of each household differ considerably. This variety 

cannot be accurately taken into account in the calculation. However, statistics on the average 

reimbursement per type of household and per year for households receiving basic income 

support were made available by the Federal Labor Office upon request (Bundesagentur für 

Arbeit 2016). Taking into account these values in the calculation gives an idea of the impact 

the social welfare system has on the occurrence of fuel poverty. For those households 

receiving basic income support, I deduct the average reimbursements per type of household 

and year from the heating and DHW costs of the respective household. The energy costs of 

these households are therefore decreased and it can be assumed that some of these 

households are no longer considered fuel poor. However, note that for the LIHC indicator, 

reducing the energy costs for some households also potentially reduces the median energy 

cost of the whole population, i.e. that the energy costs threshold would be lower than before. 

When both the households’ energy costs and the threshold decrease, the overall position of 

the household might not change considerably. Therefore, the LIHC indicator is likely to be 

less sensible to the consideration of social security policy in the calculation than the 10% 

indicator.  

As far as electricity consumption for cooking and specific uses of electricity is concerned, 

households covered by the social security system receive a monthly lump-sum payment that 

is supposed to cover this element of expenditure. The overall income support is included in 

the income variable (post-government income) and is therefore already taken into account 

in the general calculation. It is therefore not possible to determine the impact this measure 

has on fuel poverty. As compared to the general calculation, the households’ position with 

respect to the thresholds will not change.  

The following table and figure give an overview of the results.  
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Table 12: Overview of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009 – 2013, with social assistance. 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
      

10%  indicator  

 Percentage 15 18 15 17 19 

 Number of HH (million) 5.6 6.8 5.7 6.7 7.2 
      

LIHC indicator  

 Percentage 8 8 8 8 8 

 Number of HH (million) 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.2 

Source: author. 

 

 

Figure 25: Illustration of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009-2013, with social assistance. Source: 

author. 

 

The overall tendency of the two indicators rests comparable to the general results. However, 

when the effect of social assistance on heating expenses is taken into account, the amount of 

households in fuel poverty is one to two percentage points lower than in the general 

calculation (for both indicators). Furthermore, integrating social assistance into the 

calculation attenuates the peak observed for 2012 for the 10% indicator (see figure 24 

above). The LIHC indicator is even more stable than in the general calculation, remaining at 

a level of 8% over the whole period.  

Another question emerges when looking at the results presented so far: How can the 

fluctuations observed for the 10% indicator be explained? According to Hills (2011, 2012b), 

the 10% indicator is highly sensitive to energy prices, whereas the LIHC indicator attenuates 

their impact. Therefore, intuitively, it could be concluded that the volatility of the 10% 
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indicator is directly linked to energy price fluctuations. However, as observed in chapter 7.7, 

the evolution of energy prices does not correspond to the pattern observed for the 10% 

indicator. Whereas the 10% indicator increases between 2009 and 2010, energy prices fell 

for gas and district heating in the same period. Gas and district heating are the energy types 

used by about 70% of households. The most important energy price increases occurred from 

2010 on (with the exception of heating oil, which already augmented considerably between 

2009 and 2010). This means that there have to be other reasons for the increase in fuel poor 

households identified with the 10% indicator. However, as described in chapter 7.7, neither 

income nor energy efficiency, the two other main factors having an impact on fuel poverty, 

have changed considerably between 2009 and 2013.  

The solution lies elsewhere: Since I am interested in the impact the objective situation might 

have on the emergence of the issue on the political agenda, I have used actual annual climate 

data, i.e. data that reflects the real temperature for a given year. This approach is the most 

loyal in terms of finding out about the actual problem pressure as experienced by the 

population. However, it turns out that the results for the 10% indicator are highly correlated 

with temperature fluctuations. The following table and graph show the same results as for 

the general calculation, but calculated with climate-adjusted data, i.e. long-term average 

temperature.  
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Table 13: Overview of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009 – 2013, climate-adjusted. 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
      

10% indicator  

 Percentage 17 17 19 20 19 

 Number of HH (million) 6.6 6.4 7.3 7.6 7.7 
      

LIHC indicator  

 Percentage 9 9 10 9 10 

 Number of HH (million) 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.5 

Source: author. 

 

 

Figure 26: Illustration of results, LIHC and 10% indicator, 2009-2013, climate-adjusted. Source: author. 

 

These results are more consistent with the expectations linked to each indicator. The 

tendency observed for the LIHC indicator rests similar to the one observed above. However, 

the 10% indicator is much more correlated with the evolution of energy prices, with a slight 

decrease in 2010 (6.6 vs. 6.4 million households), followed by a steady increase until 2013 

(7.7 million households).  

As described in more detail in chapter 7.2, a specificity of the LIHC indicator is that it allows 

to measure the depth of fuel poverty. For this, a fuel poverty gap is calculated by deducting 

households’ individual energy costs from the energy costs threshold. We would expect rising 

energy prices to be reflected by an increased fuel poverty gap, since higher energy prices 

disproportionally affect households living in the less energy efficient buildings, thus 

deepening the gap. The following figure gives an overview of the evolution of the fuel 

poverty gap for the different calculation variants.  
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Figure 27: Aggregated fuel poverty gap, 2009-2013. Source: author. 

 

The results indicate that irrespective of the calculation variant, the fuel poverty gap has 

increased over the course of time, particularly since 2011. This means that the distance 

between the energy costs of fuel poor households and the energy costs thresholds, or what 

is considered “reasonable spending”, increases.  

Concerning the research question whether the material situation might have had an impact 

on the emergence of the issue on the political agenda, the results indicate that there actually 

was a deterioration of the situation between 2011 and 2012. It was exactly at this moment in 

time that the topic began to gain considerable public attention. The 10% indicator shows an 

increase in fuel poor households in all three calculation variants for this time slot. While the 

LIHC indicator does not exhibit such an increase, the fuel poverty gap indicates that the 

situation has worsened over the course of time (beginning in 2011) for those households in 

fuel poverty.  

Social assistance seems to attenuate the problem, but cannot counteract the overall evolution, 

i.e. an increase in fuel poverty as measured by the 10% indicator and an extended fuel 

poverty gap. Depending on the climate data used, the interpretation of results is somewhat 

different. When actual annual climate data is used, fuel poverty not only experiences an 

increase from 2011 on, but also a peak in 2010. When climate-adjusted data is used, fuel 

poverty is more closely correlated with energy price increases from 2010 onwards (for the 

10% indicator). When it comes to evaluating the impact the material dimension might have 

had on the emergence of fuel poverty on the political agenda, this is an interesting point. 

Fuel poverty emerged as a political topic after 2011, but was not yet seriously discussed in 

2010. From this it can be concluded that the material dimension did not have an isolated 

impact on the emergence of the topic, since if this were the case, the topic should have 
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emerged in 2010 already, when the problem became worse due to a cold winter. This means 

that the material dimension does not seem to have a direct impact on agenda-setting, but that 

other forces have to intervene in the process. In this case, it seems that the perception of 

people did play a decisive role. This means that rising energy prices (after 2010) were 

perceived as more problematic than a cold winter (in 2010) (or at least, more prone to 

political intervention). This corresponds to the insights from the expert interviews (see 

chapter 5). The great majority of interview partners associated the emergence of fuel poverty 

as a public topic with the rise in energy prices. It seems that, in isolation, a worsening of the 

objective situation does not necessarily trigger public or political interest in an issue. 

However, if the issue is linked to another salient topic, such as was the case for energy price 

increases, it is more likely to gain attention.  

What is interesting concerning the decision agenda is that according to both indicators, the 

situation did not get better between 2012 and 2013. Quite the opposite: For each indicator, 

there is rather an increase in the number of affected households. This means that the neglect 

of fuel poverty in the coalition agreement in 2013 cannot be explained by an easing of tension 

as compared to 2012. This indicates that the material dimension did not have an impact on 

how the topic was considered on the decision agenda.  

However, even if the results point to a deteriorated situation, it is also important to highlight 

that in the observed time frame, the extent of fuel poverty increased by a maximum of four 

percentage points for the 10% indicator. Is it justified to postulate a deteriorated situation 

given an increase of this magnitude? Here, we come back to the problem broached in chapter 

3.6, that counting always implies drawing boundaries. In this case, the question would be at 

what level a problem can be considered serious and an increase of what magnitude might be 

considered acceptable. This question is even more difficult to answer when different 

indicators are available that yield quite different results. However, it can always be argued 

that the problem is serious for those households that experience it, even if it touches only a 

relatively small part of the population.  

Concerning the question of boundaries and thresholds that determine the seriousness of a 

problem and the necessity of political measures, an international comparison might yield 

interesting insights. As has been mentioned above, in other countries with comparable socio-

economic conditions, such as the UK and France, fuel poverty is politically recognized and 

political measures targeted at fuel poor households have been implemented. If in these 

countries, fuel poverty was more severe, it could be concluded that political responses are to 

be expected only when problem pressure reaches a certain level. However, a comparison 

between Germany, the UK and France for the year 2013 shows that the magnitude of the 

problem is quite equal in all three countries (see table 14). For the comparison, I use results 

published by Imbert et al. (2016) for France, and the annual fuel poverty statistics report 

published by DECC (2015) for the UK.  
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Table 14: Comparison of the extent of fuel poverty between Germany, France and the UK. 

 10% indicator LIHC indicator 
   

Germany 19% 10% 

France 19% 10% 

UK 17% 10% (for England only) 

Source: author, DECC (2015, pp. 17, 76), Imbert et al. (2016, p. 83). 

  

In sum, my results allow to conclude that there was an increase in the problem in the 

observed time frame and that this hints at an impact of the material dimension in the agenda-

setting process. Even though it is difficult to say with certainty to what extent the material 

dimension influenced the agenda-setting process, at least, the results demonstrate that the 

topic was not put on the agenda in a context where the material dimension did not change or 

even improved. When assuming that the material dimension did have an impact, it should 

be noted that it did not act in isolation. Energy price increases and the attention attributed to 

this topic operated as an intervening variable.  

When it comes to the decision agenda, the results indicate that the material dimension did 

not have any impact. The topic was not considered in the coalition agreement, even though 

the situation did not improve. This could be seen as an indication that different mechanisms 

are at force at different agenda stages when it comes to the impact of the material dimension. 

Furthermore, a comparison of the extent of fuel poverty in Germany, France and the UK 

suggests that there are no threshold effects that would explain that a topic becomes part of 

the decision agenda only when it reaches a certain level of severity. In France and the UK, 

the topic seems to have the same magnitude as in Germany in 2013. However, while the 

German government does not formally recognize fuel, in France and in the UK, the topic is 

politically dealt with. It may be argued that in these countries, the problem was more 

pronounced at the moment of political recognition (2001 in the UK and 2009 in France), but 

the figures found in the two publications cited above for earlier years do not corroborate this 

assumption (DECC 2015, p. 17; Imbert et al. 2016, p. 81).  

7.10  Discussion of findings 

The interpretation of results obtained from the analysis of the material dimension, based on 

the 10% and the LIHC indicator, strongly depends on which indicator is chosen. With the 

10% indicator, more people are found to be living in fuel poverty than with the LIHC 

indicator. Depending on the calculation method and the year, about twice as many 

households are considered to be in fuel poverty with the 10% indicator. Furthermore, the 

evolution of fuel poverty is quite volatile when measured with this indicator. Interestingly, 

the fluctuations differ depending on the climate data used. With actual annual climate data, 

fuel poverty peaks in 2010, which points to a cold winter, and continues to rise until 2013 
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after a temporary drop in 2011. With climate-adjusted data, fuel poverty slightly decreases 

in 2010 and then continually increases until 2013. This reflects quite closely the evolution 

observed for energy prices. Social assistance slightly extenuates the problem, but does not 

inhibit that the extent and severity of fuel poverty (as measured with the 10% indicator and 

the fuel poverty gap, respectively) increases over time.  

Irrespective of the calculation method, fuel poverty increases between 2011 and 2012 (as 

measured with the 10% indicator and the fuel poverty gap). This hints to the impact of the 

material dimension on agenda-setting, since it was at this moment in time that the topic 

attracted political interest. While these results do not allow to conclude with certainty that 

the material dimension was really the main driver for the topic to rise on the agenda, it can 

at least be concluded that fuel poverty did not become a political topic in the absence of a 

worsened situation.  

However, given that the timing of political interest rather follows the evolution of energy 

price increases (which becomes manifest for the 10% indicator when using climate-adjusted 

data), it can be assumed that the material dimension did not have an exclusive impact on the 

emergence of the topic on the political agenda. If this were the case, fuel poverty should 

have been considered earlier, since the analysis based on actual annual climate data (which 

more loyally reflects the actual problem pressure) hints at an increase in fuel poverty in 2010. 

This means that the material dimension might have an impact on agenda-setting, but only 

when people come to perceive the problem as such, which is facilitated when it can be linked 

to another, more salient topic. This pushing effect seems to facilitate agenda entrance of a 

new topic. In the case study presented here, it appears that fuel poverty could piggyback on 

the salient topic of increasing energy prices. This means that the perception of a problem is 

a more important driver of agenda-setting than problem pressure alone. The 10% indicator 

(and to some extent the fuel poverty gap) is better suited to trace the perceived worsening of 

the situation. The fact that this indicator reacts sensibly to energy price changes corresponds 

to the opinion expressed by many interview partners that fuel poverty became a topic of 

political interest in the wake of energy price increases.  

In addition, the results suggest that objective conditions cannot explain why fuel poverty 

became a non-policy in Germany, i.e. that it was neglected on the decision agenda. There is 

no evidence that the situation became less problematic in 2013. Rather, the results point to a 

slight increase in the number of fuel poor households at the moment of non-decision making. 

A comparison with other countries, where fuel poverty has gained formal policy status, 

shows that the phenomenon has an equal weight in these countries. This suggests that there 

are not necessarily threshold effects which would justify political interest as soon as a certain 

level of severity is reached.  

Concerning the research question on the impact of the material dimension on policymaking, 

the analysis has shown the difficulties of selecting a reliable indicator (see also Hills 2011). 

While the 10% indicator has been largely criticized, it must be noted that the analysis with 

this indicator has yielded important insights concerning the subtleties of fuel poverty in 

Germany. Had the analysis been carried out exclusively with the LIHC indicator, the 
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findings of the case study would have been quite different. Even though this indicator might 

yield more stable and sensitive results and its calculation corresponds to the state of the art 

in poverty research, in the case study presented here, its usefulness in explaining 

policymaking dynamics is questionable. 

The choice of indicators is also relevant when it comes to the question of how reliable the 

interpretation of results is (see chapter 3.3 and 3.6). Depending on the indicator, the 

conclusions drawn from the analysis can be quite different. This was not so much the case 

for the two indicators presented here, since the general tendencies remain comparable (at 

least when the fuel poverty gap is taken into account). However, other fuel poverty indicators 

exist and the results will always depend on the indicator used. In addition, results might also 

be sensitive to the hypotheses put forward in the energy model, and certainly are so in terms 

of the kind of data used (actual or climate-corrected data).  

7.11  Conclusion 

This part of the case study was dedicated to the analysis of the impact the material dimension 

has on agenda-setting and non-policymaking in the case of fuel poverty in Germany. The 

analysis was carried out with the two most commonly used fuel poverty indicators – the 10% 

and the LIHC indicator. In order to use these indicators in their original version, it is 

necessary to determine households’ energy requirements. Since not all necessary data for the 

calculation of energy requirements is available in Germany in one single database, different 

data sets had to be merged. In addition, several variables had to be generated with the help 

of auxiliary variables. Furthermore, in the energy model, a number of hypotheses has been 

put forward, either due to data restrictions, or in order to adapt the British calculation method 

to the German context. The resulting aggregated and weighted energy requirements per 

building type have been compared to an external source (dena 2015). This comparison 

showed that despite a tendency of my results to slightly overestimate required consumption, 

the overall picture is comparable between the two data sources.  

The results of the final calculation revealed that fuel poverty did indeed increase from 2011 

on, suggesting that the material dimension might have had an impact on agenda-setting. 

However, a refined analysis using different climate data indicates that objective conditions 

did not operate in isolation. Rather, the emergence of fuel poverty on the political agenda 

seems to be linked with the perception of people that rising energy prices became an 

increasing problem. The salience of a related topic can therefore account to some extent for 

the interest attributed to fuel poverty. This finding is corroborated by the results derived from 

the analysis of the ideational dimension, which showed that fuel poverty emerged as a 

political topic within the debate on the energy transition and was therefore framed as an issue 

related to energy price increases. In this respect, the tendency of the literature to stress the 

role of ideational factors as intervening variables in policy processes where material factors 

operate (see in particular chapters 2, 3.1 and 3.2) is supported by the findings of this analysis. 
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Furthermore, the results suggest that objective conditions did not have any impact on the 

decision agenda, since an increase in fuel poverty did not result in any serious policy activity 

in this field. In this respect, the assumptions derived from the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory 

(PET, see chapter 3.3) yield interesting insights. PET stipulates that decision-making occurs 

when signals from the environment become too strong to be ignored. Applying the inversed 

causality logic, it may be concluded that signals were not strong enough in the case of fuel 

poverty to induce policymaking. Yet, PET also emphasizes that the objective needs are never 

exactly met by what is perceived to be reality. Therefore, according to PET, there is always 

a gap between the necessities of the real world and political activity. However, as briefly 

discussed in chapter 7.9, it is not clear, either, at what level a problem can be considered 

serious enough to necessitate political intervention. However, the fact that some of the 

interview partners claimed that there was a lack of the scientific knowledge concerning fuel 

poverty (see chapter 5.1), might indicate that the real dimension of the problem was not 

sufficiently well known by policymakers to take action.  

The role of scientific knowledge illustrates the importance of some kind of awareness-raising 

mechanism for an issue to get serious political attention. It is possible to imagine that 

objective conditions can have quite a strong impact on policymaking. However, the results 

indicate that at some point in time, human interpretation has a role to play. From this point 

of view, the ideational dimension would always have to interfere at some point in the agenda-

setting and decision-making process.  

The analysis yields first insights into the possible impact of the material dimension on 

policymaking. However, it also shows the limitations of this kind of research question. It is 

not surprising that research cannot succeed in objectively depicting the real world (see also 

the discussion in chapter 3.6 on strict and contextual constructivism). At some point in time, 

there will always be human bias in the analysis. The analysis showed how the interpretation 

of results also depends on the indicators chosen, on the kind of data used for analysis, etc. 

Therefore, it is not possible to determine the impact of the material dimension with certainty. 

As discussed in the Punctuated Equilibrium Theory (see chapter 3.3), indicators can only 

approximate but never precisely reflect the real nature of the problem at hand. Note that for 

the analysis of the ideational dimension, the same holds true to some extent. Research always 

struggles to provide the most loyal account of what happened in the real world, but 

researchers are always bound in their analysis by their subjective perspective. However, 

when it comes to the ideational dimension, the fact that results depend on the personal 

interpretation of each researcher is, while being considered undesirable, still accepted as 

being inevitable. Since the material dimension refers to objectively discernible facts, the 

introduction of human bias appears more problematic (see also Moses and Knutsen 2012, p. 

11).  

Due to the lack of detailed data for the calculation of energy requirements, my analysis 

depends on a number of hypotheses put forward in the energy model. This might have 

introduced bias in my analyses. Sensitivity analyses are often recommended to determine in 

how far the hypotheses influence the final results. I chose not to carry out sensitivity analyses 

since the comparison with external data sources did confirm the viability of the energy model 
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(comparison with dena 2015, Imbert et al. 2016 and DECC 2015). Furthermore, for my 

research question it is not absolutely necessary to carry out sensitivity analyses because I am 

primarily interested in the evolution of fuel poverty over time. Since I use the same approach 

for all the years in the evaluation period, biases in the calculation would have the same 

impact on all the years but would not impede a comparison over time.   

Furthermore, the results from a single case study do not allow to derive generalizable 

conclusions. International comparative case studies would certainly yield more robust 

findings. However, due to time constraints, it was not possible to carry out a detailed 

comparison within the framework of this dissertation. In addition, not all necessary data is 

available in different countries and for the data available, there can be quite important 

inconsistencies. For this reason, it is questionable if a harmonized analysis would be possible 

for different countries. As shown in chapter 7.9, however, it was possible to carry out a 

comparison of my results with existing findings from France and the UK. This comparison 

allowed a more thorough analysis of the research question. 

Further research on the impact of the material dimension on agenda-setting and non-

policymaking would allow to evaluate if additional evidence corroborates the findings 

presented here. In particular, a review of the hypotheses and the calculation approach used 

in the energy model could contribute to more robust data for the assessment of the material 

dimension. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see the results of other studies concerning 

the supposed interaction of material and ideational factors in the context of agenda-setting 

and the lack of impact material factors have concerning the decision agenda.  
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8 GENERAL CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The objective of this dissertation was to assess in how far ideational and material factors 

have an effect on agenda-setting and (non-)policymaking. Ideational factors have been 

defined in terms of human appraisal of a given situation or process, referring to the influence 

of ideas, beliefs and discourse in political processes. Material factors, on the other hand, are 

defined as the factual situation as it exists irrespective of human interpretation. The research 

question was analyzed by carrying out a case study on fuel poverty in Germany. Fuel poverty 

occurs when households experience difficulties in coping with the cost of domestic energy. 

The specificity of the German experience with fuel poverty is its emergence in the wake of 

the discussion on the costs of the energy transition. Notwithstanding the manifest public and 

political interest in the topic within this debate, in other words its rise on the political agenda, 

fuel poverty was not formally considered in the coalition agreement between CDU/CSU and 

SPD. This means that the topic did not reach the decision agenda and remained a non-policy.  

Before assessing the research questions empirically, I first resume the insights from the 

literature as well as theoretical assumptions regarding these questions. The literature review 

showed that the ensemble of agenda-setting and (non-)policymaking mechanisms I am 

interested in has not yet been covered in a single study. Altogether, the existing literature 

favors ideational aspects for the explanation of policy processes. Those studies dealing with 

the possible impact of material factors do not attribute them a central role for political 

processes. The same holds true for the common policy theories discussed in this dissertation: 

These theories deal primarily with ideational factors, while adopting different approaches of 

conceptualizing them. Material factors are only marginally treated. As far as non-

policymaking is concerned, some assumptions can be derived from the policy theories 

applying an inversed causality approach. This means that the lack of factors identified by 

these theories as conducive to policy change is considered a reason for non-policymaking. 

These insights are completed by theoretical assumptions dealing more explicitly with non-

policymaking. Interestingly, non-decisions are primarily ascribed to the strategies employed 

by issue opponents, while the role of issue proponents remains underexposed.   

Furthermore, I give an overview of important contextual elements of fuel poverty in 

Germany. Even though fuel poverty is not a genuine policy in Germany, several facets of it 

are considered within other domains. For example, welfare recipients receive support for the 

payment of energy bills and a program targeted at these households provides free of charge 

energy saving advice. Furthermore, I describe the role of the energy transition, i.e. how 

distributional impacts of the financing mechanisms came to be discussed and how different 

cleavage lines emerged concerning the positioning of relevant actors. The fact that the 

energy transition and fuel poverty are closely linked topics is surprising insofar as the energy 

transition concerns mainly electricity prices, whereas fuel poverty refers to all energy 

services in the household, whereof electricity constitutes a rather small proportion. The 

government (between CDU/CSU and the Liberal party), while not inclined to engage in the 

topic, had to take position on fuel poverty following a series of motions and inquiries 

introduced by the opposition. The answers of the government reveal that it focuses on 
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assuring affordable energy prices for all households, not just those on a low income. 

Furthermore, the government considers that the existing regulations offer sufficient 

protection and that no further measures are needed for potentially vulnerable households.  

In addition, expert interviews have been carried out in an effort to get a nuanced view of 

how fuel poverty is perceived by a variety of different actors. These actors are concerned, 

implicitly or explicitly, with fuel poverty in their daily work. The interviews revealed that 

on many topics included in the questionnaire, opinions diverge considerably. However, most 

actors agree that rising energy prices were one of the main reasons for fuel poverty to become 

a public topic. While some interviewees questioned the utility of distinguishing between 

income poverty and fuel poverty, others believe that fuel poverty is a genuine and serious 

problem, but only in some regions and probably not for a large number of people. The 

interviews revealed that the welfare system is considered an important pillar for the 

prevention of fuel poverty, while the potential gap between real costs as compared to covered 

costs is also discussed. The welfare system is also mentioned when it comes to the question 

why fuel poverty remained a niche topic for a long time. Furthermore, some interview 

partners consider unclear jurisdictional boundaries as one of the reasons. Concerning the role 

of the energy transition, most actors agree on the role it had for the emergence of fuel poverty 

in the public debate. Some interviewees also believe that fuel poverty has been exploited by 

some actors in order to torpedo the energy transition. The acceptance of the energy transition 

in the public is not considered to be influenced by how fuel poverty is dealt with but rather 

by how the cost increases are managed more generally. The great majority of interview 

partners believes that Germany complies with the demands of the European directives 

concerning the definition of vulnerable customers and the implementation of measures 

targeted at them. Again, the role of the welfare system is put forward, as well as the 

provisions for basic energy supply. The majority of actors also supports political measures 

to prevent and tackle fuel poverty, such as energy saving advice programs, a timely 

adjustment of transfer payments, or the prevention of power cuts, for example.  

The empirical analysis on the potential role of material and ideational factors for agenda-

setting and (non-)policymaking was carried out in a case study divided into two parts. For 

the analysis of the ideational factors, I used Discourse Network Analysis (DNA), a research 

method proposed by Leifeld (2009, 2010, 2012) that is suitable for the systematic analysis 

of discursive content and structure over time. The analysis is based on the two highest-

circulation daily German quality newspapers (FAZ and SZ) and comprises the time frame 

from May 2011 to September 2013. For the analysis of the material dimension, I use the two 

most prominent fuel poverty indicators: the 10% indicator (Boardman 1991) and the LIHC 

indicator (Hills 2011, 2012b). The reason for using two indicators is that they are expected 

to yield different results, which is an important element when discussing the potential impact 

of the material dimension. The time frame analyzed comprises the years 2009 until 2013.  

The case study indicates that both factors did to some extent exert influence. As far as the 

rise of fuel poverty on the political agenda is concerned, the findings show that there was 

indeed a deterioration of the situation from 2011 on, i.e. at the moment when fuel poverty 

began to raise public and political interest. However, the results also suggest that the material 
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dimension did not exert influence in isolation. Fine-grained analyses with the 10% indicator, 

based on different climate data, show that political attention to the topic is more closely 

correlated with an evolution of fuel poverty that follows energy price increases (which 

becomes apparent when using climate-adjusted data) than with an evolution that more 

closely reflects the real problem pressure (measured with actual climate data). This suggests 

that the material dimension did influence agenda entrance of fuel poverty, but only after 

having been associated with another salient topic, namely the rise in energy prices. This 

result is corroborated by the analysis of the ideational dimension, which shows that fuel 

poverty was an integral part of the overall debate on the rising electricity prices induced by 

the energy transition. This means that fuel poverty was perceived as part of the more ample 

problem concerning the costs of the energy transition. Agenda entrance was thus facilitated 

by the fact that fuel poverty could piggyback on this related topic. 

Interestingly, the conclusions drawn concerning the material dimension have only been 

possible due to the use of the 10% indicator. Fuel poverty as measured with the LIHC 

indicator does not show the same tendencies. While the fuel poverty gap allows to conclude 

that the severity of fuel poverty increased in the course of time, the extent of the problem 

does not change considerably, irrespective of the climate data used. This is an interesting 

finding concerning the conclusions drawn as to the impact of material factors on policy 

making, since they depend largely on the indicator used.  

The analysis does not allow to assess the relative impact of each factor for the consideration 

of fuel poverty on the political agenda. Indeed, it seems that the problem became more 

pressing at the moment where it was politically considered for the first time (as measured 

with the 10% indicator and the fuel poverty gap). Empirical evidence thus indicates that 

agenda entrance did at least not occur in the absence of a deteriorated situation. However, it 

still cannot be ruled out that political interest could have aroused in the absence of this 

deterioration and exclusively due to the way the issue was defined by relevant actors (or due 

to other factors not focused on in this dissertation). The same holds true for the impact of the 

ideational dimension, even though it is more difficult to imagine that this kind of issue 

succeeds in getting political agenda status in the absence of intervening ideational factors 

(such a constellation would rather be expected in the case of extreme events). Furthermore, 

the results from the analysis suggest that ideational aspects did not only have an isolated 

impact but that they could also have had an intervening role concerning the impact of the 

material dimension. Therefore, there is stronger indication that the ideational dimension was 

a constituent of political agenda-setting in the case of fuel poverty. However, it cannot be 

concluded with certainty to what extent ideational aspects were responsible for agenda 

entrance, and to what extent other factors were involved.  

As far as non-policymaking is concerned, the results indicate that the material dimension did 

not have any impact whatsoever. Even though the number of affected households was at its 

highest point at the moment when decision-making was to be expected (coalition 

agreement), fuel poverty was not considered on the decision agenda. A comparison with 

countries where fuel poverty has become a policy shows that non-policymaking cannot be 

justified by a lower level of severity (i.e. a lower percentage of affected households) as 
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compared to these countries, either. Concerning the role of the ideational dimension, on the 

other hand, the analysis suggests that proponents of the topic did not succeed in linking it to 

the wider debate. Fuel poverty became a marginalized dimension in the discourse in the 

course of time and other aspects of the overarching problem finally came to dominate the 

discourse. This suggests that advocates of fuel poverty were not able to present the topic in 

a convincing manner and could not mobilize supporters for their claims. Contrary to the 

theoretical assumptions concerning non-policymaking, it seems that non-decision making is 

rather due to unsuccessful issue definition by proponents than to prevention strategies 

developed by issue opponents. Altogether, the analysis showed that political conflict did not 

focus on fuel poverty and that there were no clear opponents seeking to prevent fuel poverty 

from being formally considered. 

Altogether, this dissertation has contributed to shed light on the dynamics inherent in 

agenda-setting and non-policymaking using the example of fuel poverty in Germany. While 

it was possible to provide explanations for these political processes when it comes to the role 

of objective conditions and ideational elements, it is also conceivable that other factors, not 

dealt with in this dissertation, did exert some influence. For example, one important aspect 

in this regard is the role of other issues on the decision agenda that compete for attention and 

limited agenda space. As described in chapter 3.3, a bottleneck of political attention and 

agenda crowding could explain why certain issues are not considered on the agenda at a 

certain moment in time. However, it was not possible within this dissertation to cover all 

topics on the political agenda that could potentially compete with fuel poverty for a place on 

the decision agenda. However, the fact that the debate on the energy transition was taken 

into account in the analysis gave an idea of how different dimensions of the same 

overarching topic can compete for agenda attention.  

Concerning the state of the art in the literature, as well as the theoretical assumptions 

concerning political processes, this study is to my knowledge the first one to systematically 

analyze the role of material and ideational factors at different stages of the agenda and their 

impact on non-policymaking. This dissertation has shown the merits of explicitly 

considering ideational and material elements in policy analysis. To date, policy theories do 

not systematically make use of this analytic distinction. In addition, they more thoroughly 

consider ideational factors and do not fully conceptualize the potential role of material 

factors in public policy. The assumptions put forward by these theories could only partially 

contribute to the explanation of the policy mechanisms that were subject to my analysis. 

Furthermore, the mechanisms leading to non-policymaking are barely discussed by these 

theories. Since the results of this dissertation show that non-policymaking seems to follow 

different dynamics than policy change, it could be beneficial to deal with this possible 

outcome more explicitly within the current policy theories. Furthermore, the results 

presented here show the limitations of the currently held theoretical assumptions concerning 

non-policymaking. The role of issue proponents remains underexposed, which is surprising 

in light of a conception of power that refers to the role of ideas. In addition, it is for the first 

time that fuel poverty has been empirically analyzed in the German context with the original 

version of the indicators used. While these indicators have been used in other studies (Heindl 
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2015; Schreiner 2015) for the assessment of fuel poverty in Germany, the calculations were 

carried out with actual consumption instead of required consumption data.  

The use of different indicators in the analysis of the material dimension showed that the 10% 

indicator, notwithstanding the various critiques it received, is more apt to uncover dynamics 

in fuel poverty that served to explain agenda-setting and policymaking processes. This is an 

important insight in terms of the still ongoing debate concerning the appropriateness of this 

indicator as compared to the LIHC indicator. Furthermore, DNA was used for the first time 

for the analysis of non-policymaking and proved an adequate research method for a research 

question that is considered methodologically difficult to assess.   

Further research is needed in order to show if the findings presented here can be confirmed 

by supplementary case studies, dealing with other countries or other political issues. For the 

moment, it is not possible to draw generalizations from the results of this single case study. 

Yet, as noted by Kingdon (2011, p. 224), policy processes are “very complicated, fluid, and 

seemingly unpredictable phenomena”, making it difficult to ever arrive at general 

conclusions, valid across different areas (see also Jones and Baumgartner 2005, p. 111). 

Concerning the findings of this case study on fuel poverty in Germany, it would be 

interesting to see the results of studies investigating the same research question but applying 

other research methods.  

In addition, further investigations into the validity of the energy model for the estimation of 

energy requirements would be welcome. As described in chapter 7.4 to 7.6, the modelling 

of energy requirements depends on a number of hypotheses. Furthermore, since no single 

database comprises all the relevant information, several data sources had to be merged. 

Comparisons with external data sources showed that the result from the energy model 

captures the overall consumption tendencies for different building types fairly well, but 

additional research could contribute to further improve the results. A genuine 

interdisciplinary approach is needed for this kind of analysis, bringing together social 

scientist and engineering competences. However, not only the approach for the estimation 

of energy requirements should be reviewed. Research on this topic would very much benefit 

from the integration of the variables needed for the modelling of energy requirements in 

existing databases (such as SOEP, the Income and Consumption Survey and the Micro 

Census). Another alternative would be to harmonize existing databases specialized on 

building characteristics (such as the data provided by IWU), with databases more focused 

on household characteristics (such as SOEP, for example), in order to facilitate merging.   
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 5 

 

Interview guide (in German) 

Kontext: Wir führen ein Forschungsprojekt durch, in dem es um die Frage geht, ob 

Energiearmut in Deutschland ein gesellschaftliches Problem darstellt. Im Zusammenhang 

mit der Energiewende ist das Thema momentan in den Medien sehr präsent, die Faktenlage 

allerdings ist äußerst dünn. Unser Forschungsprojekt möchte dazu beitragen, dass sich dies 

ändert. Dazu führen wir in einem ersten Schritt Experteninterviews durch, um uns ein 

besseres Bild davon machen zu können, welche Vorstellungen und Meinungen zum Thema 

Energiearmut in Deutschland vorherrschen und wie das Thema von verschiedenen Akteuren 

wahrgenommen und diskutiert wird.  

- Hinweis auf Anonymität; Hinweis auf Auswertung; Hinweis auf Aufnahme 

- Ergebnisse werden veröffentlicht und können dann auch von Interviewpartnern 

eingesehen werden 

- Frage nach Unklarheiten vorneweg 

 

Eingangsfragen:  

- Wann haben Sie zum ersten Mal von Energiearmut gehört? 

- Seit wann beschäftigen Sie sich mit dem Thema Energiearmut?  

- Inwiefern hängt Ihre Arbeit mit diesem Thema zusammen? 

- Stellt Ihrer Meinung nach Energiearmut in Deutschland ein ernst zu nehmendes 

Problem dar? Bitte begründen Sie Ihre Einschätzung!  

Definition des Phänomens/Datenlage:  

- Was sind Ihrer Meinung nach die wesentlichen Einflussfaktoren, die zu 

Energiearmut führen?  

- Sind Ihnen Definitionen des Phänomens Energiearmut bekannt? Welche?  

- Haben Sie/Hat Ihre Institution eine eigene Definition erarbeitet?  

- Welchen Ansatz würden Sie verfolgen, um Energiearmut zu definieren? 

 

- Gibt es Ihres Wissens nach Bestrebungen, das Ausmaß an Energiearmut in 

Deutschland zu quantifizieren? Von wem werden diese Bestrebungen 

vorangetrieben? Welcher Ansatz wird dabei verfolgt?  

- Welchen Ansatz würden Sie verfolgen, um das Ausmaß an Energiearmut in 

Deutschland zu quantifizieren? 

- Ist Ihnen bekannt, wie viele Stromsperren in Deutschland pro Jahr vorgenommen 

werden? Ist Ihnen bekannt, wie viele davon auf einkommensschwache Haushalte 

fallen? 
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Das Aufkommen des Themas in Deutschland:  

- Was würden Sie sagen, seit wann wird das Thema Energiearmut in Deutschland 

öffentlich diskutiert? 

- In anderen Ländern wie GB und Frankreich gibt es schon seit einiger Zeit offizielle 

Definitionen und Maßnahmen zur Bekämpfung von Energiearmut. Wie ist es Ihrer 

Meinung nach zu erklären, dass das Thema Energiearmut in Deutschland erst in 

jüngster Zeit diskutiert wird?  

- Denken Sie, dass dies daran liegt, dass das Problem in Deutschland nicht stark 

ausgeprägt ist? (Beispielsweise aufgrund eines starken Sozialsystem und guter 

Energieeffizienz im Wohngebäudebereich) 

- Oder gibt es andere Gründe?  

o (z.B. stark ausgeprägter gesellschaftlicher Konsens für die Umsetzung 

klimapolitischer Ziele, was dazu geführt hat, dass Kostenaspekte zunächst 

in den Hintergrund gerückt sind? Immerhin ist Deutschland das einzige 

Land, das sich in dieser Konsequenz für einen Atomausstieg entschieden 

hat;  

o dezidierte politische Entscheidung, um kein „neues Fass aufzumachen“;  

o unklar, wer dafür zuständig ist, (Bundesministeriums für Arbeit und 

Soziales, Umweltministerium, Wirtschaftsministerium bzw. Zuständigkeit 

des Bundes, der Länder, der Gemeinden?) 

Energiewende:    

- Welche Rolle spielt Ihrer Meinung die Energiewende in der Debatte um 

Energiearmut? 

- Gibt es Ihrer Meinung nach Verlierer und Gewinner der Energiewende?  

- Gibt es Ihrer Meinung nach einen Zusammenhang zwischen der gesellschaftlichen 

Akzeptanz der Energiewende und dem Thema Energiearmut?  

Europäische Richtlinie: 

- Hat Deutschland Ihrer Ansicht nach genug getan, um den Richtlinien 2009/72/EG 

und 2009/73/EG des europäischen Parlaments und des Rates gerecht zu werden.  

Textauszug: Die Energiearmut wird in der Gemeinschaft zu einem immer größeren 

Problem. Mitgliedstaaten, die davon betroffen sind, sollten deshalb, falls dies noch 

nicht geschehen ist, nationale Aktionspläne oder einen anderen geeigneten Rahmen 

zur Bekämpfung der Energiearmut schaffen, die zum Ziel haben, die Zahl der 

darunter leidenden Menschen zu verringern. Die Mitgliedstaaten sollten in jedem 

Fall eine ausreichende Energieversorgung für schutzbedürftige Kunden 

gewährleisten. Dazu könnte auf ein umfassendes Gesamtkonzept, beispielsweise im 

Rahmen der Sozialpolitik, zurückgegriffen werden, und es könnten sozialpolitische 

Maßnahmen oder Maßnahmen zur Verbesserung der Energieeffizienz von 

Wohngebäuden getroffen werden. Zu allermindest sollte mit dieser Richtlinie die 
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Möglichkeit dafür geschaffen werden, dass schutzbedürftige Kunden durch 

politische Maßnahmen auf nationaler Ebene begünstigt werden. 

Lösungsvorschläge: 

- Braucht es in Deutschland aus Ihrer Sicht politische Maßnahmen, um energiearme 

Haushalte zu unterstützen? Wenn ja, welche?  

- Wer denken Sie, müsste aktiv werden? 

- Werden Ihres Wissens bereits Lösungsansätze auf politischer Ebene diskutiert? 

Beziehungsweise deren Umsetzung ernsthaft in Erwägung gezogen? 

- Wie könnten Maßnahmen zur Bekämpfung von Energiearmut finanziert werden?  

 

Möchten Sie noch etwas hinzufügen, das bisher nicht angesprochen wurde? 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 6 

List of keywords used for newspaper article research  

 

Keywords for “fuel poverty” 

- Energiearmut  

- Stromarmut 

- Energie + arme Haushalte 

- Energie + sozial schwache  

- Energie + Hartz IV 

- Strom + arme Haushalte 

- Strom + sozial schwache 

- Strom + Hartz IV 

- Ökostrom + arme Haushalte 

- Ökostrom + sozial schwache 

- Ökostrom + Hartz IV 

- EEG + arme Haushalte 

- EEG + sozial schwache  

- EEG + Hartz IV 

- Ökosteuer + sozial schwache 

- Abschaltung + Strom 

- Stromsperren 

- Energiekosten + Problem  

- Energiewende + arme Haushalte 

- Energiewende + sozial schwache 

- Energiewende + Hartz IV 

- Energiewende + sozialverträglich 

- Energiewende + bezahlbar 

 

Keywords for “costs of the energy transition” 

- Energiewende + Finanzierung 

- Energiewende + Kosten 

- Energiewende + Reform 
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Final list of categories  

 

1. Problem identification  

Rising energy prices … 

- risk for all households (HH) 

- risk for industry 

- risk for low-income households (HH) 

 

2. Proposition of solutions 

2.1 Fuel poverty category 

Need to… 

- abolish power cuts 

- adjust Hartz IV 

- introduce progressive tariffs 

- introduce scrap bonus for white goods 

- introduce social tariffs 

- protect low-income HH 

- provide energy advice for low-income HH 

 

2.2 Energy transition category 

Need to… 

- curtail privileges for industry 

- decrease electricity tax/VAT 

- finance EEG via tax system 

- freeze EEG 

- reform EEG 

- regulate energy prices 

- replace EEG 

 

Category that has been dropped: Identification of causes 

Rising energy prices due to:  

- growth in renewable energies 

- privileges for industry 

- taxes 
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List of organizations  

Label Explanation in German Explanation in English 

   

AEE Agentur für Erneuerbare Energien Renewable energy agency 

Advisory Board BMWi Beirat beim Wirtschaftsministerium Advisory Board of the Federal Ministry 

of Economics and Technology 

AfD Alternative für Deutschland, 

rechtspopulistische Partei 

Alternative for Germany, right wing 

populist party 

Association of energy 

consumers 

Bund der Energieverbraucher Consumers’ interest organization 

specialized on energy issues 

BASF Chemiekonzern Chemical company 

Bayer Chemie- und Pharmakonzern Chemical and pharmaceutical company 

BDA Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen 

Arbeitgeberverbände  

Confederation of German Employers' 

Associations  

 

BDEW  Bundesverband für Energie- und 

Wasserwirtschaft 

German Energy and Water Association 

BDI Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie Confederation of German Industry 

BEE Bundesverband Erneuerbare Energien German Renewable Energy Federation 

BGA Bundesverband Großhandel, 

Außenhandel, Dienstleistungen e.V. 

Federation of German Wholesale, Foreign 

Trade and Service 

BMAS Bundesministerium für Arbeit und 

Soziales 

Federal Ministry of Labor and Social 

Affairs 

BMEL Bundesministerium für Ernährung, 

Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz 

Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and 

Consumer Protection 

BMF Bundesministeriums für Finanzen Minstry of Finance 

BMU Bundesministerium für Umwelt, 

Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit 

Federal Ministry for the Environment, 

Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety 

BMWi Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft und 

Technologie 

Federal Ministry of Economics and 

Technology 

BUND Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz 

Deutschland 

Friends of the Earth Germany 

CDU Christlich Demokratische Union Conservative Party 

CSU Christlich Soziale Union Bavarian Conservative Party 

Chancellor Bundeskanzler German Chancellor 

Charities Sozialverbände (nicht weiter spezifiziert) Charities (not further specified) 

Church Evangelische Kirche Protestant church 

Consumer association Verbraucherzentrale Consumer association 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundesvereinigung_der_Deutschen_Arbeitgeberverb%C3%A4nde
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundesvereinigung_der_Deutschen_Arbeitgeberverb%C3%A4nde
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Council of economic 

experts 

Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung 

der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung  

Council of economic experts 

DGB Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund Federation of German Trade Unions  

DIHK Deutscher Industrie- und 

Handelskammertag 

German Federation of Chambers of 

Commerce 

DUH Deutsche Umwelthilfe German Environmental Relief 

Dena Deutsche Energieagentur Germany Energy Agency 

Die 

Familienunternehmer 

Verband der Familienunternehmer Federation of family-owned companies 

EFI Expertenkommission Forschung und 

Innovation  

Commission of Experts for Research and 

Innovation 

EID Verband der Energieintensiven Industrien Confederation of energy-intensive 

industries 

EU Commission Energy EU-Kommissar für Energie European Commissioner for Energy 

Union 

Economic board CDU CDU-Wirtschaftsrat 

 

Environmental 

organizations 

Umweltverbände (nicht weiter 

spezifiziert) 

Environmental organizations (not further 

specified) 

Eon Energieversorger Energy supplier 

FDP Freie Demokratische Partei Liberal party 

Federal Anti-Trust Office Bundeskartellamt  

 

Federal Anti-Trust Office 

Federation of textile 

industries 

Gesamtverband der Textil- und 

Modeindustrie  

Federation of textile industries 

FÖS Forum Sozial-Ökologische 

Marktwirtschaft 

Green Budget Germany 

Germanwatch NGO für globale Gerechtigkeit  Non-profit organization for global justice 

Gesamtmetall Arbeitgeberverband Gesamtmetall  Employers Federation of metal industries 

Green Party Bündnis 90/Die Grünen Green party 

Greenpeace Umwelt-NGO Environmental NGO 

HDE Handelsverband HDE  

 

Trade association 

IEA Internationale Energieagentur International Energy Agency 

IG BCE  Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau-Chemie-

Energie 

Union for the Mining, Chemical and 

Energy industries 

IG Metall Industriegewerkschaft Metall Industrial Union of Metalworkers 

IHK Industrie- und Handelskammer Chamber of Industry and Commerce 

INSM Initiative Neue Soziale Marktwirtschaft New Social Market Economy Initiative 

https://www.gesamtmetall.de/
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Infraserv Höchst Unternehmen spezialisiert auf den Betrieb 

von Industriestandorten 

Company specialized in service operation 

of industrial sites 

Left party Linkspartei Left party 

Monopoly commission Monopolkommission Monopoly commission 

Nabu Naturschutzbund Deutschland Nature and Biodiversity Conservation 

Union Germany 

Paritätischer Paritätische Wohlfahrtsverband 

Gesamtverband 

Association for Welfare Parity 

RWE Energieunternehmen Energy supplier 

Research - Acatech Deutsche Akademie für 

Technikwissenschaften 

German Academy of Science and 

Engineering 

Research - DIW Deutsches Institut für 

Wirtschaftsforschung 

German Institute for Economic Research 

Research - IW Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft Institute for German Economic Research 

Research - RWI Rheinisch-Westfälisches Institut für 

Wirtschaftsforschung 

North Rhine-Westphalia - based Institute 

for Economic Research 

Research - Wuppertal 

Institut 

Wuppertal Institut für Klima, Umwelt, 

Energie 

Wuppertal Institute for Climate, 

Environment and Energy 

Research - ZEW Zentrum für Europäische 

Wirtschaftsforschung 

Center for European Economic Research 

SPD Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands Social-democratic party 

SRU Sachverständigenrat Umweltfragen German Advisory Council on the 

Environment 

Schmidt+Clemens Unternehmen spezialisiert auf Produktion 

von Edelstahlprodukten 

Company specialized in the production of 

stainless steel components 

Siemens Technologiekonzern Engineering and electronics conglomerate 

company 

Tenants’ Association Mieterbund Tenants’ Association 

Thüga Energieversorger Energy supplier 

VBW Vereinigung der bayerischen Wirtschaft Bavarian Business Administration 

VCI Verband der Chemischen Industrie Federation of the Chemical Industry 

VDMA Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und 

Anlagenbauer 

German Machinery and Plant 

Manufacturing Association 

VDV  Schienenverkehrsverband Federation of Rail Traffic 

VIK Verband der industriellen Energie- und 

Kraftwirtschaft 

Association of the Energy and Power 

Industry 

Vattenfall Energieversorger Energy supplier 

VhU Vereinigung der hessischen 

Unternehmerverbände 

Union of Hesse Trade Associations 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conglomerate_%28company%29
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Voith Technologiekonzern Corporation in the mechanical 

engineering sector 

WV Stahl Wirtschaftsvereinigung Stahl Federation of German Steel Industry 

WWF Umwelt-NGO World Wide Fund For Nature, 

environmental NGO 

Workers Welfare Arbeiterwohlfahrt Workers Welfare Federal Association 

Working group SME  Arbeitsgemeinschaft Mittelstand Working group small and medium-sized 

enterprises 

ZVEI Zentralverband Elektrotechnik- und 

Elektronikindustrie 

Central Association of the Electrical 

Engineering and Electronics Industry 

Öko-Institut Umwelt-NGO Institute for Applied Ecology 

100 prozent erneuerbar 

stiftung 

Stiftung für eine dezentrale und humane 

Energiewende 

Foundation 100% renewables 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 7 

SPSS code 1 (Merge data, 2009) 

define !pathin()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\Daten\Daten v30_mod\" !enddefine.  

define !pathout()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\temp\1. Maindata\" !enddefine.  

 

set compression on. 

set header off. 

 

*2009* 

 

* -------------[ automatically pull PPFAD ]----------------. 

get file = !pathin+'ppfad.sav'. 

* -------------[ without population living in homes, successful interview ]----------------. 

select if ((zpop eq 1 or zpop eq 2) and (znetto >=10 and znetto < 40)). 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'ppfad.sav' 

/keep = hhnr persnr zhhnr znetto znetold zpop sex. 

 

* -------------[ automatically pull PHRF ]----------------. 

get file = !pathin+'phrf.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'phrf.sav' 

/keep = hhnr persnr zphrf. 

 

* -------------[ automatically pull HHRF ]----------------. 

get file = !pathin+'hhrf.sav'. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'hhrf.sav' 

/keep = hhnr HHNRAKT zhhrf. 

 

* -------------[ automatically create PMASTER ]----------. 

match files file = !pathout+'ppfad.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'phrf.sav' 
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/by persnr. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'pmaster.sav'. 

 

* -------------( pull zpequiv )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zpequiv.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zpequiv.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT persnr I1110209 E1110309 ALG209 H1110309 H1110409 H1110509 

H1110609 H1110709 H1110809 H1110909 H1111009 E1110209 E1110309 H1110109. 

 

* -------------( pull zhbrutto )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zhbrutto.sav'. 

recode zBULA (1,2,3,4,5=1) (6,7,8,9,10=2) (11,12,13,14,15,16=3) into region09. 

execute. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zhbrutto.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT zBULA region09 zwum1 zhhgr. 

 

* -------------( pull zhgen )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zhgen.sav'. 

recode owner09 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) (2=2) (3=2) (4=2) (5=3). 

execute. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zhgen.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT owner09 CNSTYRMAX09 size09 ROOM09 TYP1HH09 ELECTR09 

HEAT09 rent09. 

 

* -------------( pull zh )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zh.sav'. 

recode ZH1505 (-2=0) (1=1) into reno_therm. 

recode ZH1504 (-2=0) (1=1) into reno_wind. 

recode ZH1503 (-2=0) (1=1) into reno_heat. 

execute. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zh.sav' 
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/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT reno_therm reno_wind ZH4916 reno_heat ZH4916 ZH1404 zh30. 

 

* -------------( pull zpgen )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zpgen.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zpgen.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT persnr EGP09. 

 

* -------------( pull zpbrutto )------------------------------. 

get file = !pathin+'zpbrutto.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'zpbrutto.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT persnr zstell. 

 

* -------------( merge together by person )----. 

match files file = !pathout+'pmaster.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'zpgen.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'zpbrutto.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'zpequiv.sav' 

/by persnr. 

 

* -------------( merge together by household)----. 

* Just One $HHNR sort for all HH files per WAVE. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

match files file = * 

/table = !pathout+'zhbrutto.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'zhgen.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'zh.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'hhrf.sav' 

/by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

 

* -------------( save output file )-------------------------------. 

save outfile = !pathout+'maindata09.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT persnr sex owner09 zbula region09 zphrf zhhrf reno_therm 

CNSTYRMAX09 zwum1 zhhgr size09 ROOM09 TYP1HH09 EGP09 ELECTR09 HEAT09 reno_wind 

ZH4916 reno_heat ZH4916  
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ZH1404 zh30 rent09 zstell I1110209 E1110209 E1110309 ALG209 H1110309 H1110409 H1110509 

H1110609 H1110709 H1110809 H1110909 H1111009 E1110309 H1110109. 

 

* -------------( discard temporary files )------------------------. 

erase file = !pathout+'pmaster.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zpequiv.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zhbrutto.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zhgen.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'phrf.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'hhrf.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'ppfad.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zh.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zpgen.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'zpbrutto.sav'. 

 

SPSS code 2 (Code variables buildtyp, AHC, heatpat, 2009) 

define !pathin()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\temp\1. Maindata\" !enddefine.  

 

*2009* 

get file = !pathin+'maindata09.sav'. 

 

*-------buildtyp---------. 

*Recode Variable CNSTYRMAX$$ into numbers 1-7, in order to represent ancient variable CNSTYR$$. 

recode CNSTYRMAX09 (1917=1) (1948=2) (1949  thru 1971=3) (1972  thru 1980=4) (1981 thru 1990=5) 

(1991 thru 2000=6) (2001 thru 2010=7)  (2011 thru 2014=8) into CNSTYR09. 

*---SFH_A_B----. 

do if (CNSTYR09 = 1) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 1. 

*---SFH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 2) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 2. 

*---SFH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 3) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 3. 

*---SFH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 4) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 
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compute buildtyp09 = 4. 

*---SFH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 5) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 5. 

*---SFH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 6) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 6. 

*---SFH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 7) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 7. 

*---SFH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 8) and ((ZWUM1 =1) or (ZWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 8. 

*---TH_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 1) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 9. 

*---TH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 2) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 10. 

*---TH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 3) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 11. 

*---TH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 4) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 12. 

*---TH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 5) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 13. 

*---TH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 6) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 14. 

*---TH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 7) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 15. 

*---TH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 8) and (ZWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp09 = 16. 

*---MFH_A_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 1) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 
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compute buildtyp09 = 17. 

*---MFH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 2) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 18. 

*---MFH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 3) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 19. 

*---MFH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 4) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 20. 

*---MFH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 5) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 21. 

*---MFH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 6) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 22. 

*---MFH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 7) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 23. 

*---MFH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 8) and ((ZWUM1 = 4) or (ZWUM1 = 5) or (ZWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp09 = 24. 

*---AB_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 1) and (ZWUM1=7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 25. 

*---AB_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 2) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 26. 

*---AB_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 3) and (ZWUM1 =7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 27. 

*---AB_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 4) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 28. 

*---AB_G_H, originally 29, recoded into MFH_G_H, since in building typology no information on AB_G_H 

etc. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 5) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 21. 

*---AB_I, originally 30, recoded into MFH_I---. 
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else if (CNSTYR09 = 6) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 22. 

*---AB__J, originally 31, recoded into MFH_J---. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 7) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 23. 

*---AB_K, originally 32, recoded into MFH_K---.. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 8) and (ZWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp09 = 24. 

*---Other_A_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 1) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 33. 

*---Other_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 2) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 34. 

*---Other_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 3) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 35. 

*---Other_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 4) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 36. 

*---Other_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 5) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 37. 

*---Other_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 6) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 38. 

*---Other_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 7) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 39. 

*---Other_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR09 = 8) and (ZWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp09 = 40. 

end if. 

execute. 

rename variables (buildtyp09 = buildtyp09_detail). 

*----buildtyp [SFH_A_B, SFH_C, SFH_D_E, SFH_F =1 / SFH_G_H  =2 / SFH_I, SFH_J, SFH_K =3 / 

TH_B, TH_C, TH_D_E, TH_F = 1 / TH_G_H= 2 / TH_I TH_J, TH_K =3 /  

MFH_A_B, MFH_C, MFH_D_E, MFH_F = 4 / MFH_G_H = 5 / MFH_I, MFH_J, MFH_K = 6 / AB_B, 

AB_C, AB_D_E, AB_F =4 / AB_G_H =5 /  

 AB_I, AB_J, AB_K = 6 / Other =7 
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d.h. SFH & TH until F = 1, SFH & TH until H = 2, SFH & TH until K = 3, MFH & AB until F = 4, MFH & 

AB until H = 5, MFH & AB until K =6, Other = 7]. 

recode buildtyp09_detail (1=1) (2=1) (3=1) (4=1) (5=2) (6=3) (7=3) (8=3) (9=1) (10=1) (11=1) (12=1) 

(13=2) (14=3) (15=3) (16=3) (17=4) (18=4) (19=4) (20=4) (21=5) (22=6) (23=6) (24=6)  

(25=4) (26=4) (27=4) (28=4) (33=7) (34=7) (35=7) (36=7) (37=7) (38=7) (39=7) (40=7) into buildtyp09. 

execute. 

 

*-------AHC---------. 

recode zh30 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0). 

execute. 

recode rent09 (-2=0) (-1=0). 

execute. 

*(Post-government income - (interest and mortgage payment per month*12) - (amount of rent minus heating 

costs*12))/ (coef_first adult + coef second adult*(nb of persons in HH - 1 - nb of hh members 0-14)+ 

(coef children <14 yr*nb of hh members 0-14). 

compute AHC09_equiv = (I1110209-(zh30*12)-(RENT09*12))/(0.58+0.42*(zHHGR-1-

H1110109)+0.2*H1110109). 

 

*-------heatpat---------. 

compute child_lt11=H1110309+H1110409+H1110509+H1110609. 

execute. 

compute child_gt11=H1110709+H1110809+H1110909. 

execute. 

 

* -------Transform income into quartiles---------. 

RANK VARIABLES=I1110209 (A) 

  /RANK 

  /NTILES(4) 

  /PRINT=YES 

  /TIES=MEAN. 

execute.  

 

* Rename income variable. 

rename variables (NI111020=income_quart). 

execute. 

 

*Delete cases with buildtyp =7 and cases with buildtpy = NA.  

*Delete cases with owner =3 (living in a home), only one case in 2009, 0 cases in other years. 

select if (buildtyp09 ne 7). 

select if not (SYSMIS(buildtyp09)). 
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select if (owner09 ne 3). 

 

rename variables (ZH4916 EGP09 ZH1404 zh30 I1110209 E1110209 E1110309= social occup central_heat 

mortgage income Empl_stat Empl_lev). 

 

save outfile = !pathin+'maindata09_rec.sav' 

/keep = hhnr zhhnr HHNRAKT persnr zphrf zhhrf sex owner09 zbula region09 CNSTYR09 zwum1 

buildtyp09_detail buildtyp09 reno_therm reno_heat reno_wind central_heat ELECTR09 HEAT09 zstell 

child_lt11 child_gt11 zhhgr size09 ROOM09 TYP1HH09 occup social mortgage rent09 income 

income_quart Empl_stat Empl_lev ALG209 AHC09_equiv. 

 

SPSS code 3 (Create household file, 2009) 

define !pathin()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\temp\1. Maindata\" !enddefine.  

 

*2009* 

 

get file =  !pathin+'maindata09_rec.sav'. 

 

* Identify duplicate cases. 

SORT CASES BY ZHHNR(A). 

MATCH FILES 

  /FILE=* 

  /BY ZHHNR 

  /FIRST=PrimaryFirst 

  /LAST=PrimaryLast. 

DO IF (PrimaryFirst). 

COMPUTE  MatchSequence=1-PrimaryLast. 

ELSE. 

COMPUTE  MatchSequence=MatchSequence+1. 

END IF. 

LEAVE  MatchSequence. 

FORMATS  MatchSequence (f7). 

COMPUTE  InDupGrp=MatchSequence>0. 

SORT CASES InDupGrp(D). 

MATCH FILES 

  /FILE=* 
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  /DROP=PrimaryLast InDupGrp MatchSequence. 

VARIABLE LABELS  PrimaryFirst 'Indikator jeder ersten Fallübereinstimmung als Primär'. 

VALUE LABELS  PrimaryFirst 0 'Doppelter Fall' 1 'Primärer Fall'. 

VARIABLE LEVEL  PrimaryFirst (ORDINAL). 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=PrimaryFirst. 

EXECUTE. 

 

* Keep one case per household. 

select if (primaryfirst = 1). 

execute. 

save outfile = !pathin+'maindata09_hh.sav'. 

 

SPSS code 4 (Create variable energytype, 2003) 

define !pathin()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\Daten\Daten v30_mod\" !enddefine.  

define !pathout()  "C:\FILES\imbert2\2015\Dissertation\Daten\2.soep\temp\3. Energy type\" !enddefine.  

set compression on. 

set header off. 

 

*2003*. 

* Automatically pull PPFAD . 

get file = !pathin+'ppfad.sav'. 

* Without population living in homes, only successful interview . 

select if ((tpop eq 1 or tpop eq 2) and (tnetto >=10 and tnetto < 40)). 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'ppfad.sav' 

/keep = hhnr persnr sex gebjahr thhnr tnetto tnetold tpop. 

 

* Automatically pull PHRF. 

get file = !pathin+'phrf.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'phrf.sav' 

/keep = hhnr persnr tphrf. 

 

* Automatically pull HHRF. 
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get file = !pathin+'hhrf.sav'. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'hhrf.sav' 

/keep = hhnr HHNRAKT thhrf. 

 

* Automatically create PMASTER. 

match files file = !pathout+'ppfad.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'phrf.sav' 

/by persnr. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'pmaster.sav'. 

 

*Pull tpequiv. 

get file = !pathin+'tpequiv.sav'. 

sort cases by persnr. 

save outfile = !pathout+'tpequiv.sav' 

/keep = hhnr thhnr HHNRAKT persnr I1110203.  

 

* Pull thgen. 

get file = !pathin+'thgen.sav'. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'thgen.sav' 

/keep = hhnr thhnr HHNRAKT OWNER03 CNSTYRMAX03. 

 

* Pull th. 

get file = !pathin+'th.sav'. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'th.sav' 

/keep = hhnr thhnr HHNRAKT TH64A01 TH64A02 TH64A11 TH64A12 TH64A21 TH64A22 TH64A31 

TH64A32 TH64A41 TH64A42 TH64A51 TH64A52 TH64A61 TH64A62.  

 

* Pull thbrutto. 

get file = !pathin+'thbrutto.sav'. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

save outfile = !pathout+'thbrutto.sav' 

/keep = hhnr thhnr HHNRAKT tbula twum1. 
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* Merge together by person. 

match files file = !pathout+'pmaster.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'phrf.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'tpequiv.sav' 

/by persnr. 

 

* Merge together by household:thbrutto, thgen. 

* Just One $HHNR sort for all HH files per WAVE. 

sort cases by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

match files file = * 

/table =  !pathout+'thbrutto.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'thgen.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'th.sav' 

/table = !pathout+'hhrf.sav' 

/by hhnr HHNRAKT. 

 

* Save output file. 

save outfile = !pathout+'energytyp.sav' 

/keep = hhnr HHNRAKT thhnr thhrf tphrf persnr sex gebjahr TH64A01 TH64A02 TH64A11 TH64A12 

TH64A21 TH64A22 TH64A31 TH64A32 TH64A41 TH64A42 TH64A51 TH64A52 TH64A61 TH64A62  

OWNER03 CNSTYRMAX03 tbula twum1 I1110203. 

 

* Discard temporary files. 

erase file = !pathout+'pmaster.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'tpequiv.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'thbrutto.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'thgen.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'phrf.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'hhrf.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'ppfad.sav'. 

erase file = !pathout+'th.sav'. 

 

get file =  !pathout+'energytyp.sav'. 

 

* Identify multiple cases. 
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SORT CASES BY THHNR(A). 

MATCH FILES 

  /FILE=* 

  /BY THHNR 

  /FIRST=PrimaryFirst 

  /LAST=PrimaryLast. 

DO IF (PrimaryFirst). 

COMPUTE  MatchSequence=1-PrimaryLast. 

ELSE. 

COMPUTE  MatchSequence=MatchSequence+1. 

END IF. 

LEAVE  MatchSequence. 

FORMATS  MatchSequence (f7). 

COMPUTE  InDupGrp=MatchSequence>0. 

SORT CASES InDupGrp(D). 

MATCH FILES 

  /FILE=* 

  /DROP=PrimaryLast InDupGrp MatchSequence. 

VARIABLE LABELS  PrimaryFirst 'Indikator jeder ersten Fallübereinstimmung als Primär'. 

VALUE LABELS  PrimaryFirst 0 'Doppelter Fall' 1 'Primärer Fall'. 

VARIABLE LEVEL  PrimaryFirst (ORDINAL). 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=PrimaryFirst. 

EXECUTE. 

 

* Keep one case per HH. 

select if (primaryfirst = 1). 

execute. 

 

*Recode Variable CNSTYRMAX$$ into numbers 1-7, in order to represent ancient variable CNSTYR$$. 

recode CNSTYRMAX03 (1917=1) (1948=2) (1949  thru 1971=3) (1972  thru 1980=4) (1981 thru 1990=5) 

(1991 thru 2000=6) (2001 thru 2010=7)  (2011 thru 2014=8) into CNSTYR03. 

* Code buildtyp. 

*---EFH_A_B----. 

do if (CNSTYR03 = 1) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 1. 

*---EFH_C----. 
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else if (CNSTYR03 = 2) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 2. 

*---EFH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 3) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 3. 

*---EFH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 4) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 4. 

*---EFH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 5) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 5. 

*---EFH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 6) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 6. 

*---EFH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 7) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 7. 

*---EFH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 8) and ((TWUM1 =1) or (TWUM1 =2)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 8. 

*---RH_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 1) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 9. 

*---RH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 2) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 10. 

*---RH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 3) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 11. 

*---RH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 4) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 12. 

*---RH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 5) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 13. 
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*---RH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 6) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 14. 

*---RH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 7) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 15. 

*---RH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 8) and (TWUM1 =3). 

compute buildtyp03 = 16. 

*---MFH_A_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 1) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 17. 

*---MFH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 2) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 18. 

*---MFH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 3) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 19. 

*---MFH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 4) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 20. 

*---MFH_G_H----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 5) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 21. 

*---MFH_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 6) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 22. 

*---MFH_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 7) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 23. 

*---MFH_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 8) and ((TWUM1 = 4) or (TWUM1 = 5) or (TWUM1 = 6)). 

compute buildtyp03 = 24. 

*---GMH_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 1) and (TWUM1=7). 
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compute buildtyp03 = 25. 

*---GMH_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 2) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 26. 

*---GMH_HH_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 3) and (TWUM1 =7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 27. 

*---GMH__HH_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 4) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 28. 

*---GMH__HH_G_H----originally 29, recoded into MFH_G_H---. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 5) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 21. 

*---GMH__HH_I----, originally 30, recoded into in MFH_I---. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 6) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 22. 

*---GMH__HH_J----, originally 31, recoded into in MFH_J---. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 7) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 23. 

*---GMH__HH_K----, originally 32, recoded into in MFH_K---. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 8) and (TWUM1= 7). 

compute buildtyp03 = 24. 

*---Sonst_A_B----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 1) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 33. 

*---Sonst_C----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 2) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 34. 

*---Sonst_D_E----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 3) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 35. 

*---Sonst_F----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 4) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 36. 

*---Sonst_G_H----. 
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else if (CNSTYR03 = 5) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 37. 

*---Sonst_I----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 6) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 38. 

*---Sonst_J----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 7) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 39. 

*---Sonst_K----. 

else if (CNSTYR03 = 8) and (TWUM1= 8). 

compute buildtyp03 = 40. 

end if. 

execute. 

 

rename variables (buildtyp03 = buildtyp03_detail). 

 

recode buildtyp03_detail (1=1) (2=1) (3=1) (4=1) (5=2) (6=3) (7=3) (8=3) (9=1) (10=1) (11=1) (12=1) 

(13=2) (14=3) (15=3) (16=3) (17=4) (18=4) (19=4) (20=4) (21=5) (22=6) (23=6) (24=6)  

(25=4) (26=4) (27=4) (28=4) (33=7) (34=7) (35=7) (36=7) (37=7) (38=7) (39=7) (40=7) into buildtyp03. 

execute. 

 

*Delete cases with buildtyp =7 and cases with buildtpy = NA.  

select if (buildtyp03 ne 7). 

select if not (SYSMIS(buildtyp03)). 

 

recode owner03 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) (2=2) (3=2) (4=2) (5=3). 

select if (owner03 ne 3). 

execute. 

 

recode tBULA (1,2,3,4,5=1) (6,7,8,9,10=2) (11,12,13,14,15,16=3) into region03. 

execute. 

 

* Transform income into quartiles. 

RANK VARIABLES=I1110203 (A) 

  /RANK 

  /NTILES(4) 
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  /PRINT=YES 

  /TIES=MEAN. 

execute.  

 

* Rename income variable. 

rename variables (NI111020=income_quart). 

execute. 

 

 

* Compute variable heat_energy. 

Compute NEW_VAR = heat_energy. 

*-----heat with oil---. 

if (TH64A01 = 1) heat_energy = 1. 

*-----heat with gas---. 

if(TH64A11 = 1) heat_energy = 2. 

*-----heat with district heating---. 

if(TH64A21 = 1) heat_energy = 3. 

*-----heat with electricity---. 

if(TH64A31 = 1) heat_energy = 4.  

*-----heat with solar energy---. 

if(TH64A41 = 1) heat_energy = 5.  

*-----heat with Coal, Wood---. 

if(TH64A51 = 1) heat_energy = 6.  

*-----heat with other---. 

if(TH64A61 = 1) heat_energy = 7.  

execute. 

 

*Compute variable DHW_energy. 

Compute NEW_VAR = DHW_energy. 

*-----heat water with oil---. 

if(TH64A02 = 1) DHW_energy = 1. 

*-----heat water with gas---. 

if(TH64A12 = 1) DHW_energy = 2. 

*-----heat water with district heating---. 

if(TH64A22 = 1) DHW_energy = 3. 
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*-----heat water with electricity---. 

if(TH64A32 = 1) DHW_energy = 4.  

*-----heat water with solar energy---. 

if(TH64A42 = 1) DHW_energy = 5.  

*-----heat water with Coal, Wood---. 

if(TH64A52 = 1) DHW_energy = 6.  

*-----heat water with other---. 

if(TH64A62 = 1) DHW_energy = 7.  

execute. 

 

 

* Test to show how many households have several types of energy. 

recode TH64A01 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_oil. 

recode TH64A11 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_gas. 

recode TH64A21 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_district.  

recode TH64A31 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_elec. 

recode TH64A41 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_solar.  

recode TH64A51 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_coal_wood.  

recode TH64A61 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into heat_other.  

execute.  

 

compute sum_heat = SUM(heat_oil, heat_gas, heat_district, heat_elec, heat_solar, heat_coal_wood, 

heat_other). 

execute. 

frequencies sum_heat. 

 

recode TH64A02 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_oil. 

recode TH64A12 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_gas. 

recode TH64A22 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_district.  

recode TH64A32 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_elec. 

recode TH64A42 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_solar.  

recode TH64A52 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_coal_wood.  

recode TH64A62 (-3=0) (-2=0) (-1=0) (1=1) into DHW_other.  

execute.  
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compute sum_DHW = SUM(DHW_oil, DHW_gas, DHW_district, DHW_elec, DHW_solar, 

DHW_coal_wood, DHW_other). 

execute. 

frequencies sum_DHW. 

 

*Determine which households have two types of energy for heating. Hypothesis: if several energy sources, 

then fuel, gas and district heating = prinicpal energy source, wood, electricity, solar = secondary energy 

source.  

*Create variable heat_suppl which indicates if there is a secondary energy source. 

*-----heat with oil and secondary energy source---. 

do if heat_oil = 1 and (heat_coal_wood = 1 or heat_elec = 1 or heat_solar = 1). 

compute  heat_suppl = 1. 

*-----heat with gas and secondary energy source---. 

else if heat_gas = 1 and (heat_coal_wood = 1 or heat_elec = 1 or heat_solar = 1). 

compute  heat_suppl = 2. 

*-----heat with district heating and secondary energy source---. 

else if heat_district = 1 and (heat_coal_wood = 1 or heat_elec = 1 or heat_solar = 1). 

compute  heat_suppl = 3. 

ELSE. 

compute heat_suppl = 0. 

end if.  

execute. 

 

*Merge heat_energy and heat_suppl. If secondary energy source, than determine that primary energy source 

is the one that counts. From heat_energy = 4 on, the variable  heat_suppl = 0 is used to indicate that only 

*those cases are selected where there is no secondary energy source (where there is a secondary energy 

source, this is taken into account in calculation steps 1 to 3). 

compute NEW_VAR = heat_compl. 

*-----heat with oil---. 

if (heat_energy = 1 or heat_suppl = 1) heat_compl = 1. 

*-----heat with gas---. 

if (heat_energy= 2 or heat_suppl= 2) heat_compl = 2. 

*-----heat with district heating---. 

if  (heat_energy= 3 or heat_suppl= 3) heat_compl = 3. 

*-----heat with electricity---. 

if  (heat_energy= 4 and heat_suppl = 0) heat_compl =4. 

*-----heat with solar energy---. 
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if (heat_energy= 5  and heat_suppl = 0) heat_compl =5. 

*-----heat with Coal, Wood---. 

if (heat_energy= 6 and heat_suppl = 0) heat_compl =6. 

*-----heat with other---. 

if (heat_energy= 7 and heat_suppl = 0) heat_compl = 7. 

execute. 

 

 

*Determine which households have two types of energy for water heating.  

*-----heat water with oil and secondary energy source---. 

do if DHW_oil = 1 and (DHW_coal_wood = 1 or DHW_elec = 1 or DHW_solar = 1). 

compute  DHW_suppl = 1. 

*-----heat water with gas and secondary energy source---. 

else if DHW_gas = 1 and (DHW_coal_wood = 1 or DHW_elec = 1 or DHW_solar = 1). 

compute  DHW_suppl = 2. 

*-----heat water with district heating and secondary energy source---. 

else if DHW_district = 1 and (DHW_coal_wood = 1 or DHW_elec = 1 or DHW_solar = 1). 

compute  DHW_suppl = 3. 

ELSE. 

compute DHW_suppl = 0. 

end if.  

execute. 

 

 

*Merge heat_energy and heat_suppl. 

compute NEW_VAR = DHW_compl. 

*-----heat water with oil---. 

if (DHW_energy = 1 or DHW_suppl = 1) DHW_compl = 1. 

*-----heat water with gas---. 

if (DHW_energy= 2 or DHW_suppl= 2) DHW_compl = 2. 

*-----heat water with district heating---. 

if  (DHW_energy= 3 or DHW_suppl= 3) DHW_compl = 3. 

*-----heat water with electricity---. 

if  (DHW_energy= 4 and DHW_suppl=0) DHW_compl =4. 

*-----heat water with solar energy---. 
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if  (DHW_energy= 5 and DHW_suppl=0) DHW_compl =5. 

*-----heat water with Coal, Wood---. 

if  (DHW_energy= 6 and DHW_suppl=0) DHW_compl =6. 

*-----heat water with other---. 

if  (DHW_energy= 7 and DHW_suppl=0) DHW_compl = 7. 

execute. 

 

save outfile = !pathout+'energytyp_rec.sav'. 

 

R code heating regime 

setwd("C:/FILES/imbert2/2015/Dissertation/Daten/2.soep/temp/1. Maindata") 

library(foreign) 

heatpat09=read.table("maindata09_rec.csv", sep=";",header=T) 

 

# Determine same sex for children and grandchildren ------------------------------------------ 

# choose cases with children (son, daughter; foster child; grandchild; child of life partner) 

d <- heatpat09[heatpat09$ZSTELL==3 | heatpat09$ZSTELL == 4 | heatpat09$ZSTELL == 9|  

                 heatpat09$ZSTELL == 12, c(2,7)] 

 

# Calculate mean per household 

d1 <- aggregate(d$SEX, by=list(d$ZHHNR), FUN=mean) 

 

# Select values 1 or 2 (values that show if children have same sex)  

d1$samesex <- 0  

d1$samesex[d1$x==1 | d1$x==2] <- 1 

 

# Identify single child 

siblings <- d$ZHHNR[which(duplicated(d$ZHHNR))] 

 

# Auxiliary variable (x1), 1=siblings, NA=single child 

d1 <- merge(d1, data.frame(unique(siblings), 1), by.x="Group.1", by.y="unique.siblings.", all=T) 

 

# Use x1 to determine single child = -1  

d1$samesex[is.na(d1$X1)] <- -1 
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# Integrate variable into original dataset 

d2 <- merge(heatpat09, d1[,c(1,3)], by.x="ZHHNR", by.y="Group.1", all=T) 

 

# show values for samesex 

unique(d2$samesex) 

 

#Result:  

# Values: single child = -1, several children, different sex = 0,  

# several children, same sex = 1, no children = NA 

 

# Assign number of bedrooms per hh ---------------------------------------- 

##$stell: 0=head of household, 1=Spouse of hh head, 2=life partner, 3=son, daughter, 4=foster child, 5=son 

or daughter in law 

##6=father, mother, 7=parent in law, 8=brother or sister in law, 9=grandchild, 10= other relative, 11= non-

relative, 

##12= child of hh-heads partner, 13= same sex spouse 

 

##1. Loop 

##1-Pers.-HH, Couple Without Children (TYP1HH$$ = 1,2) 

d3=subset(d2,d2$TYP1HH09 %in% c(1, 2))  

v=unique(d3$ZHHNR) 

length(v) 

v1=c() 

for(i in 1:length(v)){ 

  d4=subset(d3,d3$ZHHNR==v[i]) 

  t1=0 

  t1=t1+nrow(subset(d4,ZSTELL==0|(ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==1) | (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==2) | 

                      (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==13))) 

  v1[i]=t1} 

 

##create common table with values v and v1 

bedroom_1 <- data.frame(v, v1) 

colnames(bedroom_1)=c("ZHHNR","bedroom1") 

 

##2.Loop 
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##Single parent (TYP1HH$$ = 3), couple with children (TYP1HH$$ = 4,5,6) 

d5=subset(d2,d2$TYP1HH09 %in% c(3, 4, 5, 6))  

v=unique(d5$ZHHNR) 

length(v) 

v2=c() 

for(i in 1:length(v)){ 

  d6=subset(d5,d5$ZHHNR==v[i]) 

  t1=0 

  t1=t1+nrow(subset(d6,ZSTELL==0|(ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==1) | (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==2) | 

                      (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==13))) 

     

  ##son, daughter, foster child, child of life partner 

  # 1. single child --> 1 bedroom  

  d7=subset(d6,ZSTELL==3 | ZSTELL==4 | ZSTELL==12) 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 

    if((d7$samesex[1] == -1)==TRUE){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  # 2. several child_lt11, no child_gt11 --> 1 bedroom 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 

    if((d7$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & d7$child_gt11[1] == 0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 
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  # 3. several child_lt11, several child_gt11, same sex --> 2 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 

    if(d7$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & (d7$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d7$samesex[1]==1)==T){ 

      t1=t1+2} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  # 4. several child_lt11, several child_gt11, different sex  --> 3 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 

    if(d7$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & (d7$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d7$samesex[1]==0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+3} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  # 5. no child_lt11, several child_gt11, same sex --> 1 bedroom 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 

    if(d7$child_lt11[1] == 0 & (d7$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d7$samesex[1]==1)==T){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  # 6. no child_lt11, several child_gt11, different sex --> 2 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d7)!=0){ 
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    if(d7$child_lt11[1] == 0 & (d7$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d7$samesex[1]==0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+2} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

    v2[i]=t1} 

summary(v2) 

 

##create common table with values v and v2 

bedroom_2 <- data.frame(v, v2) 

colnames(bedroom_2)=c("ZHHNR","bedroom2") 

 

##3. Loop 

##Multiple Generation-HH, other combinations (TYP1HH$$ = 7, 8)  

##Select additional bedrooms for each type of household member 

##Head of household, spouse of hh head, same sex spouse 

d7=subset(d2,d2$TYP1HH09 %in% c(7, 8))  

v=unique(d7$ZHHNR) 

length(v) 

v3=c() 

for(i in 1:length(v)){ 

  d8=subset(d7,d7$ZHHNR==v[i]) 

  t1=0 

  t1=t1+nrow(subset(d8,ZSTELL==0|(ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==1) | (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==2) | 

                      (ZSTELL==0 & ZSTELL==13))) 

   

  ##son, daughter, foster child, grandchild, child of life partner 

  # 1. single child --> 1 bedroom 

  d9=subset(d8,ZSTELL==3 |ZSTELL==4 | ZSTELL==9 | ZSTELL==12) 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if((d9$samesex[1] == -1)==TRUE){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 
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      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  # 2. several child_lt11, no child_gt11 --> 1 bedroom 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if((d9$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & d9$child_gt11[1] == 0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }             

   

  # 3. several child_lt11, several child_gt11, same sex --> 2 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if(d9$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & (d9$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d9$samesex[1]==1)==T){ 

      t1=t1+2} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }             

   

  # 4. several child_lt11, several child_gt11, different sex  --> 3 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if(d9$child_lt11[1] >= 1 & (d9$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d9$samesex[1]==0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+3} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 
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      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }              

   

  # 5. no child_lt11, several child_gt11, same sex --> 1 bedroom 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if(d9$child_lt11[1] == 0 & (d9$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d9$samesex[1]==1)==T){ 

      t1=t1+1} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }             

   

  # 6. no child_lt11, several child_gt11, different sex --> 2 bedrooms 

  if(nrow(d9)!=0){ 

    if(d9$child_lt11[1] == 0 & (d9$child_gt11[1] >= 1 & d9$samesex[1]==0)==T){ 

      t1=t1+2} else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      }}else 

      { 

        t1=t1 

      } 

   

  ##Father,Mother 

  t1=t1+nrow(subset(d8,ZSTELL==6 )) 

   

  ##Parent in Law 

  t1=t1+nrow(subset(d8,ZSTELL==7 )) 

   

  ##Brother, Sister in law or son, daughter in law 

  t2 <- 0 
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  t2 <- as.numeric(length(which(d8$ZSTELL==8 | d8$ZSTELL==5))) 

  t1 <- t1+t2              

   

  ##other relative or non-relative 

  t3 <- 0 

  t3 <- as.numeric(length(which(d8$ZSTELL==10 | d8$ZSTELL==11))) 

  t1 <- t1+t3 

  t3 

  v3[i]=t1} 

summary(v3) 

 

##create common table with values v and v3 

bedroom_3 <- data.frame(v, v3) 

colnames(bedroom_3)=c("ZHHNR","bedroom3") 

 

##merge all together 

m1 <- merge(d2, bedroom_1, by.x="ZHHNR", all=T) 

m2 <- merge(m1, bedroom_2, by.x="ZHHNR", all=T) 

m3 <- merge(m2, bedroom_3, by.x="ZHHNR", all=T) 

ncol(m3) 

 

m3$bedroom <- rowSums(m3[,38:40], na.rm=T) 

 

#Determine surplus living area according to Parker Morris Standard (PMS) 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==1]  <- 33 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==2]  <- 48.5 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==3]  <- 61 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==4]  <- 79 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==5]  <- 89.5 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==6]  <- 97 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==7]  <- 114.5 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR==8]  <- 128 

m3$PMS[m3$ZHHGR>=9]  <- 140 

 

#assign surplus area when size of dwelling (SIZE09) is two times the Parker Morris Standard (PMS)  
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m3$surplus_area  <- as.numeric(m3$SIZE09>(2*m3$PMS)) 

 

# assigns surplus bedroom when number of (bedrooms + 1) x 2 < number of rooms greater than 6 m² (own 

hypothesis)  

#(rooms greater than 6 m² = Variable in soep)  

m3$surplus_bed  <- as.numeric(m3$ROOM09>(2*(m3$bedroom+1))) 

 

##determine that dwelling is overdimensioned if surplus_area and surplus_bed 

m3$overdim  <- 0 

m3$overdim[m3$surplus_area==1 & m3$surplus_bed==1]  <- 1 

 

#Assign heating regime (Standard = 1, Full = 2, Partial standard = 3, Partial full = 4) 

## Loop; determine if there is at least one unemployed person in the household 

d10=m3[,c("ZHHNR","Empl_stat")] 

v=unique(m3$ZHHNR) 

length(v) 

v4=c() 

for(i in 1:length(v)){ 

  d11=subset(d10, d10$ZHHNR==v[i]) 

  t1=as.numeric(Reduce('&',d11[,2])) 

  v4[i]=t1} 

 

##create common table with values v and v4 

d12 <- data.frame(v, v4) 

colnames(d12)=c("ZHHNR","Empl_stat") 

 

##Keep relevant variables (on hh level) 

keeps <- c("ZHHNR", "ZHHGR", "overdim", "ROOM09", 

"SIZE09","surplus_area","surplus_bed","TYP1HH09", "bedroom")  

m3 <- m3[,keeps,drop=FALSE] 

 

##merge tables 

t=merge(unique(m3),d12,by.c="ZHHNR",all=T) 

 

##assign full heating regime (2 or 4) for hh with at least one unemployed person (Empl_stat = 0) 

t$heat_pat[t$Empl_stat>=1 & t$overdim==0]  <- 1  
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t$heat_pat[t$Empl_stat==0 & t$overdim==0]  <- 2 

t$heat_pat[t$Empl_stat>=1 & t$overdim==1]  <- 3 

t$heat_pat[t$Empl_stat==0 & t$overdim==1]  <- 4 

unique(t$heat_pat) 

setwd("C:/FILES/imbert2/2015/Dissertation/Daten/2.soep/temp/4. Heating pattern") 

write.csv(t, "heatpat_09") 

 

 

List of variables 

 

Variable name Data file Description 

   

$$phrf PHRF Person weighting factor 

$$hhrf HHRF HH weighting factor 

$$hhnr All HH data files Current wave HH number 

persnr  PPFAD Never changing person number 

SEX PPFAD Gender 

I11102$$ PEQUIV HH post-government income 

E11103$$  PEQUIV Employment level of individual 

ALG2$$  PEQUIV Unemployment benefit II 

H11103$$ PEQUIV Number of hh members age 0-1 

H11104$$ PEQUIV Number of hh members age 2-4 

H11105$$  PEQUIV Number of hh members age 5-7 

H11106$$  PEQUIV Number of hh members age 8-10 

H11107$$  PEQUIV Number of hh members age 11-12 

H11108$$  PEQUIV Number of hh members age 13-15 

H11109$$  PEQUIV Number of hh members age 16-18 

E11102$$  PEQUIV Employment status of individual 

$$BULA HBRUTTO Federal state 

$§wum1 HBRUTTO Type of house 

$$hhgr HBRUTTO Number of persons in hh 
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Owner$$ HGEN Tenant or owner of dwelling 

CNSTYRMAX$$ HGEN Year house was built 

Size$$ HGEN Size of housing unit in sqm 

ROOM$$ HGEN Number of rooms larger than 6 sqm 

TYP1HH$$ HGEN Household typology 

Rent$$ HGEN Amount of rent minus heating costs 

$$H1505 H Since previous year other thermal insulation 

$$H1504 H Since previous year new windows added 

$$H1503 H Since previous year heating added 

$$H1404  H Dwelling with central heating 

$$h30 H Interest and mortgage payment per month 

EGP$$ PGEN Social class according to Erikson, Goldthorpe 

Class Category IS88 

$$stell PBRUTTO Relationship to head of hh 

TH64A01 TH Heat with oil 

TH64A02 TH Heat water with oil 

TH64A11 TH Heat with gas 

TH64A12 TH Heat water with gas 

TH64A21 TH Heat with district heating 

TH64A22 TH Heat water with district heating 

TH64A31 TH Heat with electricity 

TH64A32 TH Heat water with electricity 

TH64A41 TH Heat with solar energy 

TH64A42 TH Heat water with solar energy 

TH64A51 TH Heat with coal, wood 

TH64A52 TH Heat water with coal, wood 

TH64A61 TH Heat with other 

TH64A62 TH Heat water with other 
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Query IWU database 

 

############################################### 

source("Z:\\R\\headerFR.r") 

############################################ 

###Teil B: Festlegung der Gebäudeart 

############################################## 

 

####Standardeinstellung: Wohngebäude 

Gebaeude <- subset (daten, daten$Gebtyp == 2) 

####Alternativen: 

###Wohngebäude und Nichtwohngebäude mit Wohnungen 

#Gebaeude <- subset (daten, daten$Gebtyp == 1 | daten$Gebtyp == 2) 

##Nichtwohngebäude mit Wohnungen 

#Gebaeude <- subset (daten, daten$Gebtyp == 1) 

 

################################################## 

###Teil C: Festlegung von Teilmengen des Gebäudebestandes 

##################################################### 

 

#### Gebäudetypen 

Gebaeude<-transform(Gebaeude,n_WE=(n_WE_1<5)*n_WE_1 + (n_WE_2 > 4) * n_WE_2) 

SUH <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE<3) 

SUH_I <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE<3 & (BJ>=1 & BJ<=5)) 

SUH_II <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE<3 & (BJ>=6 & BJ<=7)) 

SUH_III <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE<3 & BJ>=8) 

 

MFH <- subset(Gebaeude, n_WE>=3) 

MFH_I  <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE>=3 & (BJ>=1 & BJ<=5)) 

MFH_II <-subset(Gebaeude, n_WE>=3 & (BJ>=6 & BJ<=7)) 

MFH_III <- subset(Gebaeude, n_WE>=3 & BJ>=8) 

Gebaeude<-transform(Gebaeude,n_VG=(n_VG_1<5)*n_VG_1 + (n_VG_2 > 4) * n_VG_2) 

 

######################################### 

####Teil D: Durchführung der Auswertungen 
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### bis zu 25 Auswertungen sind zulässig 

########################################## 

 

##Außenwanddämmung wann 

##Auswertung 1 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), SUH_I) 

##Auswertung 2 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), SUH_II) 

##Auswertung 3 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), SUH_III) 

##Auswertung 4 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), MFH_I) 

##Auswertung 5 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), MFH_II) 

##Auswertung 6 

Anz(~factor(AW_dä_wann), MFH_III) 

 

##Dachdämmung wann 

##Auswertung 7 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), SUH_I) 

##Auswertung 8 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), SUH_II) 

##Auswertung 9 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), SUH_III) 

##Auswertung 10 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), MFH_I) 

##Auswertung 11 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), MFH_II) 

##Auswertung 12 

Anz(~factor(Da_dä_wann), MFH_III) 

 

##Fußbodendämmung wann 

##Auswertung 13 

Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), SUH_I) 

##Auswertung 14 
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Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), SUH_II) 

##Auswertung 15 

Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), SUH_III) 

##Auswertung 16 

Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), MFH_I) 

##Auswertung 17 

Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), MFH_II) 

##Auswertung 18 

Anz(~factor(Fb_dä_wann), MFH_III) 

Energy price index 

 

 Federal state Index 
  

Baden-Württemberg 0.96 

Bayern 0.98 

Berlin 1.01 

Brandenburg 1.09 

Bremen 0.98 

Hamburg 1.00 

Hessen 0.99 

Mecklemburg-Vorpommern 1.09 

Niedersachsen 0.99 

Nordrhein-Westfalen 0.98 

Rheinland-Pfalz 0.97 

Saarland 1.02 

Sachsen 1.04 

Sachsen-Anhalt 1.03 

Schleswig-Holstein 1.00 

Thüringen 1.03 
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